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Stocking only 49 ECGT"semiconductors
is like having thousands

of audio transistors on hand.

Manufacturers of TV,
radio and stereo systems have
audio transistor replacements
listed under thousands of
different part numbers.

But, thanks to the
Sylvania ECG semiconductor
replacement guide, you can
replace practically all of them
with just 49 different
transistors.

And that can save a lot of
hunting and stocking,
especially when you're a busy
service dealer.

For example, if you need
a low -noise, high -gain NPN-
silicon transistor for an audio
preamp, check out our ECG -
199. It fits a lot of sockets.

And if import parts are
bugging you, our ECG -158,
176, 226 and 226MP are direct
replacements for parts like
the 25B405, 25B474 and
25B492 plus a lot of others
you'll find in our guide.

But, our cross-reference
guide (ECG -212E) lists a lot
more than just audio
transistors. It lists over 75,000
parts that can be replaced
with a minimum number of
Sylvania ECG parts.

For you, it means one
source for practically all your
replacement needs, including
industrial components.

What more could anyone
ask for?
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This 10 MHz Triggered Scope
is 1 /3 the size
of comparably
performing scopes.
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MODEL 1431 $399.95

It's a lightweight 13 pounds in your hand and a heavyweigh-
performance widebani scope w th a 35 nanosecond rise time on
your bench or jobsite. Whether you're servicing or designing
industrial equipment cr TV, there's the right sweep speed and
sync for easiest operation. If yoL. know our Model 146(1, the
leader in wideband 5" CRT scopes, you know our new 3"
Model 1431 which gives you the same high performance in

one third the size. (Only 43/4"Hx77/8"Wx127/8' L)

Servicing, production, inspection, quality con-rol and lab
applications are all easier with ttis versatile al solid-state
instrument. Triggering is accomplished with only 0.5V
peak -to -peak. Ten mil ivolts per division sensi-ivity, 0.5
usecicm to 0.5 sec/cm automatic and triggered sweep in

19 calibrated ranges, and external trigger input are just a
few of the reasons you'll like it.

Shown voth optional
carrying cower

and prole pouch.

If you have been waitigg to buy a portable sccpe until you c Id gel all the
features you'll ever need at a price you want t 3 pay, you've been wait ng for
Model 1431. Contact your distributor or write Jynascan Cor.3C ratior .

PRODUCTS OF

DYNASCAN
1001 W. Belle ?laine Ave.
CP len°, IL 60613  (312) 327-;270

... for more details circle 102 on Reader Service Card
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Precision caner Servi'

OREGON:
PTS ELECTRONICS. INC
5220 N.E SANDY BLVD
PORTLAND. OREGON 97213

TEL 503. 792 9636

C3LORADO:
PTS EL ECTRONI:S. INC
4158 ALLISON SF
ARVADA. COLO. 80001

TEL 303.4237C80

CALIFORNIA-NORTH:
PTS ELECTRONICS. INC

4611 AUBUFN BLVD
SACRAMENTO, CALIF. 95841

TEL 916 482 6220

CALIFORNIA-SOUTH:
PTS ELECTRONICS INC

5111 LNIVERSITY AVE
SAN DIEGO. CALIF. 92105
TEL 714. 280 7070

KANSAS:
PTS ELECTRONICS. INC
3116 MERRIAM LANE
KANSAS CITY. KANSAS 66100

TEL 913, 831.1222

MINNESOTA:
PTS ELECTRONICS. INC

815W LAKE ST
MINNEAPOLIS. MINN. 55408

TEL 612, 824 2333

4.111W4r6

w.eAd
OKLAHOMA:
PTS ELECTRONICS. INC
3007 N MAY
OKLAHOMA CITY. OKLA. 7:106

TEL 405.9472013

995

1695

TEXAS-NORTH:
PTS ELECTRONICS INC
MOPAC LANE
LONGVIEW. TEX. 75601

TEL 214.7534334

TEXAS-EAST:
PTS ELECTRONICS. INC
4324.26 TELEPHONE RD
HOUSTON. TEX. 77032
TEL 713. 6446793

8hr
Service

1 YEAR WARRANTY

VHF -UHF -FM

UV -COMB.
PTS will repair any tuner-no
matter how old or new-black
& white or color-transistor or
tubes-varactor or detent UHF
-8 hour service is a must!

LOUYSIANA:
PTS ELECTRONICS. INC

2414 WYTCHWOOD DRIVE
NETliRIE. LOUISIANA 10033
TEL 504, 885.2349

Lilts

Ajk

OHIO:
PTS ELECTRONICS. INC

5682 STATE RD
CLEVELAND, OHIO 44 34

TEL 216.8154480

!NI:RANA:
PTE ELECTRONICS. INC

5233 S HWY 37
BLC OMINGTON MD. 47401
TEL 812, 824 93:1

ELECTRONICS, IN:.

...**  VHF 
TUNER , ro wide

a  TdYAL

&Pr # 11,

:104

PARTS
PTS is the only tuner service
to publish an 80 -page Tuner
Replacement Guide and Parts
catalog-and sell you any or all
parts (3rd edition of top infor-
mation available for one dollar)

now available nea'

NEW YORK:
PTS ELECTRONICS INC
993 SYCAMORE ST
BUFFALO N.Y. 14212
TEL 716 891 4935

MASSACHUSETTS:
PTS ELECTRONICS. IN:
191 CHESTNUT ST
SPRINGFIELD. MASS.f3 03
TEL 4:3.7342737

NEW YORK CITY-NIIS JERSEY:
PTS ELECTRONICS. AC
158 MARKET ST
E PATERSON. N.J. 0'407
TEL. 201, 791.6380

PENNSYLVANIA-EAST:
PTS ELECTRONICS. INC
1921 S 70TH ST
PHILADELPHIA. PA. 19142

TEL 215.7240999

1 MARYLAND:
PTS ELECTRONICS. INC
1105 SPRING ST
SILVER SPRING . MD. 20910

TEL 301.565002`

k PENNSYLVANIA-VIES':
I PTS ELECTRONICS, IN:

257 RIvERVIEW AVE N.
PITTSBURGH. PA. 152[2
TEL 412.761 7648

FLORIDA:
PTS ELECTRONICS. INC
1918 BLANDING BLVD
JACKSONVILLE. FLA. 32210

TEL 904.3899952

8hr
Service

1 YEAR WARRANTY

rTssesenn ONE

1_.

125° IF-SUBCHASSIS

PTS was 1st to repair IF mo-
dules and make a success of it.
We do it right the 1st time.
(All prices are dealer net! Ma-
jor parts, tubes and transistors
charged at net cost)

AND STILL TRYING HARDER!

(NOT A FRANCHISE COMPANY)
... for more details circle 119 an Reader Service Card
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We're making it our business to make your business easier.

General Electric's STC program.
It takes the Tough out of

Tough Dog' service.
S. stands for our new

Symptom Repair Manual. It was
created for you by GE to deal with
the most common faults. It lists a
variety ofsymptoms. And then tells
you what to check and in what order.

T. stands for our Trouble-
shooting Flow Charts. If a particular problem was not found by
using the Symptom Repair Manual, these charts will take you
through a logical sequence of checks to locate the faults.

C. stands for time-consuming Circuit Analysis. Ifyou follow
the `S' and `T,' in most cases you will never have to get to 'C.
With these two service aids you can quickly diagnose 95% of all
General Electric TV service problems. Using them will save you
time, money and aggravation. And needless to say, they'll help
you generate a lot of good will and build your reputation for fast,
reliable service.

The Symptom Repair
Manual is available for a $1.00
handling charge. To receive your
copy or details of GE service
subscription plans, write "Dutch"
Meyer, GE Television Receiver
Products Department, Portsmouth,
Va. 23705; or call collect
(804) 484-3521. STC. A service technician's

best friend.

GENERAL* ELECTRIC
... for more details circle 112 on Reader Service Card
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EDITORIAL

We Can't Do It All!

This year marks
the end of the 20th
year that this
magazine has been

published-it
having been
founded in 1953.
And interestingly
enough, we are
still occasionally
contacted by
readers that have

maintained their subscriptions continually
since that very first year!

Although color television and
transistors were introduced to the public
prior to the founding of our publication,
a great deal has happened to our
industry during the past 20 years. And

we hope that ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/

DEALER has helped many readers become
successful in our industry.

Beginning on page 40, this month's
annual index lists the many technical -
and business -type articles that have been

printed during the past year, plus listing
the tips for more effective color -TV set
servicing that have been printed in our
Colorfax section and the other servicing
tips printed monthly in our Technical
Digest section. A second annual index,
printed in the Tekfax section, provides
a handy reference to all such schematics

that have been printed in ELECTRONIC
TECHNICIAN/DEALER during the past

10 years.
We make no claims of being perfect,

but have tried hard to serve you, so
that you can be truly successful in your
profession. However, our efforts alone
are not enough! No monthly publication-
whether it contains less than a hundred
pages or many times that number-
can possibly provide all the assistance

required to succeed with the problems
facing today's electronic technicians
and service dealers. It is necessary

to rely on other resources as well.

Every electronic technician and service

dealer should have access to a technical

library-either in his home, or preferably
in his place of employment. (Employers

must begin to realize that a little
time spent by employees reading during

working hours will save more money
in increased efficiency than it will cost

in "idle" time.) There is much that the
library should contain in addition to
notebooks for each 12 months of indexed

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER and
separate bound volumes of our Tekfax

schematics. It should also contain the
following: Service information received
either free or by paid subscription from

the manufacturers of products serviced;

service information provided by fellow
technicians, plus local, state and
naticnal trade associations; and such
information as is found in TV TECH AID

and other such publications. There
should also be books, including those
published by various manufacturers,
Tab Books, Howard W. Sams, McGraw-Hill,

Prentice -Hall, and others. (Some of these
books may be selected as a result of

recommendations in our Book Review
column, others on the basis of books
found in the public or university library,
and still others upon the recommendation
of your local book store. Too frequently

we fail to remember that most local
book stores purchase for their own
use master listings by both title and
subject area virtually all books on the
market that deal directly or indirectly
with electronic sales and servicing.)

Whether it be a rump session in your
shop, a formal or informal activity
scheduled by your local distributor, or
some program sponsored by a local,

state or national trade association;
there is nothing like getting together
with others of similar background and
exchanging service tips, discussing

those "tough dogs," or dealing with

some other phase of your business

activity. You can also collectively view

instructional slides or movies, such as
the film that RCA just gave NESDA

(please note the news item on page 14).

There was once a time when a formal

education was unnecessary for effective
sales and servicing-life then was
relatively simple. But things have
changed. Government involvement now
requires some understanding of law
(by everyone for their own protection),
keener competition requires a better
knowledge of consumer psychology,
and new solid-state circuitry requires

a better understanding of fundamental

electronics. Thus independent reading
and attending group functions is not
always enough. It is becoming
increasingly urgent that everyone in our
profession receive some form of
formal training-whether it be at a local
business college, a local vocational
school or university, at schools
sponsored locally by national
associations, or through correspondence
courses. Any combination of these
formal training programs can do much
in determining whether one makes it
or not as conditions in our profession
continue to get more difficult.

Although we cannot possibly do the
job alone, all of these other activities
can prove more effective if they are
supplemented, balanced and brought
up to date with the material presented

in ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER.
We appreciate your loyalty and promise
to continue to work hard at this
task of serving you.

DECEMBER 1973, ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER j 7



LETTERS

Reader comments concerning past
feature articles, Editor's Memos, previous
reader responses or other subjects of
interest to the industry.

He Would Do Far Better
If He Became a Plumber

A letter in the October issue raises
the question of the wages paid in this
industry. The RETA of Ontario [Ra-
dio Electronic Technicians Associa-
tion of Ontario] has recently sent out
a questionnaire to all its members in
order to find out the charges made
for TV repairs and also to get some
idea of the wage rates in Ontario.
While all the answers are not yet in,
a quick scan through them shows that
they vary from $3.25 per hour to $5,
with the great majority earning $4.50
to $5.00 per hour.

If your correspondent wishes to plan
a well -paid future, he would be far
better off as a plumber, an electrician,
or in a factory, and about as well off
as a garbage collector. I cannot call
to mind at the moment any trade
which calls for the use of so much
equipment or for so much knowledge
that must be up -dated continually.
The red queen must have been talk-
ing about TV repair when she said
that it takes all the running you can
do to stay in the same place, because
things sure change fast. No sooner
does one get use to transistors than
they are on the way out and "IC" is
the magic word.

What can be done? The essential
thing is to clear up the chaos in the
industry, which can only be done by
supporting your electronic associa-
tions. Next get the repair rates in
line, so that both the employer and
the employee can earn a fair return
for their work. Looking through the
replies from the RETA members, 1
note that one shop, with a location,
charges $5.50 to do minor repairs on
a carry -in color -TV set and $3.50 for
B/W -TV sets; while another charges
a flat $5.00 per hour. At those prices,
they could have all my work but I
don't suppose that they will be in
business long. But the main reason
for joining an association is to fight
the constant attacks on the service in-
dustry by get -popular -quick politicians
and others and to get the public to
realize that we are not all gougers but
solid, honest technicians, who take a
pride in their work, and give the pub-
lic far better value for the money than
they realize.

P. M. LEYDEN
PROVINCIAL SECRETARY, RETA

Electronic Technicians
Can Make Good Money

In response to the article, "What
Future Salary Might One Expect?"-
Go west young man, go west.

I have been a subscriber to your
magazine for many years and think it
is number one. I am definitely not new
to the radio and television business. I
started with crystal sets 50 years ago.
At the present time I operate a retail
store with a service department on a
main street in a large city. At my age
it would certainly be nice if I could
work fewer hours and take more va-
cations. My big problem is getting
good technicians.

We work from 9:00 to 5:30 six
days a week and are closed nights and
Sundays. Our technicians earn over
$6.00 per hour and work a 40 -hour
week. They make over $1,000 per
month. We still can't find enough com-
petent help. Our employees also re-
ceive the following benefits: Health
and welfare, paid vacations, and paid
holidays. Enclosed is a copy of a pay
record for one week of one of our
technicians.

Many shops in California are look-
ing for good help. We no longer in-
stall car radios or antennas as this has
become a more specialized field. We
only service major brands. Every day
we turn down fixing off -brands, and
we still have more work than we can
handle. Large shops in San Francisco
are Union, while the smaller shops are
not. Union scale is now $6.30 per
hour minimum for Journeyman, plus
benefits.

STANLEY MICHELSEN

Small Shops Should Combine
Efforts for Greater Efficiency

It isn't often that I find time to
write in response to what I've read in
the many magazines (some 30 a
month) which I read to try and keep
up with the changing technical ad-
vances of our times.

I've had a service shop since 1966,
and while I have never attempted to
apply for a CET, I have held a First
Class Radio Telephone License for as
long as I've been in business. In addi-
tion, I've worked at commercial radio
and TV stations doing everything from
Chief Engineer on down.

I feel that the days of the small ser-
vice shop are numbered. We've never
been a large shop and have never em-
ployed more than three people at any
one time, but we've always enjoyed a
substantial income. Lately, with the
emphasis on modularized TV's and
the incredible prices charged for
equipment (extremely low, i.e., a
transistor radio for $2.98) we find it

more and more difficult to maintain a
good profit margin in consumer elec-
tronics. Most transistor radios and
most portable TV sets are priced to be
thrown away if they break after a ser-
vice period of a few years. The junk
on the market today compared to the
equipment of a few years ago is sick-
ening. We've just recently discontin-
ued all TV service, all radio service,
and are maintaining only our com-
mercial, ham, CB, video tape and
closed circuit sales and service.

With the disposable electronic com-
ponents on the market today it is no
longer feasible to charge $25 to re-
pair a TV set that only cost $69 new.
If you don't charge a reasonable
amount, your profit level is so low as
to barely make overhead.

I would like to propose that several
service shops combine to form assem-
bly line repair service for those items
worth repairing. This collective ser-
vice center could have departments
specializing in each brand, all drawing
from a central supply for parts, and
provide streamlined and efficient ser-
vice. Typically, a day laborer could
be employed to dismantle each set,
clean out the ton of dirt, check the
tubes, and list the symptoms. A
trained technician would then diag-
nose the set for the specific problem,
and return it to a semi -qualified per-
son to do the actual repair work. The
set would then be reassembled by the
laborer and delivered to the customer.
To make this a reality and a good
profitable venture would take a huge
service volume, but one such shop in
each locality serving an area of 100,
000 people should be practical. What
do you think?

HENRY B. RUH

Comments Concerning
Home MATV Article

I was extremely interested in your
article in the September issue of
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER en-
titled, "Updating One's Home." I did
about the same thing about two years
ago.

I installed a very high -gain antenna
to pick up the three local VHF and
one local UHF station. I chose an an-
tenna that used the log -periodic con-
figuration for VHF and reflector log
for UHF. Log -periodic antennas have
a wide pickup area and are very use-
ful if most signals are contained in a
30° angle. I chose coax also, and I
routed it through a vent in the roof to
a splitter. From the splitter I routed
the coax out under the roof through
vents and down the outside and back
into selected rooms under windows.

Now I, and I guess you, forgot one
thing. That is grounding to protect the

8 I ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER, DECEMBER 1973



two TV sets and one FM radio con-
nected to the antenna system. Here in
Florida there are an average of 90
thunder showers a year. How many
lightning storms are there usu-
ally in Duluth? I understand that there
are quite a few. What lightning -strike
protection are you installing? I would
suggest a heavy wire connected from
the antenna mast to a good ground
connection.

There might be in -line lightning
arrestors, but I do not think that Jer-
rold makes any of these devices for
use on coax. I found that you can pur-
chase cable similar to CAC -6 from
Belden as their No. 8228.

I would appreciate seeing how you
would go about protecting our goodies
from fire, damage, etc.

RICHARD MCCLEARY
Your concern regarding an adequate

ground is certainly justified. We in Du-
luth do also have many thunder
storms.

On page 37 of the article, mention
was made to the fact that the antenna
was mounted on a mast that came
with the house. What 1 failed to state
was that this mast was already well
grounded with a ground wire connect-
ed between the antenna mast and a
large metal stake previously driven in-
to the ground. Please also note the
cover illustration which shows the sys-
tem grounded. Ed.

Business Forms Don't Permit
Comments Concerning Service

Concerning the article in the Octo-
ber issue, "A Little Psychology Goes a
Long Way": I quite agree that a com-
plete description of the labor is good
psychology. However, have you been
looking at the recent service forms
and the gradual reduction of the space
devoted to labor?

For example: The Oelrich Form
125 devotes a space 3'4 by 11/4 in.
New England Business Service Form
317 devotes 3% by 11/4 in. These are
typical of others we have seen. Some
devote less space for labor, or service
as you wish to call it. We use these
two examples because they have a
third copy which we file.

In the future our service jobs are
going to contain more and more of
service and less and less of parts. The
trend has already set in.

STANLEY J. PEPERA

Business form conpanies take note!
One alternative would he to have a
form designed for either just your own
shop or the shops in your area and
printed by a local job printer-with
the two carbons desired. There are
many printers that could handle such
an order. Ed.

continued on page 10

These new IR devices
make replacing Zenith

emiconductors a
local buy...

erywhere!

Now you can buy International Rectifier's "Guaran-
teed" replacements fog the most popular Zenith semi-
conductors right at your local IR distributor. Besides
cutting days from the usual ordering-shippiig cycle,
they're priced locally too - more than competitive with
the Zenith pricing structure.

Like everyone, we recognize Zenith's equipment is
top quality, and we're not about to compromise their
name, or ours. We analyzed circuits and devices for
five months before we guaranteed that IR's devices
will match,and meet or exceed Zenith's electrical and
physical parameters in all applications.

Right now you can pick up a kit* of 23 IR semicon-
ductors, and save an additional 10%.

Add it all up: Local availability. Local price. Guar-
anteed IR replacements for Zenith semiconductors.
You can't lose.
 13 -Transistors; 5 -ICs; 3 -Rectifiers: 1 -Diode; 1 -Crystal.

INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER
Semiconductor Division

233 Kansas Street, El Segundo, Californ'a 90245. Phone (213) 6786281
.... for more details circle 113 on Reader Service Card
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DIAL
& CODER
Delta's Instant

Emergency
Telephone

Warning System.

Dial & Coder guards you around -
the -clock, signaling alarm for any emer-
gency condition where a simple contact
closure activates the system. Completely
solid state, Dial & Coder utilizes the
latest in discrete and integrated circuit
technology to provide immediate remote
signaling between any two telephones.

CHECK THESE FEATURES!
 Dial any phone number up to eight

digits.
 Change numbers in ten seconds.
 Over 100 different code combinations

allow multi -phone connections.
 Works with any direct contact switch.
 Unlimited applications. Use with in-

trusion detectors, fire & smoke detec-
tors or a simple button control. Allows
children, clerks, or physically handi-
capped to call for help.

 Automatic redialer when busy signal
received.

 Microphone can be added for audio
surveillance.

 Self-contained power supply. Once
tripped, unit cannot be stopped.

This one's really priced right!

Made in U.S.A.
Write or Call today for free sales details!

DELTA PRODUCTS, INC.
P.O. Box 1147, Grand Junction, Cob. 81501,

Dept. ETD, (303) 242-9000

Superior Products At Sensible Prices
. . . for more details circle 107 on Reader Service Card

LETTERS ...
continued front page 9

What You Said Sounds Good
But Doesn't Seem to Work

I have just read your latest editorial
and have been following your editori-
als about getting into the field and be-
coming a TV technician. What you
have said sounds good, but I'm afraid
it doesn't seem to work.

As your editorial states [page 7,
September 1973 issue], "Some never
do get a chance to enter our profes-
sion." I think you failed to mention
that one of the reasons is that there
are few jobs for the beginner-but
many for the experienced. No one
wants to hire the beginner unless he
has to!

I have been reading ELECTRONIC
TECHNICIAN/ DEALER since I was in
RCA Institute a year ago, and I have
been trying with little success to get a
job as a TV technician. (After leaving
RCA and not getting a job, I took a
position with a firm manufacturing
electronics equipment as a trouble-
shooter.)

I have gone to many interviews and
filled out still more applications, but
have always gotten the same answer.
They say I have good technical knowl-
edge and would make a good techni-
cian-but, I had no experience or cus-
tomer contact, or they had a few more
applications to check out. When I
called back, they picked someone else
who had more experience or someone
who had applied sooner. (I feel that
maybe being a TV technician is like
being a member of the Motion Picture
Union, you have to be born into it.)

The people who interview me are
honest and tell me about how hard it
is to train people and about the oper-
ating problems with a beginner. But
that does not change the situation that
the beginner must face.

You cannot blame a young person
entering the field of electronics for
taking the offers from manufacturers,
whether or not it is "attractive with
immediate financial returns." It is
there that one can get the experience
for getting ahead without knocking
your head against the wall.

Young people, especially married
men with a family, cannot be expected
to travel great distances and work
long hours for low pay, unless they
really like the work. But when you
add to this the hard time at getting
even the low beginners salary, many
simply give up, taking the factory job.

I am still trying to become a TV
technician, but the longer I cannot get
a job, the more training I lose-even
though I try to do work on the side in

my apartment.
I feel that the profession as a whole

should get together and try to promote
the hiring of young new beginners as
a natural thing and not as something
you do when "you have to" or the
profession is going to end up with
many retired experienced techs or
many unqualified relatives.

I am writing this letter because I
have received some more, "things are
slow," rejects and cannot continue to
take off too many more days or make
many more long distant phone calls
fruitlessly.

Maybe I'm doing something wrong,
but everyone keeps telling me that's
the only way and to keep trying. I
have talked with other young people
trying to get into the field, and they
say the same thing.

I hope that something can be done
to help the beginner before the begin-
ner-like the TV sets-will have to be
imported from Japan.

[We have withheld his name but
are prepared to forward any
correspondence directed to the
writer of this letter.]

An Open Letter to the
Hi-Fi Component Industry

Just a few weeks ago a major tape -
recorder manufacturer more than
doubled its warranty protection period.
Recently I received the announcement
of a major advertising campaign being
launched by this same company. It's
really wonderful-better equipment,
purchasers protected by longer war-
ranties, more advertising to sell more
components. What is good for the
high-fidelity industry is good for East-
ern Stereo Servicenter . . . or, at least,
that used to be our attitude.

But, what about service for these
growing quantities of all this wonder-
ful new equipment? Equipment is be-
coming more complex with every new
model introduced. First, a channel
was added to make stereo; now the in-
dustry is in the process of doubling
the number of channels again, more
than doubling our job of servicing.
And with more complex technology
involved-Dolby or other noise reduc-
tion systems, matrix or discrete de-
modulators-the investment in test in-
struments and people to use it is cost-
ly. We independent service organiza-
tions are being expected to keep pace
with changing technology and extend-
ed warranty periods without any
increase in compensation. Getting
good service on a piece of Hi.Fi gear
is a problem that already exists in
many areas. If manufacturers con-
tinue their present policies and atti-
tudes, it will get much worse.

I wrote to the tape recorder corn -
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pany's president at the time his firm
extended its warranty period, but did
not even receive the courtesy of a
reply.

Another manufacturer recently
demonstrated its interest in its equip-
ment purchasers being able to get
qualified in -warranty service by reduc-
ing its labor rate.

Getting parts orders filled within a
reasonable amount of time and being
supplied adequate servicing literature
continues to be a major problem with
a number of companies. (The custom-
er blames us, not the manufacturer,
for delays caused by this deficiency.)

The facts appear to be adding up to
one thing. Too many manufacturers
look at warranty service as being a
necessary evil, responding principally
to sales needs and governmental and
consumerist demands. While it may
not matter to the manufacturers, I

don't believe that the industry as a
whole can afford to lose the few good
service facilities that do exist. If ser-
vice were not important to dealers,
why is it so many of them promote
their "service department" (when
most don't have even one qualified
technician or any good test gear) and
extra long warranties?

We believe ours is a badly needed
commodity, with the need increasing
as the industry continues to grow. If
service truly is important, I challenge
those concerned to place the service
function on an equal level with manu-
facturing and sales, and begin giving
it fair and honest treatment. Manu-
facturers . . . Industry . . . What is
your response?

We at Eastern Stereo stand ready
to participate with those interested in
opening up a dialogue and service dis-
cussion on this matter.

MARIAN') R. TAYLOR, PRESIDENT

UNTIL RECENTLY,
THERE WERE OVER
22,500 TRANSISTOR
PART NUMBERS
TO WORRY ABOUT
IN THE SERVICE
BUSINESS.
Now, only 47 types

put an end to the nightmare.
Sprague's concise but complete

line of 47 replacement transistors
(24 small -signal, 18 power, and 5
field effect) is designed to do the
work of over 22,500 O.E.M. tran-
sistors. But don't just take our word
for it. The 'Fantastic 47' are on the
self-service Semiconductor Q -Mart
at your Sprague distributor's, ready
to help you now.

And here's more good news! To help you keep the most -fre-
quently -used transistors handy in your shop, we've got a new KS -10 Tran-
sistor Assortment. The Keen 18 . . . 10 small -signal transistors and 8
power transistors . . . give you a working inventory that replaces thou-
sands of the most popular domestic and foreign O.E.M. part numbers.
They come in an attractive, blue, durable plastic cabinet . . . you pay
for transistors only . . . cabinet is yours at no additional cost!

See the KS -10 with a special introductory price at your distributor's.
While you're there, pick up a free copy of the 48 -page Sprague K-500
Semiconductor Replacement Manual. Or . . . write to Sprague Products
Co., 65 Marshall St., North Adams, Mass. 01247

NEW 10 TRANSISTOR ASSOR REGULARLY $34.11

special
introductory

price ...

SPRAGUE
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY

"I've decided to call a repairman after all." THE BROAD-UNE PRODUCER OF ELECTRONIC PARTS

. . . for more details circle 123 on Reader Service Card
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READERS' AID

Space contributed to help serve the
personal needs of you, our readers.

Will Trade

I am prepared to trade excess test
equipment and old type tubes for any
needed test instruments or service
data.

PAULMER WILLIAMS
106 S. Jefferson St.
Lewisburg, W. Va. 24901

Needs Information
I have a Simpson Genescope (for

FM/ TV alignment) Model 480. I

would like to obtain an instruction
and servicing manual complete with
schematic or a copy-or be allowed
to make a copy of same.

THOMAS E. BRIGMAN
P.O. Box 288
Laurinburgh, N.C. 28352

I need some information concern-
ing a radio I just acquired. It is
an Atwater Kent, Model 60C,

you'll have a ball
WITH THIS PERMA-POWER BRITENER SPECIAL!

some
packages
contain
basketbal s S.

buy both!

You're really on the ball if you buy
Perma-Power Color-Brites NOW during
this special promotion. The kids on your
gift list will enjoy the miniature football
or basketball that comes free with 4
Perma-Power Color-Brites (1 Model
C-501 for round tubes, 3 Model C-511
for rectangular tubes.) You'll enjoy the
special savings...as well as the
appreciation from your customers when
you brighten their color TV picture and
thus extend its useful life.

Hurry Please...
This is a limited time offer.
Call Your
Distributor Now.

el8
845 Larch Avenue
Elmhurst, Illinois 60126
(312) 279-3600
Division of Chamberlain Manufacturing Corporation

. . . for more details circle 118 on Reader Service Card
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SN # 55177407. This particular radio
is covered in Volume #3 of the Old
Rider Series. If this information can
be furnished, I would gladly pay for
it.

WALTER D. RETZOLK
1644 B. Hill Dr.
Ft. Gordon, Ga. 30905

For Sale

I have Sam's Auto Radio Manuals
number 4 through 86 and Sam's CB
manuals 1 through 25 for sale. No
reasonable offer refused.

DICK BERGERON
Box 311
Essex, Vt. 05451

I have two VTM's with 30kv probes
and an in -circuit capacitor tester for
sale. All are in fine condition.

JOHN MEDNANSKY
Box 259
Stevensville, Mont. 59870

I have for sale an all solid-state
three month old 25 -in. Model
GR371MX, Heathkit color -TV set in
walnut cabinet with two-year warran-
ty on RCA picture tube.

ROBERT
1801 Centinela Ave., #4-D
Santa Monica, Calif. 90404

I have for sale a picture tube re-
building machine with all accessories.

AL BOURDAGES
192 Richmond St.
Chatham, Ontario

I have a complete color and B/W
picture tube rebuilding plant for sale
with supplies and many picture tube
duds, all for $1000.

GENE HOLLEY
3130 Manchester
Wichita Falls, Texas 76305

I have a number of old radio tubes
for sale; write for list.

BRUCE Boss
4 Rice Street
Lyons, N.Y. 14489

I would like to sell Schematics
Group 134 through 244, Schematics
No. 812 through 1450. Make offer.

W. P. HUGHES
127 Riviera Trailer VIg.
Pasco, Wash. 99301



I have 500 Sams Photofacts, plus
two filing cabinets for sale. I will sell
them for the best offer because of re-
tirement after 45 years of business.

HERMAN MARCUS
R R #1 Box 29A
Ringtown, Pa. 17967

I have for sale Sams Photofacts,
No. 1 through 351. Also, a very large
stock of old tubes that some collectors
might be interested in.

JAMES WHITE
92 Main St.
Whitehall, N.Y. 12887

I have for sale Sams Photofacts
from 1 through 246.

GREGORY H. SWISKA
74 Keeley St.
Fall River, Mass. 02723

Business for Sale
Established electronic appliance ser-

vice business for sale in the growing
city of Dawson Creek, B.C. Newly
constructed premises located on land
suitable for expansion. Ownership
since inception of television in this
area.

D. HAYES
9400 13th Street
Dawson Creek, B.C.

Wanted

I would like to obtain the schematic
for a Model 101-9 Webster Electric
Tape Recorder.

JOHN C. Cox
C & G T.V. Repair
1329 Devonport Drive
Lexington, Ky. 40504

I would like to obtain a schematic
diagram for a Candle Micro TV Set,
Model MT -510. I have been informed
by Candle America, Inc. of Los Ange-
les that they do not have them avail-
able.

H. E. ROBY
Luther Burbank Vocational
High School
1002 Edwards Street
San Antonio, Texas 78204

We want to buy a good mechani-
cal pump, diffusion pump, vacuum
gauge, RF bombarder used, as sold by
Lakeside Industries or by C.R.T. Co.

We also need a power transformer for
the bombarder.

MANUEL HERNANDEZ
Golden Ray Tube Co.
Av. Zamora #6
Villa Lydia, Puerto Rico 00603

I am in need of a meter for an NRI
Model W VTVM which the National
Radio Institute advises me that it can
no longer supply.

C. V. TODD
1320 N.W. 116th St.
Miami, Fla. 33167

I would like to purchase the bound
volumes of Tekfax schematics printed
prior to Tekfax 111.

WILLIAM BALLARD
6587 Bock Terr.
Oxon Hill, Md. 20021

I would like to buy some used pic-
ture -tube rebuilding equipment, such
as Lakeside Industries' Model 1501,
or similar.

MARCEL SEMO
83 Webster Street
Needham Heights, Mass. 02194

MkKE
WkRRKNE

SERVICE

PAY

OFF
WI1H

4

yLBO -502 - 5
Solid State

Triggered Scope
3 graded scale readings - 1,2,5
Push -buttons, lab -grade quality

15MHz b'width;auto and trig sweep-
1µs/cm (5X mag. 0.2µs/cm)to

0.5s/cm. 17 steps. 10mV/p-picm
sensitivity. Rect. bezel; adj.tighting
scale -tilt adj. & trig. light. $529.95

LSG-231 - FM Multiplex
Stereo Generator

Solid state stability & accuracy.
Check balance, separation and

alignment on all state-of-the-art
audio equip. 50dB separation,

±2% at1KHz audio signal accuracy: -1-204, at
19KHz pilot sig freq. accuracy.0.3Vrms output. 5229.95

LFM-36A - Solid State
Wow & Flutter Meter

Offers accurate, simul-
taneous, direct readouts

on tape recorders and
other units. Has sep-

arate meters for meas-
uring each function

Accuracy is tY/o of full scale
value. Signal frequency is 3KHz

Compact, rugged, for bench or
assembly work 5699.95

LEADER
TEST INSTRUMENTS

"Put Us to the Test"
LEADER151 Dupont Street Plainview, L.I N Y. 11803 (516) 822-9300

INSTRUMENTS CORP

. for more details circle 116 on Reader Service Card
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NEWS OF THE INDUSTRY

Sid Baker (left), an RCA Service Company executive, pre-
sented a 16mm movie to NESDA's executive vice presi-
dent, Dick Glass, CET (right). Indiana Radio -TV License
Board Investigator James W. Baker, CET (center) was
also present. This is a color and sound film made for use
by RCA's service branches and entitled "The People Fix-
ers." It is now available for loan to NESDA local associa-
tions and is a good customer relations film for all home
technicians.

IMGLAR-FIRE ALARIVI SYSTEM
YOU Ciiti INSTALLYOMSELE

ONLY 129.95

/10* .0,4
Save hundreds of dollars in alarm installation and monthly service
charges. The EICO SS -500 "install -it -yourself" burglar -fire alarm sys-
tem offers you the kind of professional protection you have been look-
ing for, at a price you can afford. The SS -500 has been designed on
the EICO "Expandability Concept" that enables you to "add-on" protec-
tion to meet your own special needs. Before you purchase any security
system, we suggest you read the EICO Security Handbook and see how
easy EICO makes it to "Do -it -Yourself."

FREE EICO CATALOG/SPECIAL OFFER!
Security handbook (Reg. $2.95) only $1.50 with this ad. Includes a
catalog on EICO Security Systems, Test Instruments, Stereo, Hobby Kits
and name of nearest distributor. For catalog only, check reader service
card or send 25C for first class mall service. L.,
EICO, 283 Malta Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11207 LK Fa. ILF

Colorado Electronic Association
Reports Tremendous Activity

"I he Colorado Professional Electronics Association is on
the move: Adopting an extensive and binding explanation
to its Code of Ethics, biased toward consumer protection,
in August; Established a chapter charter agreement to help
local chapters with organization, form and continuity; Pub-
lished a leadership manual for its officers; and formed a
new local Chapter in Pueblo, Colo., all in September.

The Pueblo Chapter of CPEA was formed following a
quarterly state board meeting in Pueblo, with most officers
and many members taking part. The organization meeting
was conducted by Paul F. Dontje, CET, executive director
of CPEA.

Every Pueblo technician and service dealer attending the
meeting joined the association. As an added treat, one in-
dividual from Trinidad, Colo.-some 100 miles distance-
joined as a member -at -large.

A record 133 technicians, installers, contractors, educators
and salesmen attended the two-day MATV Basis Systems
school held at the George Washington Motor Lodge in Wil-
low Grove, Pa. Hosted by Lan Elkins, Jerrold Eastern Re-
gional Manager, the school covered antennas, transmission
lines, amplifiers, splitters, tapes, system layout, solutions
to MATV problems and the latest installation techniques.
This is but one of the 23 schools scheduled by Jerrold for
1973.

Sidney Sampson (right), service manager of George's
Stores, Inc., is shown receiving a special "Good Guy" ser-
vice award from Garth Heisig (left), director of consumer
affairs for the consumer products division of Motorola.

... for more details circle 108 on Reader Service Card
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Also shown is Harold L. Kende!man, vice president of
Washington Appliance Wholesales, Inc. The award, a first
of its type from Motorola, was given to Mr. Sampson for
exemplitying "a conscientious effort to handle all customer
inquiries in a fair and just manner. He listens to the con-
sumer and provides him with prompt service. . . ."

Illinois Association Campaigns to Block
License Renewal of Station WBBM-TV

The Associated Radio and Television Servicemen of Il-
linois reports that WBBM-TV conducted an "expose" by
"bugging" TV sets and planting them at random in inde-
pendent repair shops for servicing and the consequent
"smearing" of the repair segment of their business. As a
result of such station activity they have petitioned the FCC
to deny a license renewal to station WBBM-TV, suggesting
that all concerned about "the constant degrading of our
business image," write the Chairman of the Commission
and tell him so.

The following letter was sent concerning the matter:

Mr. William B. Ray, Chief
Complaints and Compliance Division
Broadcast Bureau
Federal Communications Commission
Washington, D.C. 20554

Subject: License Renewal-Station WBBM-TV

Dear Sir:

On behalf of our members, who are small
radio and television shop owners, we
submit to you our request for a denial
of the renewal of the broadcasting li-
cense to station WBBM-TV, 630 North
McClurg Court, Chicago, Illinois, when
it comes before the Commission for
consideration.

Our reason for this requested denial is
the following:

At the direction of and instruction by
its newsroom management, station techni-
cians took nine television sets, planted
a defective component in each of the
sets, and sent them out to nine repair
shops in the Chicagoland area to be
serviced.

After the sets had been serviced by the
nine shops, they were examined, and the
WBBM-TV management had inserted in the
Tribune, Times, and Chicago Daily News,
full page ads, a copy of which is en-
closed, and which appeared in the
papers on February 7th.

On the evenings of February 7th, 8th and
9th, the program conducted by Mr. Bob

McBride, assisted by Mr. John Aster,
proceeded to give the results of this
"planted" set arrangement, describing
what charges and services were made by
the shops involved, and suggesting that
the results obtained proved that the
shops were less than honest in the work
done and the charges which were made.

On February 13th, at 6:25 P.M., Mr.
Richard Westerkamp presented his Edito-
rial view, describing the "set planting"
activity and suggesting that the set -
owning public was exposed to uncon-
trolled cheating and the only answer was
a statewide license law to regulate and
control television repair shops. (Copy

of Editorial enclosed.)

Our members protested this biased and
one-sided presentation and requested
that a committee secure an appointment
with the station management: A commit-

tee of three, including the writer, fi-
nally secured an appointment with Mr.
Robert Wussler, Mr. Van Sauter and a

continued on page 16

4 Money -saving reasons
to buy E1CO's Solid State
Test Equipment.

TR-410

EICO 242 FET-TVOM. Peak -to -peak
measurements of AC volts and milli -
amps. 61/2" meter. 7 non -skip ranges.
High input impedance. Low 1 volt
scale. DC/AC Multi -Probe. AC or bat-
tery operated. Kit $79.95, Wired
$109.95.

EICO 330 RF Signal Generator. 5 bands
cover a range from 100 kHz to 54 MHz.
Calibrated modulation adjustment con-
trol. 400 Hz audio output. Provision
for modulating RF with internal or

external signal source. Kit $64.95,
Wired 599.95.

EICO 379 Sine/Square Wave Genera-
tor. Simultaneous sine and square wave
outputs. Covers 20 Hz to MHz in five
ranges. Low distortion sultzer feed-
back circuit. Square wave rise time
better than 0.1 microseconds. Kit
$74.95, Wired $109.95.

EICO TR-410 Triggered Sweep Scope.
100% solid state. DC to 10MHz band-
width. Sweep synchronized gate out-
put. Z -Axis input. Use as vectorscope
for color TV servicing. One probe for
direct and 10:1 measurements. Wired
$429.95.

FREE 32 PAGE EICO CATALOG
For latest catalog on Eico Solid State Test Equipment, Automotive
and Hobby Electronics, Burglar -Fire Alarm Systems, Stereo, and
name of nearest EICO Distributor, check reader service card or
send 25g for fast first class mail service. EICOEICO, 283 Malta Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11207

... for more details circle 108 on Reader Service Card
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NEWS."

continued from page 15

number of others of the WBBM-TV man-
agement staff.

At this meeting we stated that this
shameful and distorted program conveyed
to the viewing audience an image of
television service people wholly at
variance to actual fact; that it was
prejudicial to the business interests of
dedicated competent men; that it was not
in the public interest to destroy the
faith and confidence of the set -owning
public. Further, that it tended to
erode the moral integrity and character
of competent and ethical small business
men, who did not possess the financial
means by which they could defend them-
selves against this kind of visual
slander.

We requested time to rebut Mr. Wester-
kamp's Editorial and were allotted 90
seconds of the evening of February 21st;
90 seconds, a fraction of the programmed

PERIAA-CLEAle
TUNER TABS

DEALER NET
CARD OF 12 TABS $9.95

DESIGNED FOR STRIP TYPE
TUNERS-B/W AND COLOR

PRETREATED WITH

PERMA-CLEAN
. . THE NON -EVAPORATING CLEANER
THAT WILL NOT CAKE OR HARDEN

The Service Dealer Now Makes A Profit for Cleaning Tuners
 Continuously Cleans, Polishes and Lubricates Contacts
 Will Not Detune or Cause Fequency Drift
 Harmless to Plastics and Tuner Components
 Fast and Simple to Install

NO SPRAY CLEANER NECESSARY
Available at most electronic part supply companies or send $9.95 per card to

REVOLUTIONARY
BREAKTHROUGH

FOR TUNER
MAINTENANCE!

UNIVERSAL TUNER TABS MFG.. INC.
12400 MINNETONKA BLVD., HOPKINS, MINN. 55343

1973 by UNIVERSAL TUNER TABS MFG.. INC.

... for more details circle 127 on Reader Service Card
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time which the station used in the
three -evening programmed arrangements to
defame and degrade an important segment
of the broadcast industry -the indepen-
dent radio and television shop owner!

It is our contention that this program
was planned and executed for the express
purpose of creating publicity for WBBM-
TV in order to draw and attract an in-
creased viewing audience, that ordinari-
ly would not tune to the station, and
used this offensive means to secure
that audience.

In conclusion, we would state again that
this entire program was not in the pub-
lic interest; it defamed and damaged the
business character of small business
men, and left distrust and doubt in the
minds of many people where none had
existed before.

We therefore respectfully request that
the Commission deny to station WBBM-TV
a renewal of its license to broadcast
when it is presented to the Commission.

Respectfully submitted,

Howard Wolfson
Secretary
ASSOCIATED RADIO &
TELEVISION SERVICEMEN,
Inc., Illinois

"The kids are getting anxious to know how soon you'll give up fixing
it yourself and call a repairman?"



Six gREAT pluqs
FOR *IVAN iA

ChEk-A-001.01e TEST jig.

4

Versatility-Connects quickly and easily to over
7,000 models, 48 brands.

Exclusive Yoke Programmer-Front panel con-
trol gives you a choice of ten different horizontal yoke
inductances for each of six plugs.

Wide line of adapters-The right connections
for the greatest number of color TV chassis-tube,
solid state, or hybrid.

Designed for the future-As new or dfferent in-
ductance values are brought into use, your Sylvania
distributor will have the new adapter when you need it.

Internal Prefocusing -Adapts to any focus volt-
age supply. This feature alone adds many hundreds
of models to Chek-a-Color's capability.

Continuing support-As new sets come out, so
do new supplements to our set-up manual. With Chek-
a-Color, you won't be stuck with an out-of-date test jig
in just a few years. We just won't let it happen.

Sylvania Electronic Components, 100 First Ave.,
Waltham, Mass. 02154

CID SYLVAN IA
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An Extraordinary Offer
to introduce you to the benefits of Membership in

ELECTRONICS BOOK CLUB
for a limited time only you can obtain

3 THESE

(Combined List Price $40.85) Club

UNIQUE '
...with Trial

each

yours for only

Membership 9
OF

ANY
BOOKS

May we send you your choice of
any three books on the facing

page as part of an unusual offer of a
Trial Membership in Electronics Book
Club ?

Here are quality hardbound vol-
umes, each especially designed to help
you increase your know-how, em
power, and enjoyment of electron. ;.

These handsome, hardbound books
are indicative of the many other fine
offerings made to Members . . . impor-
tant books to read and keep . . . vol-
umes with your specialized interests in
mind.

Whatever your interest in electron-
ics -radio and TV servicing, audio and
hi-fi, industrial electronics, communi-
cations, engineering -you will find
Electronics Book Club will help you.

With the Club providing you with
top quality books, you may broaden
your knowledge and skills to build
your income and increase your under-
standing of electronics, too.

How You Profit From Club Membership

This special offer is just a sample of
the help and generous savings the
Club offers you. For here is a Club de-
voted exclusively to seeking out only
those titles of direct interest to you.
Membership in the Club offers you
several advantages.
1. Charter Bonus: Take any three of
the books shown . . . plus the FREE
Bonus book worth $7.95 (combined
values to $40.85) for only 99c each
with your Trial Membe' ship.
2. Guaranteed Savings: The Club
guarantees to save you 15% to 75%
on all books offered.
3. Continuing Bonus: If you continue
after this trial Membership, you will
earn a Dividend Certificate for every
book you purchase. Three Certificates,
plus payment of the nominal sum of
$1.99, will entitle you to a valuable
Book Dividend which you may choose
from a special list provided members.
4. Wide Selection: Members are an-
nually offered over 50 authoritative
books on all phases of electronics.
5. Bonus Books: If you continue in
the Club after fulfilling your Trial
Membership, you will receive a Bonus
Dividend Certificate with each addi-

SPECIAL FREE BONUS
. . if you act now !

Yes, if you fill in and mail the Mem-
bership Application card today, you'll
also get this Bonus Book, FREE!

TV TROUBLESHOOTER'S HANDBOOK
Revised Second Edition

A completely updated quick -reference source
for solutions to hundreds of tough -dog troubles.

Regular List Price $7.95

tional Club Selection you purchase.
For the small charge of only $1.99,
plus three (3) Certificates, you may
select a book of your choice from a
special list of quality books periodical-
ly sent to Members.
6. Prevents You From Missing New
Books: The Club's FREE monthly
News gives you advance notice of im-
portant new books . . . books vital to
your continued advancement.

This extraordinary offer is intended
to prove to you, through your own ex-
perience, that these very real advan-
tages can be yours . . . that it is pos-
sible to keep up with the literature
published in your areas of interest ...
and to save substantially while so do-
ing.

How the Club Works

Forthcoming selections are described
in the FREE monthly Club News.
Thus, you are among the first to know
about, and to own if you desire, sig-
nificant new books. You choose only
the main or alternate selection you
want (or advise if you wish no book
at all) by means of a handy form and
return envelope enclosed with the
News. As part of your Trial Member-
ship, you need purchase as few as four
books during the coming 12 months.
You would probably buy at least this
many anyway . . . without the sub-
stantial savings offered through Club
Membership.

Limited Time Offer!

Here, then, is an interesting oppor-
tunity to enroll on a trial basis . . . to
prove to yourself, in a short time, the
advantages of belonging to Electron-
ics Book Club. We urge you, if this
unique offer is appealing, to act

promptly, for we've reserved only a
limited number of books for new Mem-
bers.

To start your Membership on these
attractive terms, simply fill out and
mail the postage -paid airmail card to-
day. You will receive the three books
of your choice for 10 -day inspection.
SEND NO MONEY! If you are not
delighted, return them within 10 days
and your Trial Membership will be
cancelled without cost or obligation.
Electronics Book Club, Blue Ridge
Summit, Pa. 17214.

Typical Savings Offered Club
Members on Recent Selections

Cassette Tape Recorders
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

Introduction to Medical Electronics
List Price $9.95; Club Price $6.95

MATV Systems Handbook
List Price 57.95; Club Price $4.95

Pictorial Guide to Color TY Cir. Troubles
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

10 -Min. Test Tech. for PC Servicing
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

Understanding & Using the Oscilloscope
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

How to Repair Small Gasoline Engines
List Price $8.95; Club Price $4.95

Miniature Projects for Elect. Hobbyists
List Price $6.95; Club Price $3.95

Acoustic Techniques for Home & Studio
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

Svcing. New Modular Color TV Recvrs.
(2 Yols.)

List Price $15.90; Club Price $7 95
Everyman's Guide to Auto Mai

List Price $7.95, Club Price $4 95
Pictorial Guide to al Radio Inst./Repair

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Zenith Color TV Service Manual -Vol. 3

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Mobile Radio Handbook

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Understanding & Using the YOM & EYM

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
125 Typical Elect. Cir. Anal. & Repaired

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Jeep. Radio/Rec./Tape Player Serv. Man.

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Marine Electronics Handbook

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Basic Electronic Test Procedures

List Price $9.95; Club Price $6.95
Troubleshooting Solid -State Amplifiers

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
How to Repair Musical Inst. Amplifiers

List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95
Kwik-FixIM TV Service Manual

List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95
How to Build Solid -State Audio Circuits

List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95

SEND NO MONEY Simply fill in and mail postage -paid Airmail card today!



How to Use Color TV
Test Instruments

Here's an opportuni-
ty to close whatever
RAPS there are in
your ability to use
modern, up-to-date
equipment designed
specifically, to save
you time and money.
You'll quickly grasp
the author's com-
mon-sense approach
to using the right in-
struments, thereby
getting the most out

of your investment in test gear.
You'll improve your ability to use an
oscilloscope, color bar generator.
alignment generators, vectorseope.
TV Analyst and sine. square -wave
generators. The atithor also has in-
cluded a description bf his "curve
tracer." With this simple scope at-
tachment, you can rapidly assess the
condition of diodes, transistors-
even ICs-in or out of the circuit.
256 pps., over 230 illus. Hardbound.
List Price $7.95  Order No. 577

How to Solve Solid -State
Circuit Troubles

A troubleshooter's
"dreambook"-com-
plete with 161 cir-
cuit descriptions and
step-by-step trouble-
shooting procedures-for anyone who
occasionally or regu-
larly services solid-
state entertainment
equipment of any
kind-TV receivers,
AM -FM radios (in-
cluding auto radioal,

tape recorders, record players, etc.
Very probably the most complete
work of its kind ever published, it
will serve as an excellent reference
and study guide for those desiring
to learn more about solid-state cir-
cuits and how they work. Hobbyists
and experimenters alike can use it
to design and build complex solid-
state circuits. 304 pps., 5 ),4 x 84
161 illus. I lardbound.
List Price 58.95  Order No. 624

The Fascinating World of
Radio Communications

Covers the romance
of short-wave listen-
ing, OXing, special-
ized bands such as
the Coast Guard, ra-
dio amateurs, the
broadcast band, for-
eign broadcasts, etc.
It also delves into
the fascinating de-
velopments of radio
pioneers . . . Testa.

. Volta . . .

Loomis. . .Galvani
. . . and shows how their discoveries
worked to bring us radio as it is to-
day. Also described are the interest-
ing installations of the National
Bureau of Standards, plus WWV
services used by industries, citizens
and even governments all over the
world. Citizens Band? You bet . . .

and how to get your license, what to
look for in CB, and how to pick a
CB receiver. 176 lips., ills'.
List Price $6.95  Order No. 586

IM,and Ml
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Reliable Electronic Assembly
Production

electronic
octobly
production

Here is one of those
rare books which suc-
cessfully bridges the
gap between design
and production tech-
nologiee, thereby pro-
viding guidelines for
choosing the best de-
sign to achieve the
least expensive and
most reliable product.
The content provides
information on mate-
rial and methods em-

ployed in mass production, giving the
designer in-depth knowledge of the
broad range of processes he should
consider in evolving a final product
concept. Not only does the content
define the best materials for each
given application and detail the best
choice for fabricating hut it also

mon te vooue between
atdibsiilgni ea nwpco-

duction. 208 pages. Hardbound.
List Price $12.95  Order No. 227

Installing Hi-Fi Systems
The world of high
fidelity doesn't stop
with the purchase
of equipment. This
book explores the
many aspects of in-
tim-home music re-
production, from
acoustical considera-
tions to structural
requirements. Now
in its fourth print-
ing, this timeless
and ever -popular

guidebook has helped thousands to
achieve studio quality sound at
home. Includes details on building
your own hi -fl furniture, setting up a
sound room, eliminating interference
and hum, how best to route wires
and interconnecting cables, speakers,
and speaker enclosures ) with infor-
mation on how to build your own),
arid much more. Tells all you need
to know. 224 pps., 153 illus. Hard-
bound.
List Price 58.95 Order No. 86

Small Appliance Repair Guide
Learn to repair doz-
ens of small house-
hold appliances with
the use of this au-
thoritative, low-cost
handbook. Profusely
illustrated, the text
tells how to find the
cause of trouble in
minutes. and how to
go about making the
required repairs.
You'll also pick up
helpful hints on dis-

assembly and assembly. one of the
real "tricky" aspects of many ap-
pliance repair jobs. General trouble-
shooting procedures are explained
to familiarize you with the tech-
niques of appliance repair. Succeed-
ing chapters deal with thermostats.
skillets, sauce pans irons, toasters.
coffee makers, blankets, mixers.
knives, deep fryers. hair dryers, elec-
tric shavers, and small motors found
in countless appliances. 11 Chapters,
224 pps. Over 150 illus. Appendix
arid Index.
List Price $7.95  Order No. 515

(
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Sylvania Monochrome TV
Service Manual

I 'omplete service,
SYLVANIA alignment, parts and

schematic data for
MONOCHROME all Sylvania black -
TV SEIMCE MANUAL and -white sets intro-

duced during the last
5 years-from the
A01 through B14,
and 572 through
578 chassis. Con-
tains everything you
need including tech-
niques for setup,
preliminary adjust-

ments, tuner alignment, and repair
and system alignments. Also, in-
cluded are the latest factory -recom-
mended modifications to help you
eliminate "bugs." 19 complete sche-
matic diagrams are printed on big
double foldout sheets with waveform
illustrations. 196 pps., 8 V. x 11",
including 36 -page schematic foldout
section; and complete parts list for
all chassis. Leatherette cover.
List Price $7.95  Order No. 599

AIME.
prg..-A9

Practical Electronic Servicing
Techniques

Here is a new and
unique handbook
that will sharpen
your electronics trou-
bleshooting ability.
Yea, you can learn
to whip those tough
dogs and prepare
yourself for any elec-
tronic gear that
comes your way with
the "inside" infor-
mation presented in
this handbook. You'll

he surprised how simple and logical
the professional techniques really
are. Begins with an analysis of what
troubleshooting really is; to condition
your thinking (which is part of the
secret), the author begins with the
analysis of troubleshooting logic:
then lie tells you how to think lake
a tough -dog expert. Also logical ser-
vice approaches to DC circuits, tube
circuits, and transistor circuits. 256
pps.. 138 illus. Hardbound.
List Price $7.95  Order No. 547

PRACTICAL
ELECTRONIC

SERVICING

TECHNIQUES

Radio & Television: Principles &
Applications

A complete elec-
tronics library in a
single volume! From
raw ac and de fun-
damentals to ad-
vanced hi-fi. short-
wave, and TV theo-
ry, the plete
spectrum of elec-
tronics is covered in
depth. Prepared in
Great Britain. this
book amounts to a
full course in elec-

tronics-and it's written in extreme-
ly readable language. It starts with
a description of the manner in
which current flows, progresses to
wave generation, electron activity in
tubes and transistors, and then into
the more advanced principles of
electronics, its practical applications.
Includes comparative descriptions of
U.S. and British standards. 400
ups.. 286 illus. Hardbound.
List Price $8.95  Order No. 296

RADIO

TELEVISION:

Principles and

Applications

11=1

Electronic Circuit Design
Handbook

New Fourth Edition
-A brand-new, en-
larged edition of theat ever popular circuit
designers "cook-
book. ' now contain-
ing over 600 proven
circuits. for all types
of functions, selected
from thousands on
the basis of original-
ity and practical ap-
plication. Now you
can have, at your

fingertips, this carefully planned ref-
erence source of tried and tested cir-
cuits. Selected on the basis of their
usefulness, this detailed compilation
of practical design data is the an-
swer to the need for an organized
gathering of proved circuits . . . both
basic and advanced designs that caa
easily serve as stepping stones to
almost any kind of circuit you might
c ant to build. 416 pps., 19 big sec-
tions, over 600 illus. 81/2" x 11".
List Price $17.95 Order No. T-101

Practical Color TV Servicing
Techniques

This brand-new up-
dated and expanded
second edition con-
tains troubleshooting
guidelines and case
histories on the lat-
est solid-state re-
ceivers, including a
4 -color section with
32 trouble -symptom
photos and a foldout
section with 6 com-
plete TV receiver
schematics. Now in -

eluded are service tips and tech-
IthilICS on RCA, Motorola and Zenith
solid-state chassis, plus a host of
case histories and current data on
G.E. chassis. In fact. each of the
12 chapters is tilled with informa-
tion applicable to virtually any brand
of color TV receiver, enabling you to
solve tough -dog troubles quickly. 404
pps., 250 illus. Ilardbound.
List Price $8.95  Order No. 436

Transistor Projects for
Hobbyists & Students

If building useful
electronic gadgets
and projects turns
YOU on, your Imag-
ination will be trig-
gered into conduc-
tion the moment you
pick up this book.
Build all sorts of
devices with SCR's,
LASCRs, transistors.
Trines. Diacs, Tri-
gars, and integrated
circuits. The first

section offers suggestions for build-
tig or breadboarding these circuits.

Sections 2 through 4 describe a wide
range of devices for your car home,
'nice, or wherever electronics can

serve you. Section 5 describes Tri-
gacs and how to use them in a va-
riety of circuits for switching and
control functions. Section 6 is de-
voted to integrated -circuit projects.
192 pps. Over 100 illus. Hardbound.
List Price $7.99  Order No. 542

1118111411611111

PURR FOR
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Fire & Theft Security Systems
A handy guidebook
on the selection, in-
stallation, and gen-
eral maintenance of
home and business
security devices and
systems. Describes
many newly intro-
duced systems from
simple door and win-
dow switches to ul-
tra -sensitive micro-
wave sensing sys-
tems. There's also a

wealth of information for those who
would like to get into sales, installa-
tion, and maintenance services-
how to design the most effective and
economical installation for any situa-
tion. And, you'll know where to find
the components needed for fire and
theft protection, because the equip-
ment section includes data on a
myriad of devices, with most of the
principal suppliers represented. 176
Ersst., overce 1$070.9Vuos. Hardbound.
List 556

Dictionary of Electronics
You'll find this huge
volume extremely
useful in whatever
connection you have
with electronics. This
dictionary of elec-
tronics defines most
all of the electronic
terms you will run
across m your every-
day reading ... from
alpha particles
through zoom lens

. defines the
terms you need and use most often,
including those found in radio. TV.
communications, radar, electronic in-
strumentation, broadcasting, indus-
trial electronics, etc. It provides full.
complete and easily -understandable
explanations of thousands of specific
electronics terms (such as transistors,
acoustic feedback, alpha particles.
beat oscillator, final anode, electro-
static lens, nonlinear resistance, etc.).
420 pps., 487 illustrations. Ilard-
hound.
List Price $8.95  Order No. 300

Amateur Radio General -Class
License Study Guide

A new and unique
text-the only one
entirely devoted to
the subject-for any-
one who wants to
pass the FCC Gen-
eral -Class exam suc-
cessfully. Each ques-
tion is dealt with
individually, and the
answers are ex-
plained in depth at
a level that can be
easily understood by

relatively inexperienced readers. Even
if you have no interest in "ham" ra-
dio, you'll find the content of this
well -written text is an excellent
source of information of value to
anyone in electronics. Pertinent facts
are grouped into palatable, easy-to-
iissimilate doses, and the conversa-
tional style keeps the material fresh
and interesting from the first page
to the last. 320 pps. Hardbound.
List Price $8.95  Order No. 551

Hi-Fi for the Enthusiast
Expert practical
guidance for the
audiophile who wants
to achieve first-class
reproduction from
radio, tape or rec-
ords. Content is tru-
ly unique-main em-
phasis is on the ef-
ficient selection, as-
sembly and use of
modern commercial
hi -fl units, modules
and construction

kits; von will be able to build a sys-
tem that both suits your individual
needs, and gives a high standard of
reproduction at an economical price.
Room acoustics, amplifiers, pickups
and loudspeakers, links with visual
sources such as TV, film and slides,
are dealt with in detail. Technicians,
too, will find this book packed with
invaluable advice. A practical book,
written by a hi -fl professional. 176
pps., 42 illus. Hardbound.
List Price $6.95  Order No. 596

AN EXTRAORDINARY OFFER...
... for more details circle 103 on Reader Service Card



BOOK REVIEWS

STEREO/QUAD HI -Fl PRINCI-
PLES & PROJECTS by Ken W. Ses-
sions, published by Tab Books, 192
pages, hardbound $7.95, softbound
$4.95.

Although audio was once consid-
ered a relatively simple field, times
have changed and circuit specifications
for Hi-Fi equipment are now far
more rigid than they are for color -TV
sets, even requiring the use of more
expensive test instruments. Thus the
great importance of catching up tech-
nically in this increasingly sophisti-
cated field.

Some of the many interesting chap-
ters in this book include: "The Char-
acter of Sound," "Working with Au-
dio," "Two -Channel Stereo," "Quad-
raphonic Sound," "Setting Up an Au-
dio System," plus seven chapters on
related projects.

We feel that the author has done an
excellent job of introducing the read-
er to the many new concepts that are
now incorporated in this field, and
many useful schematics and photo-

graphs are included in the book for
that purpose. However, we consider
the book to be of greatest value to
but the beginner in this field. And
though the author does an excellent
job in developing the readers' under-
standing of IHF rms power levels, he
fails to assist them in the vexing prob-
lem of attempting to translate between
the various systems of measuring au-
dio power. We also feel that the sche-
matic on page 58 for the four -channel
decoder is very misleading since it
fails to show the interrelationship of
both left and right channels in each
rear channel decoder.

PICTORIAL GUIDE TO COLOR TV
CIRCUIT TROUBLES by Forest Belt,
published by Tab Books, 256 pages,
hardbound $7.95, softbound $4.95.

Forest Belt is one of the most pro-
lific authors your editor has ever en-
countered; and if practice makes per-
fect, then his books must be amongst
the best. This book is a sequel to one
of his earlier books entitled, "How to
Interpret TV Waveforms."

In writing this book the author uses
an excellent technique of showing the
proper waveforms for certain portions

of a color -TV set, plus the many im-
proper waveforms that can be pro-
duced by the same circuitry should it
become defective. The book is thus
written on the principle that if you
can identify the faulty waveform, you
can identity the problem.

Using one or more illustrations on
practically every page of the book, the
author includes the following chap-
ters: "Color Stage Test Signals," "The
Nature of Waveforms," "Setting Your
Scope for Color Waveforms," "Burst
Amplifier Waveforms for Color Sync,"
"Transistor X & Z Color Demodula-
tors," "Tube -Type X & Z Color De-
modulators," "Integrated Circuit Color
Demodulators," "Tube -Type Color
Difference Amplifiers," and "Transis-
tor Color -Video Output Amplifiers."

Although the concept in preparing
this book is an excellent one, it must
be remembered that there are far too
many combinations of color -TV cir-
cuitry faults possible to cover even a
relatively good selection of them in a
10 volume encyclopedia. However,
upon taking such limitations into con-
sideration, the reader (or at least the
beginner) has an opportunity to learn
how to use some of the basic test in-
struments required for effective color-

Zo-ooo-mm-m
First in the race. Raytheon put together
the car. You drove it to top money in the
big '72 season. It's a money -making team tha
started with your switch to Raytheon, the largest
independent tube supplier. We know the competitio
is rough. As an independent serviceman, you can't wast
time and money on call backs or pit stops. So, Raytheon
builds to beat the competition. You drive hard for first place.
And we're going for the trophy again this year. Together.

. . . for more details circle 121 on Reader Service Card
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TV servicing, and what to expect of
them.

The only aspect of this book that
really bothers your editor is the graph-
ics. Although they do their job well,
they represent what your editor con-
siders a very sloppy printing job! Some
waveforms appear so dark that they
are difficult to study and far too many
are printed crooked on page-the
waves appearing to run up hill or
down hill.

SIMPLIFIED TV TROUBLE DIAG-
NOSIS by Robert L. Goodman, pub-
lished by Tab Books, 320 pages. hard-
bound $8.95, softbound $5.95.

Although Robert Goodman has
written many books, this is one of his
best that your editor has seen. Fre-
quent use of partial schematics (even
a few complete schematics with fold
out pages), scope traces and photo-
graphs of video images, together with
detailed descriptions of color -TV cir-
cuit functions, provide the reader with
extremely useful information for un-
derstanding the proper function of
such receivers-with also a greater un-
derstanding of circuit malfunctions.
The author also goes to the trouble of

telling the reader the scope settings
that were used to produce the wave-
forms observed and how scope probe
impedances can adversely effect signal
processing if improperly applied. Thus
most readers should be able to dupli-
cate the waveforms shown in the book.

The following listing of chapters
merely touches on the many detailed
subjects included in this book: "Verti-
cal Sweep Circuits," "Horizontal
Sweep and High Voltage Systems,"
"Vertical and Horizontal Sync," "VHF
Tuner Characteristics," "Video Ampli-
fier Circuitry," "Television AGC Sys-
tems," "Video IF Amplifier Circuits,"
"Color CRT Diagnosis, Beam Control
and the Trinitron," "Color Sync and
Associated Circuits," "Modern Color
TV Crystal Ringing Circuits," "Color
Killer Circuit Operation," "Chroma
Demodulator and Amplifier Circuits,"
"Servicing the Sound Detector and
Audio Circuits," "Troubleshooting
Flow Chart Technique," and "Low
Voltage Power Supply Functions and
Checks."

We consider this book to be one of
those few that should be considered
must reading for just about every elec-
tronic technician that does color -TV
servicing-whether experienced or not.

In fact trade schools could even find
it a useful text!

TRANSISTOR RADIO SERVICING
MADE EASY by Wayne Lemons,

. published by Howard W. Sams, 160
pages, softbound $4.50.

This is the third revised printing of
an exceptional book. Ignoring electron -
hole theory, the author begins with ba-
sic transistors and basic transistor cir-
cuitry and develops these concepts so
that they can be successfully applied
to front-end circuits on to the audio
output stages of AM and FM tran-
sistor radios. Other subjects include
tracking and alignment, repairing
weak or "not quite right" radios, tools
and equipment needed, and special
tricks and shortcuts. The chapter that
interested us most is entitled, "Where
to Get Parts," which offers some very
practical advice. Just about every
page contains one or more related
schematic.

We consider this book must reading
for even the experienced electronic
technician, although still not too tech-
nical for the beginner. Integrated Cir-
cuits seem to be the only subject omit-
ted by the author.

TEST RIG FOR TUBE & SOLID STATE
THE COMBO RIG
MODEL CJ -175

$8995
less picture tube  ELIMINATES HAULING CABINET

& TUBE
 SPEEDS TROUBLE SHOOTING
 SERVICES TUBE & SOLID STATE

TELEMATICs, TEST RIG CJ -175
CONSISTS OF:

 Compact metal case
 Universal Yoke
 Convergence Yoke
 Blue Lateral Magnet
 Solid State Transverter
 4' Anode Extension
 4' 90 degree CRT

Extension
 4' Yoke Extension
 Convergence Load
 4 Yoke adaptors for

Solid State

:s

Arapj...-

kkinciftC
Write us for free subscription of current cross-reference charts.

2245 Pitkin Avenue, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11207

... for more details circle 124 on Reader Service Cad
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NEW AND NOTEWORTHY
For additional information on products described in this section, circle
the numbers on Reader Service Card. Requests will be handled promptly.

COLOR GENERATOR 730

Employs digital counting
circuit for stability

Introduced is a portable, battery operated digital color
generator that uses CMOS Integrated Circuits. The Model

CG25, "Little Huey," produces all RCA licensed patterns
with push-button operation. Stability is reportedly

guaranteed with the digital circuits displaying rock solid
patterns. The new circuits allow longer battery life and
generator operation, reportedly from -20°F to 120°F.
The unit features an adjustable RF output to cover low

channels 2 through 6, a color level control from 0 to 200%
and an adjustable dot size-all adjustable from the bottom

of the unit. The generator is packaged in an unbreakable
acrylic case, the size of the two 5U4 tubes. Sencore, Inc.

VOLTAGE CALIBRATOR 701
Provides four output voltages
with a ±0.05% accuracy

A portable precision calibrator, Quick -E Model 450A, is designed
for rapid checking and adjusting of digital voltmeters, chart
recorders, VOM's, scopes and other voltage -measuring
equipment. The battery -powered calibrator reportedly provides four
output voltages -10v dc, 1.0v dc and 100mv dc-with a ±0.05%
guaranteed accuracy over a 15°C to 35°C (59°F to 95°F)
temperature range. All of the unit's outputs are short-circuit proof.
Pioneer/ Instrumentation.

POWER AMPLIFIER 702

Employs interlocking
feature for stacking

A 100w rms continuous duty
solid-state audio power amplifier

is available for professional sound
applications and is designed for 411 to

811 loading or 25v line application. Output
characteristics reportedly include 1/4 %

typical harmonic distortion over the
20-15kHz frequency range. The Model
M-250 amplifier requires .8v across its

10,00001 input impedance to drive it to full
output. The cabinet is covered with

thermally bonded leather
grained vinyl. PDMC.

FOR MORE NEW
PRODUCTS SEE PAGE 46
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TEKLAB REPORT

RCA's Color -TV Chassis
CTC62 Employing the
In -Line System
by Joseph Zauhar

An inherent self -converging color system

is made possible with the combination of a unitized

in -line gun and a line -focus type precision static

deflection yoke

 The growing portable
color -TV market has en-
couraged new innovations
in TV receiver design. In
the past years dynamic
convergence of the indivi-
dual beams of the picture
tube has been the stan-
dard of the industry. How-
ever, we now have a new
concept in the color -TV
display system employing
an advanced design of the
electron gun, the deflec-
tion yoke and the picture
tube to achieve superior
performance in a simpli-
fied, inherently lower -cost
system. The convergence
is equivalent or superior
to that of present com-
mercial receivers without

RCA's Model ES396W Color TV set employing the CTC62 chassis to ac-
commodate the AccuLine color -picture tube.

the use of any dynamic
convergence correction or
circuitry.

For the service techni-
cian the new system
makes the servicing and
setup of a replacement in
the customer's home much
simpler, less time consum-
ing and less costly than
previous systems-elimi-
nating the dynamic con-
vergence adjustments. We
find these features partic-
ularly significant in the
highly competitive porta-
ble receiver market for
which the in -line system
was designed.

We received for lab
purposes a Model ES -
396W receiver employing
the CTC62 color -TV chas-
sis, which is designed to
accommodate the 17 -in.
( measured diagonally)
AccuLine color -picture
tube. The color -TV set
also employs the Accu-
Matic TV feature, enabl-
ing one -button control of
the four picture qualities
-COLOR, TINT, BRIGHT-
NESS and CONTRAST.

When the AccuMatic
switch is engaged, the pic-
ture is in the normal fac-
tory pre-set range, but if

you want minor changes
they can be made for per-
sonal preference with the
manual controls. The one -
button control makes the
effective range of the con-
trols much narrower.

The AFT and ACM
push-button switches are
conveniently located on the
top right front of the cab-
inet. The ON/Of F VOL-

UME, BRIGHTNESS, COLOR
and TINT controls are also
located on the front con-
trol panel. The seldom
used auxiliary controls-
which include the CON-
TRAST, VERTICAL HOLD

and HORIZONTAL HOLD-
are located on the rear
chassis apron.

Upon removing the
back cover of the TV set,
at first glimpse the chassis
resembled the previous
XL -100 color -TV chassis.
But after taking a closer
look, we noted that it
lacked the familiar conver-
gence board and conver-
gence yoke assembly. The
size of the picture -tube
neck is also much smaller
and the deflection yoke is
completely different.

As we review some of
the important new features
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of the in -line system, they
can be followed in the
simplified diagrams and
the August Tekfax Sche-
matic, No. 1483.

The CTC62 chassis is
all solid-state and uses 10
of the 12 module types
employed in other XL -
100 portable chassis. The
difference is found in the
vertical -deflection module,
the elimination of the
power -supply module and
significant changes in the
horizontal -deflection and
the high -voltage system.

Vertical -Deflection
Module

A different vertical
module was necessary be-
cause of the much lower
impedance of the toroidal
yoke (approximately one-
tenth the impedance of the
yokes employed in other
RCA modular chassis).
The basic circuit configu-
ration used in the vertical
circuit is the familiar
closed -loop feedback sys-
tem which is commonly
known as a "Miller Feed-
back" circuit.

The vertical module is
mounted on a heat sink.
When replacing the mod-
ule, the complete assem-
bly, including the larger
heat sink to the chassis,
must be removed. The heat
sink is fastened to the chas-
sis with two screws and af-
ter they are removed, the

module can be removed
from the edge -connecting
socket. The module as-
sembly is now accessible
for removal from the
chassis heat sink by re-
moving two mounting
screws. The reverse pro-
cedure is employed to re-
install the system.

Horizontal -Deflection
System

Electrically the horizon-
tal -deflection circuit con-
figuration employed is the
same as the familiar SCR
system, but "Intrinsic
Rectifiers" (ITR's) are
used in place of separate
SCR's and diodes. The
ITR is electrically the
equivalent of an SCR and
a diode packaged in the
same envelope. Some of
the advantages of the ITR
include: the elimination
of much of the wiring,
simplified servicing and
reduced stock inventory.

The input reactor has
additional windings for the
purpose of obtaining pow-
er for the low -voltage
source, but the horizontal
oscillator module is the
familiar MAHOOIA. Also,
the regulator transistor
and saturable reactor is
now eliminated.

Low -Voltage Power
Supplies

The method of devel-
oping the low -voltage

Rear view of the CTC62 color -TV chassis showing the service controls
and 10 of the 12 modules types employed in other XL -100 portable
chassis.

power sources is quite dif-
ferent from conventional
systems. All B+ voltages
required for the various
circuits (except the hori-
zontal system) are derived
from the horizontal out-
put circuits.

The horizontal oscilla-
tor and commutating de-
vice receive their 140v
from the ac line rectifier,
CR101 and the filter net-
work. The horizontal oscil-
lator gates the commuta-
tor device, ITR102, into
conduction as in normal
operation to accomplish
retrace. Current flow
through the primary wind-
ings of the input reactor,
T402, induces a voltage in-
to the auxiliary secondary
windings. (Thus this sys-
tem appears to function
on the same basic princi-
pal as the Motorola low-
voltage supply described
in detail on pages 41 and
42 of our January 1972
issue.)

Voltages obtained at

A new vertical module is used be-
cause of the much lower imped-
ance of the toroidal yoke.

terminals 2 and 3, of re-
actor T402 are rectified
and filtered to provide a
dc potential of approxi-
mately 40v at terminal 3
of switch S4201 and the
induced voltages at termi-
nals 1 and 4 of the same
reactor power the picture -
tube filaments for the in-
stant -on feature. Diode
CR404 and resistor R417
are used to optimize the
ratio of standby and oper-
ating filament voltages.

The ITR101 is disabled
by the ON/OFF switch,
S4201, during the standby
mode and in the OFF posi-
tion bypasses or shorts the
trace device so that no
high voltage or deflection
is produced. When
switched ON, the low -volt-
age B+, developed in the
auxiliary winding of the
input reactor is applied
through switch S4201 con-
tacts 3 and 2 to the volt-
age divider network for
distribution to supply the
various circuit require-
ments.

During normal trace
operation, the short across
trace ITR101 is removed
and the high -voltage tri-
pler is activated to pro-
duce 25kv at zero beam

The main deflection board has
several changes to accommodate the
new Acculine picture tube.
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current. Horizontal -output
transformer terminal 13
supplies a signal to diode
CR401 to generate a dc
potential for the picture -
tube screen grids, which
are of one-piece construc-
tion-only one SCREEN

control is required to set
the screen potential.

The auxiliary second-
ary winding, in addition
to supplying the AGC
keying voltage and burst
blanking pulses, provides
an ac voltage to diode
CR403. This is rectified
and filtered to supply 220v
to the kine driver modules
and pilot lamps. The pic-
ture tube control -grid volt-
age is also supplied from
the 220v line through
dropping resistor R402.

In -Line Picture Tube
Specifications

According to the manu-
facturers engineering spec-
ifications, the new RCA
system is the most practi-
cal in the portable receiv-
er screen size using the
15v and 17v picture tubes.
The picture -tube perfor-
mance-such as conver-
gence, brightness, purity,
resolution, etc.,-is said
to be equivalent or
superior to the present
90° tube. The precision
in -line picture tube re-
quires an anode voltage of
25kv with a design maxi-
mum of 27.5kv. The pan-
el and screen dimensions
are the same for both the

in -line or 90° delta -gun
tubes. The new picture
tubes funnel has a small
neck-29mm in diameter
-with the yoke region
contour optimized for
maximum beam clearance.
Other funnel dimensions
are the same as the 90°
delta -gun tube. The over-
all length of the new tube
is 1.83 in. (46.5mm)
shorter and weighs 21/2

lb. less than the conven-
tional 90° delta -gun tube.

Beam Alignment
An important factor in

the new in -line system is
the precise alignment of
the three beams and the
deflecting field. Misalign-
ment in both the delta -gun
and in -line system causes

The vertical -output transistors are
mounted on a large heat sink,
fastened to the main chassis.

A new splined button -type
connector is employed on the Acculine
color picture tube.

variations in the conver-
gence pattern. The design
of the in -line system al-
lows for almost perfect
alignment of the three
beams and deflecting
fields. The alignment is
accomplished with the gun
concept and the accurately
positioned trio of beams
along with the yoke fields
being precisely aligned.
This is done by mechani-
cally moving the yoke
horizontally and vertically
until the magnetic center
of the deflecting field is
aligned with the beam
trio. The proper align-
ment is determined by the
convergence pattern ob-
served on the screen of
the TV set.

Adjusting the yoke in a
horizontal direction in-
creases the height and
width of the raster gener-
ated by one of the outside
beams and decreases the

size of the raster of the
other outside beam. Mov-
ing the yoke vertically
rotates the raster of one of
the outside beams clock-
wise, and when the raster
substantially coincides
the yoke -to -beam align-
ment, it is properly set.
When the yoke is moved
to align the deflection
field with the beam trio,
the convergence and
beam -to -phosphor register
is more consistent in the
new system than with the
conventional method.

Electron Gun

The electron gun used
is a bipotential focus type,
employing horizontal in -

line construction and de-
signed for the 29mm-neck
diameter picture tube.
This gun is small com-
pared to the 36mm gun
used in contemporary
small 90° tubes. This new

GLASS BEAD
SUPPORT GI G2 G3 G4

ELECTRON GLASS BEAD
GUNS SUPPORT

Side view of the precision electron gun employing in -line construction.
Shown are two of the in -line guns the third being hidden by reflections.

A new socket employing side pressure
spring contacts are used in conjunction with
the new small -neck picture tube.

The new toroidal yoke has approximately one -
tenth the impedance used in other RCA modu-
lar chassis and is cemented to the picture
tube.
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gun employs a single -
piece, triple -aperture
grids to provide beam -
position accuracy. This
one-piece construction re-
portedly eliminates ther-
mal expansion conver-
gence drift inherent with
separate independently ex-
panding elements. All of
the gun elements are sup-
ported by two glass multi-
form beads. The multi-
apertured focus grid and
high -voltage anode are
made in a clam -shell con-
figuration. Although the

grids are one-piece ele-
ments for the three beams,
the cathodes are electri-
cally separated, allowing
cathode video drive oper-
ation using solid-state red,
blue and green drive cir-
cuits, such as the RCA
MADOOIA modules.

Base connections for
the in -line tube are the
same as for the 110°,
29mm-neck tubes, except
that the blue and green
grid -lead connections are
omitted, since the grids
are common elements and

the leads are not required.

Deflection Yoke

The precision static
toroid (PST) yoke em-
ployed in the new system
has each turn of wire
placed into the winding
grooves of molded plastic
rings cemented to each
end of the core. The wire
used has four layers of
high -temperature insula-
tion. This yoke reportedly
is less costly than a saddle
yoke and weighs 11/4 lb.,
using only 20 percent of
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the copper used in a con-
ventional yoke. Because of
the impedance of the yoke,
it is ideal for use with
solid-state deflection cir-
cuits.

Picture -Tube Screen

The new screen now
employs continuous verti-
cal phosphor lines of alter-
nating green, red, and
blue phosphor dots instead
of the conventional dot
pattern.

There are a number of
advantages obtained in a
line screen: The screen
can now be filled with tan-
gent non -overlapping
phosphor lines, whereas
with dots the limit is ap-
proximately 91% fill. The
effects of geometric trio
distortion can be eliminat-
ed, better beam -to -phos-
phor register can be ob-
tained, reduced effects of
the earth's magnetic field
and chassis -generated
fields can be oriented for
minimum.

Summary
We feel the advantages

found in the in -line system
will be particularly signifi-
cant in the portable re-
ceiver market. And set-up
time and picture tube re-
placement will be drastic-
ally reduced because of
the elimination of the con-
vergence adjustments. The
deflection yoke, being ce-
mented to the picture
tube, will reduce yoke
shift due to handling,
especially in the portable
TV set size. It will also
eliminate yoke shift be-
cause of temperature
changes. The depth of the
cabinet and weight can be
reduced because of the
new system.

The color -TV set re-
ceived in our lab for eval-
uation produces a very
good picture without the
need for any color adjust-
ments. 
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Strange Things
are Happening...

Inductorless
Tuned IF's and
Switchless TV

Tuners!
by Lambert C. Huneault, CET

 Today such novelties as
tuned circuits without coils
or capacitors are featured
in an increasing number
of applications, in home
entertainment equipment
as well as in the field

of communications. What
electronic wizardry makes
this unorthodox tuning
possible? . . . Two inter-
esting innovations are in-
volved: ceramic filters
and varactors. This article
is concerned with applica-
tions of ceramic filters in
transistor radio IF cir-
cuits, and of varactors in
switchless TV tuners.

Ceramic Filters
Although essentially a

newcomer in the home en-
tertainment field, the ce-
ramic filter has actually
been available for over a
decade. The writer recalls
first reading about these
new piezoelectric devices
shortly after leaving the
radio -TV service field in
favor of a career in the
teaching profession in
1962. Excited at the
thought of radios with no
IF transformers and re-
quiring no IF alignment,
I had visions of a minia-
ture revolution in the field
of receiver design and

Until recently, when informed that

some radios feature tuned IF circuits

without coils or capacitors, or when

told that in some TV tuners channel

selection is achievea without tuning

capacitors or tuning coils, in fact

with no moving parts at all, many a

technician-if he believed the
statements at all-would have
responded with a: "Well, what do you

know! ... What will they think of next?"

promptly decided to in-
clude the subject of ce-
ramic filters in our Elec-
tronic Technician curricu-
lum.

For a few years I com-
municated to our students
my enthusiasm about ce-
ramic filters, predicting all
along a great future for
these little devices; how-
ever, in the mid -sixties, it
occurred to me that I had
not seen any of these
transformerless-IF receiv-
ers in actual use yet. A
quick check with a few
service dealers around
town revealed that ceram-
ic filters had not found
their way into any radios
yet-not even the latest
models from any of the
manufacturers.

What a letdown! May-
be I had overestimated
the potential of these new
devices . . . perhaps seri-
ous bugs had cropped up
in them . . . their cost was
possibly prohibitive. . . .

At any rate, ceramic filters
were dropped from the
curriculum and the sub-
ject was given little fur-
ther thought for a while.

While touring the fa-

cilities of a local manufac-
turer of radio -controlled
garage door openers in the
late 1960's, however, the
author's faith in ceramic
filters was restored when
the devices showed up on
the printed circuit boards
of the 27MHz receivers
being assembled in the
plant. Ah-ha!, I recall
saying to myself . . . a
new ray of hope!

At about the same time,
these piezoelectric devices
were also showing up in
military transceivers. But
as far as the domestic
electronic technician is

concerned, the clincher
was probably the intro-
duction of ceramic filters
in some off -shore brands
of hi-fi receivers within
the last few years. The
writer now feels that these
devices are here to stay
and will undoubtedly show
up in increasing numbers
in the years to come.

A ceramic filter is a
piezoelectric device that
can be designed to reso-
nate at a specific frequen-
cy and can therefore be
used to replace conven-
tional tuned circuits in the

The author is supervisor of the Electronics Dept., Adult
Retraining Div., St. Clair College of Applied Arts and
Technology, Windsor, Ontario.
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kilohertz and megahertz
range. Made from certain
ceramic substances, ce-
ramic filters can be given
different characteristics,
depending on their con-
struction; they can be de-
signed to replace series -
tuned or parallel -tuned
L -C circuits, or coupling
transformers, in oscilla-
tors, IF amplifiers, FM
discriminators, etc. . . .

They have several note-
worthy advantages: they
are very rugged devices
and are quite small in size
(e.g., some are about the
size of ceramic disc ca-
pacitors); they are fixed -
tuned (i.e., do not require
alignment) and have ex-
cellent frequency stability;
they feature high Q and
require no shielding; and
their cost is now low
enough to be competitive
with conventional IF
transformers.

Basically, there are two
types of ceramic filters:
two -terminal devices that
can replace series -tuned
L -C circuits (symbol
shown in Fig. 1), and
three -terminal devices that
can be used as bandpass
coupling networks (com-
monly used symbols
shown in Fig. 2). Fig. 3
and 4 illustrate two dif-
ferent applications of the
first type.

In Fig. 3, transistor 01
is an inductorless IF am-
plifier in an AM radio.
The ceramic filter (CF)
has a fundamental reso-
nant frequency of 455kHz.
For a 455kHz input sig-
nal, the CF's very low im-
pedance (series resonant)
shorts out the emitter re-
sistor, giving Q1 maxi-
mum gain. For signal fre-
quencies other than
455kHz, the CF no longer
resonates and takes on a
high impedance, allowing
resistor RE to introduce
degeneration, reducing the
gain of the IF amplifier.

6

Fig. 1-
Two-terminal
ceramic fil-
ter.

o

i

Fig. 2-Symbols for three -terminal
ceramic filter.

Fig. 4-Ceramic filter forms a high

The loaded Q of the CF
is determined by the re-
sistance of RE. Several
decibels of attenuation can
be achieved at frequencies
only a few kilohertz away
from 455kHz, resulting in
a passband suitable for an
IF amplifier stage.

In Fig. 4, the CF is
used in conjunction with
an interstage coupling
transformer and forms a
high -Q link between the
two tuned circuits inside
the IF can. Good selectivi-
ty is achieved, as the
455kHz carrier and its as-
sociated AM sidebands
can pass through the filter,
but other frequencies are
rejected.

Three -terminal ceramic
filters are sometimes used
as bandpass coupling net-
works in IF amplifiers,
where they also replace
the IF transformers. For
an example of this appli-
cation, refer to Fig. 5,
which illustrates the FM

41 link in

IF amplifier and ratio -de-
tector circuitry of a cur-
rently popular state-of-
the-art stereo receiver. In
this configuration, the
of the CF coupling cir-
cuits is determined by the
resistance of the collector
load resistors (e.g.,
R210), loading or damp-
ing resistors (e.g., R211),
terminating resistors (e.g.,
R212) and the input re-
sistance of the following
transistor.

It is interesting to note
that in this FM IF circuit,
the necessary bandwidth
is achieved not only by
designing the proper Q
into the CF coupling net-
works, but also by stagger -
tuning the ceramic filters,
i.e., by using CF's which
have different resonant
frequencies, such as
CF201 resonating at
10.7MHz, CF202 reso-
nating at 10.66MHz,
CF203 resonating at
10.74MHz, etc.

Fig. 3-Ceramic
filter in the emitter
circuit of a
transistor
IF amplifier.

In some receivers, the
IF circuits feature a com-
bination of ceramic filters
between some of the tran-
sistors and conventional
IF transformers between
the other stages. Manufac-
turers of ceramic filters
occasionally give special
trade names to their prod-
ucts; for example, the Cle-
vite Corporation refers to
its devices as "Trans&
ters."

In conclusion, a special
thought for readers who
do not care to perform IF
alignment: Rejoice! . . .

The ceramic filter is slow-
ly but surely coming to
your rescue!

Varactor Tuners
Conventional TV re-

ceiver head ends, such as
turret tuners and wafer
switch tuners, achieve
channel selection by physi-
cally changing coils (in
turret types) or by adding
or removing inductances
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Fig. 6 --Depletion region in a reverse -biased diode.

(in wafer switch types)
each time a different chan-
nel is selected. From a
servicing standpoint, these
tuners often suffer from
mechanical defects such
as poor or dirty contacts,
broken wafers, defective
detent mechanisms, etc....

The early 1970's have
witnessed a major break-
through in tuner design
with the introduction of
electronic tuning in many
TV receivers. Replacing
the mechanical coil -
switching system of con-
ventional tuners, electron-
ic tuning features voltage -
variable capacitance
diodes (varactors) and
fixed inductances in the
various tuned circuits of
VHF and UHF tuners.

Varactors-also called
variable -capacitance di-
odes, tuning diodes, volt-
age -dependent capacitors
(VDC), or voltage -vari-
able capacitors (VVC),
and often given brand
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Fig. 7-Graph illustrating how the capacitance
decreases as the reverse bias increases.

Fig. 8-Commonly used varactor symbols.

names such as Voltcap,
Epicap, Varicap, Minicap,
etc., by various manufac-
turers-are P -N junction
diodes operating in the re-
verse -bias mode. As shown
in Fig. 6, a reverse -biased
diode features a depletion
region in the vicinity of
the junction. This deple-
tion zone is devoid of mo-
bile charge carriers, i.e.,
it is a good insulator,
while the N and P regions
of the crystal are rich in
free charge carriers, i.e.,
they are good conductors.
This arrangement of insu-
lator sandwiched between
two conductors constitutes
a capacitor.

The capacitance of the

semiconductor diode can
be varied by changing the
reverse bias voltage across
the junction. Increasing
the reverse voltage pulls
the electrons in the N -type
cathode toward the posi-
tive terminal, i.e., away
from the junction; like-
wise, the holes in the P -
type anode are attracted
toward the negative termi-
nal, i.e., away from the
junction also. This results
in a wider depletion re-
gion, in effect increasing
the thickness of the dielec-
tric which, of course, de-
creases the capacitance of
the varactor. Conversely,
decreasing the reverse
voltage results in more

junction capacitance. The
name voltage dependent
capacitor is therefore very
appropriate for a varactor.
The graph in Fig. 7 shows
capacitance (C) in pico-
farads plotted as a func-
tion of reverse bias (VR)
in volts, for a typical va-
ractor and clearly illus-
trates the inverse relation-
ship between capacitance
and voltage. Commonly
used varactor symbols are
shown in Fig. 8.

Electronic tuning sim-
ply consists of changing
the dc voltage applied
across each of the varac-
tors contained in the tun-
er, whenever a different
channel is to be selected.
A varactor is required in
each tuned circuit; since
a typical headend features
four tuned circuits-RF
amplifier input, RF am-
plifier output, mixer in-
put and local oscillator-
it follows that four varac-
tor diodes will be found in
such a tuner.

A Switchless Tuner
Needs Switching Diodes

Because the capaci-
tance range of most avail-
able varactors is insuffi-
cient to cover the frequen-
cy range of the entire
VHF TV band, band
switching must be em-
ployed in VHF varactor
tuners. [At least one TV
set now contains a tuner
with a varactor that cov-
ers the entire VHF TV
band without switching.
Ed.] To select the low VHF
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Fig. 9-Switching-diode symbol.

band, i.e., channels 2
through 6 (54MHz to
88MHz), a certain fixed
amount of inductance is
selected for the tuned cir-
cuits. When switching over
to the high VHF band, i.e.,
channels 7 through 13
(174MHz to 216MHz),
a certain amount of
lumped inductance is re-
moved from each of these
circuits. Since mechanical
switches are not employed
in varactor tuners, switch-
ing diodes must be used to
perform this band -switch-
ing operation.

A switching diode is
simply an ordinary semi-
conductor diode used as
an ON -OFF switch. When
reverse biased, the diode
has a very high resistance
and behaves, in effect, like
an open circuit; with for-
ward bias applied, the di-
ode's resistance is very
low, effectively resulting
in a closed circuit. The
conventional diode sym-
bol is generally used for
switching diodes, although
the symbol shown in Fig.
9 is sometimes used.

The following descrip-
tion of varactor circuit ac-
tion is based on the partial
schematic of a typical va-
ractor tuner, illustrated in
Fig. 10. The diagram
shows only the RF ampli-
fier stage, but the reader
should keep in mind that
additional varactor cir-
cuitry would also be found
in the mixer input and lo-
cal oscillator circuits.

01 is an NPN RF am-
plifier transistor operating
in the common -base mode

Ti

ANTENNA

LI

L2

-2v to -27v 0

01 RF AMPLIFIER

-UNING.VOLTAGE LINE

BAND -SWITCHING LINE

T2

L5

05

TO

MIXER

R5

IP"

110-

+ 10v or - 5v

0
o

Fig. 10-RF-amplifier stage in a typical VHF varactor tuner.

(the base is grounded by
capacitor C8, for RF sig-
nals) and connected in
the "inverted" dc bias con-
figuration (collector load,
coils L3 -L4, returned to
ground, and emitter re-
turned to the -10v dc sup-

Ply)
The input RF tuning

circuit consists of the fol-
lowing inductances: the
secondary of antenna
matching transformer T 1,
and the L1 -L2 coil combi-
nation; and the following
capacitances: trimmer C6
(for alignment purposes),
varactor diode D2, plus
the usual stray capaci-
tance, distributed capaci-
tance of the coils, and
transistor input capaci-
tance. Note that C2 is an
RF bypass capacitor and
hence has negligible re-
actance at signal frequen-
cies; its relatively large ca-
pacitance returns the
anode of the varactor to
ground. Therefore, C2
does not constitute part of
the tank -circuit capaci-
tance.

Circuit Action
For low VHF band

operation (channels 2
through 6), a dc voltage
of +10v is applied to the
band -switching line, from
a suitable source in the

power supply. This posi-
tive potential applied to
the cathode of switching-
diode D1 reverse biases
the latter; DI becomes es-
sentially an open circuit.
Coils LI and L2 in series
provide (with the Ti sec-
ondary) the necessary in-
ductance to tune the low
VHF band.

Which channel will be
selected within that band?
. . . This depends on the
actual tuning voltage ap-
plied to varactor D2. The
tuning control (channel
selector) selects a differ-
ent dc voltage for each
channel, in the range be-
tween -2v and -27v.
Notice that this negative
tuning voltage is applied
to the anode of the varac-
tor; since its cathode is re-
turned to ground via the
inductances, D2 is reverse
biased. The higher the dc
voltage, the smaller the
capacitance of the tuning
diode and the higher the
resonant frequency of the
tuned circuit; hence, ap-
proximately -2v tunes -in
Channel 2, while close to
-27v is necessary to se-
lect Channel 6.

For high VHF band
operation, -5v instead of
+10v is applied to the
band -switching line, from
a suitable dc source. This

negative potential forward
biases switching -diode Dl;
the latter now behaving
like a short circuit and re-
turning the bottom of coil
Ll to ground (through RF
bypass capacitor CI ). Coil
L2 is therefore effectively
out of the circuit, and the
reduced inductance is now
suitable for the high VHF
band (channels 7 through
13).

Which high -band chan-
nel will be selected? . . .

Here again, this is deter-
mined by the dc voltage
actually present on the
tuning line; i.e., a low
voltage will bring in Chan-
nel 7, while a voltage clos-
er to -27v is necessary
for Channel 13.

The same reasoning can
also be applied to the
tuned circuit in the output
of the RF amplifier (L3 -
L4 inductance, C9 -D3 ca-
pacitance). The band -
switching voltage applied
to switching -diode D4 se-
lects either L3 only (high
band) or the series com-
bination of L3 and L4
(low band) for the tuned
primary of interstage RF
coupling transformer T2,
while the actual tuning
voltage applied to the
anode of varactor D3 se-
lects the desired channel
frequency within either
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Fig. 11-Part of the varactor support circuitry, supplying tuning voltage to tuner of Fig. 10.

band. Switching diode D5
selects the proper induc-
tance for the secondary of
D2.

Note that the same tun-
ing voltage is simultane-
ously applied to all varac-
tors, and the same band -
change voltage is likewise
applied to all switching di-
odes; this simplifies the
circuitry. Trimmers C6
and C9 are aligned to pro-
duce the proper passband
for the RF amplifier stage.
Note also networks R1 -
CI, R2 -C2, R3 -C3, R4 -
C4 and R5-05, decou-
pling the RF tuned circuits
from the common tuning -
voltage line and band -
switching line.

Individual Pots Select
the Tuning Voltage

The viewer's CHANNEL
SELECTOR control could
simply consist of a single
potentiometer across a
27v dc source, its wiper
feeding the tuning -voltage
line; this would result in
continuous tuning, just
like tuning a radio. How-
ever, government authori-
ties take a dim view of
this, insisting that the tun-
ing chore be rendered eas-
ier for TV set users by
providing some kind of
switching or "clicking" ac-
tion (detent action) rather

than continuous knob
twirling. The answer lies
in using push -buttons, or a
rotary or sliding switch, to
select any one of 12 dc
voltages preset by means
of individual potentiome-
ters, as shown in Fig. 11.

This schematic shows
that the Channel 4 button
has been pushed and a
potential of, say -10.8v,
is applied to the tuning
line of the varactor tuners
from pot R4. The poten-
tiometers have to be pre-
set during initial receiver
set-up, just like pre-set
fine tuning in convention-
al tuners (individual slugs
in oscillator coils). For
fine tuning purposes, the
pots can be made readily
accessible to the TV set
owner, to compensate for
frequency drift as the re-
ceiver ages.

Obviously, the -27v
source should be very
stable; otherwise the view-
er would have to fine-tune
his receiver each time the
dc voltage fluctuates (due
to power -line voltage vari-
ations, for example). In
the schematic shown, a
simple voltage -regulator
circuit-consisting of ze-
ner diode DI and series -
dropping resistor R1-
supplies a constant -27v
output to the potentiome-

ters, from an unregulated
-40v input.

Varactor Tuning Makes
Mini -Tuners Possible

The varactor support cir-
cuitry, i.e., the voltage reg-
ulator, pre-set pots, push-
buttons or slide -switch se-
lector, can be lo-
cated on the main receiver
chassis or on a separate
control panel. The tuner
itself, now devoid of bulky
components like those
wafers loaded with dozens
of coils or 13 strips clipped
around a turret, can be
made amazingly small in
size, with no moving parts!
Mini -tuners are now a
reality.

Note that the selection
of the switching voltage
(+10v for the low band,
or -5v for the high band)
can be performed by the
same channel selector, by
suitable design of a ganged
switching arrangement.
For example, pushing any
low -band button would
automatically apply +10v
to the band -switching line
as well as selecting the
right pre-set voltage for
the tuning line; likewise,
depressing any button be-
tween 7 and 13 would se-
lect -5v for the band -
switching line while also
selecting the proper volt-

age for the tuning line.
Furthermore, the same
push -buttons can be made
to apply power (e.g.,
6.3v ac) to corresponding
pilot lights, lighting up
channel numbers.

It goes without saying
that the same varactor

applied to UHF tuners as
well. All in all, channel se-
lection has become a fas-
cinating trick, from a tech-
nical point of view.

Of course, in different
models or brands of va-
ractor tuners, tuning and
switching voltages may
vary appreciably from
those mentioned here; the
switched inductors may
be parallel -connected in-
stead of series -connected;
the RF amplifier circuit
could be quite different
from the one shown in
Fig. 10, perhaps featuring
a common -emitter transis-
tor, a JFET, or a dual -
gate MOSFET; or the va-
ractor support circuitry
may differ a lot from that
in Fig. 11. Nevertheless,
it is hoped that the basics
of electronic tuning pre-
sented in this article will
give the reader a good
idea of what to expect in
the tuner of tomorrow,
which is already here to-
day. 
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E. F. JOHNSON

2 -WAY RADIO
 SAVE VALUABLE TIME
 SLASH OPERATING COSTS
 INCREASE SALES, SERVICE AND PROFITS

Call lof fret ('..:(117, TI/H/I S7 PAUL LOCATIONS

ELECTRONICS

455 Rice Street 227 7223
1534 While Bear Ave. 774-0381
1733 So. Robert 451-1765

The Yellow Pages
Don't Take

It for Granted

STEREO
FAMOUS BRANDS

AT BIG SAVINGS

QUALITY STEREO & HI-FI COMPONENTS

TUNERS - AMPLIFIERS - SPEAKERS
SATISFACTION OR YOUR MONEY REFUNDED

STANDARD RECORDS & HI-FI
Where Record Collectors Collett'

ONE OF THE LARGEST
LP & STEREO RECORD STOCKS
IN THE ENTIRE NORTHWEST

LA 4-2933
1028 NE 65th

Across from Sears Roosevelt Store
SEATTLE, WASH. ZIP 98115

SINCE
1932

How long has it been since you took a long, hard look at the Yellow Pages?

 Are you using this im-
portant medium to your
best advantage? Take a
fresh look. Try to see your
ads and those of others as
your customers and pros-
pects see them when they
turn to the yellow pages.

For they do turn to it.
A study of businessmen's
use of the Yellow Pages
conducted several years
ago by the independent
research firm, Audits &
Surveys Inc., showed that
two out of every three
prospects in the market
for electronic equipment
and supplies use the direc-
tory. About 80 percent of
them did so without a spe-
cific dealer or technician
in mind.

A similar study of con-
sumers showed that two
out of every five Ameri-
can adults in the market
for radio, TV and Hi-Fi
equipment turn to the Yel-
low Pages each year. And

when they do, two-thirds
of them do not have a
dealer in mind.

In short, these business
and consumer prospects
are engaged in visual com-
parison shopping-check-
ing ads and lists for stores
whose services, locations,
and general "look" appeal
most to them.

So your advertising has
two basic jobs: To at-
tract new customers and
to help those who are al-
ready satisfied with your
services.

Where do your ads be-
long? The Action Index at
the beginning of the Yel-
low Pages can assist one
in determining what cate-
gory to look under for the
information sought. There
are at least 11 categories
that could prove appro-
priate for free listings by
many readers of this pub-
lication. They include the
following: Antennas;

Electronic Equipment &
Supplies-Retail; Radio
Communications Equip-
ment & Systems; Security
Control Equipment & Sys-
tems; Sound Systems &
Equipment; Stereophonic
& High Fidelity Equip-
ment-Dealers & Service;
Television & Radio Deal-
ers-Retail; Television &
Radio Service; Television
& Radio Supplies & Parts
-Retail; Television Rent-
al; and Television Systems
& Equipment-Closed
Circuit.

Your local telephone
company can give you a
list of all headings appro-
priate to your business. As
a general rule, you should
be represented under
every heading that logical-
ly describes the types of
products and services you
offer.

How Much, What Kinds
of Space? The size of your
ad or representation un-

der each of the headings
you select should be de-
termined by its impor-
tance in terms of the
number and quality of
customers it is likely to
deliver, and by your bud-
get. Choose the headings
most important to you.
Run your largest, most in-
formation -filled ad under
one or several of the
most important headings.

Then determine what
kinds of representation
you should have under
each of the other appro-
priate headings. In mak-
ing your choice, remem-
ber that your customers
are looking for informa-
tion. Try to take the space
you need to provide an-
swers that will bring them
to you.

This can be a display
ad or one of the smaller
Yellow Pages units. "Busi-
ness Card" listings run al-
phabetically and, in addi-
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ONE OF FRANKLIN COUNTY'S
MOST COMPLETE DISPLAYS

TV'S AND STEREO'S
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Fast! Dependable
Quality Service!

Television! Stereo
and Appliances!

You're listed, if for no other reason than you have a business telephone.

tion to your name and
phone number, offer
space for information on
your products, services,
hours and other major
selling points. Bold -type
listings give you stand -out
prominence, particularly
when set among the light-
er regular listings. Extra
lines are available for ad-
ditional information.

Don't Headline Your
Name. Chances are, you'll
choose a broad, general
heading such as "Televi-
sion & Radio Dealer-Re-
tail" as the place for a dis-
play ad. Under such a
heading, your name may
mean very little, and oth-
er information may be
much more important. So
don't make the mistake of
headlining your ad with
your name.

Instead, attract atten-
tion with a headline that
gives prospects a good
reason why they'll benefit

from dealing with you.
Tell them about the vari-
ety and completeness of
your stock, the specific
products you sell, the ser-
vices and conveniences
you offer.

Your name does have a
place in your ad, of
course, but it belongs far-
ther down, along with your
phone number and ad-
dress. Make these facts
prominent, using large
type. If you have a distinc-
tive logotype or "signa-
ture," use it to gain recog-
nition from people who
have seen it before.

Tell Them What and
Why. Think like a cus-
tomer. Answer their ques-
tions. First, consider the
heading under which a
given ad is to be run.
What will prospects who
turn to it be seeking?
Make a list of products
you sell that are appro-
priate to that heading. The

key word is "appropriate."
If your ad is under "Tele-
vision & Radio Supplies &
Parts-Retail" don't waste
valuable space by calling
undue attention to public
address systems. A pros-
pect in the market for a
p.a. system isn't likely to
be browsing through a
heading devoted to TV
and radio.

Do tell him everything
of importance with regard
to TV and radio equip-
ment and supplies. Make
your ad a brief catalog of
your products and ser-
vices. If you are a factory
authorized dealer for one
or more makes, say so.
Tell customers who may
be uncertain about the
technical aspects of your
business that they'll get
friendly and courteous
technical advice.

Don't overdo it and
crowd your ad. Be selec-
tive. But be sure to con-

vey facts that will help
prospects decide in your
favor.

Help Customers Find
You. Also, don't assume
they'll know where you
are and how to find you.
If your store is large and
on a main thoroughfare,
this point may be academ-
ic. But if you're off the
beaten track, newcomers
and old residents who
have never been in your
area before may have
trouble finding you. Pin-
point your location in
your ad by mentioning in-
tersecting main streets or
highways or cite nearby
prominent landmarks.

Bear in mind, too, that
many of your prospects
may not be able to shop
during business hours, or
because of an emergency
may need your products
and services in an off -
hour. So, if you're open

continued on page 45
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Data Processor
Promotes Security Through

Television
Industrial espionage and employee sabotage

are more than intriguing subplots for Hollywood

films and television pilots. For a data processing
center they are very realistic and often confounding

problems which must be faced and effectively
resolved. At Tabulating Consultants, Inc. of Burbank,

Calif., a 30,000 sq ft data processing installation
often open 24 hours a day, the solution took the form

of a Panasonic closed-circuit television system.

The close-up of the four Panasonic television monitors in Mr. Kurzenknabe's
office shows the range and flexibility of the Tab security system. All four monitors are viewing
separate company areas.

 Tabulating Consultants has se-
curity problems common to most
computer organizations. It occupies
a large area and is open long hours.
Employees are mobile, and the firm
is entrusted with millions of dollars
worth of client files. Tab's clients in-
clude an insurance company, a
Southern California trade union,
and a mailing house. All demand
and expect the company to keep
tape records secure.

The computer firm states that the
CCTV system works, both as an en-
forcer and as a deterrent. All en-
trances to the facility are posted with
signs that read, "When you enter
these premises it's with the acknowl-
edgement that your presence and
your activities therein are being pho-
tographed and recorded permanent-

Mr. C. P. Mounce, Tab's Secre-
tary -Treasurer and Security Officer,
explained the reason why he chose
to let visitors and employees know
they were being "watched."

"Our chief asset is our tape file
and a slip-up there could be disas-
trous to all involved. Most of our
tapes consist of 'fresh' names and
addresses of U.S. residents who have
shown their ability to buy and some
special interest-either in a maga-
zine, mail order merchandise, or by
shopping in a particular store. Be-
cause these lists have been collected
at great cost over a period of years,
they cannot be replaced."

Mr. Mounce emphasized that one
client, alone, valued his tape files at
$10 million and acknowledged that
guarding and working with client
files is an enormous responsibility.
He added that Tab has additional
duties involving subscription fulfill-
ment, typesetting, art work, advertis-
ing, accounting, billing collections
and all correspondence for their
clients. The operation is complex
and the people involved should be
monitored closely.

With such a large installation,
Tab ruled out the possibility of us-
ing security guards.

"If I put on three shifts of guards
seven days a week," company Presi-
dent R. E. Kurzenknabe stated,
"they would still have to go to the
rest room, they'd still see good-
looking girls walking by, they'd still
get sick, they'd still have to go in
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and get a cup of coffee or have a
cigarette."

"And there is no way I can af-
ford to meet the payroll necessary
to properly control these premises.
If anything did happen, it would be
a test of two witesses, one against
the other. But when I have it on
that Panasonic TV monitor, I can
make a hard copy and prove beyond
a shadow of a doubt that somebody
was there who wasn't authorized. I
don't think that there is any current
medium that matches this as a se-
curity system, and it's very inexpen-
sive for us. It's less than the cost of
one guard's 40 -hour -week -salary."

Tab began installing CCTV after
consulting Seeburg Security, a local
Panasonic dealer. Three CCTV
and time lapse VTR cameras were
employed to monitor the firm's three
entrances. With viewing consoles in
his office, Mr. Mounce was able to
see the people entering the premises
but could not always see those leav-
ing. The firm used the system for
three months and was so pleased
with its success that they had See -
burg enlarge the system and cover
every entrance and exit. Four cam-
eras were installed in the computer
center to monitor not only the com-
puter room but all the access areas
and the tape library.

From his office, Mr. Kurzenknabe
can watch his secretary, accounting,
the check vault and the overall facil-
ity with exceptional clarity. Mr.
Mounce also has a set of monitors
in his office, acting as a back-up.
Tab utilizes 16 cameras, 3 VTRs
and 3 sequential switches which en-
able the viewer to change viewing
field, scan an area, or shoot a close-
up and display the picture on the
monitor of his choice.

The versatility of the Panasonic
system has a great many benefits,
Mr. Mounce related. For some
clients, Tab maintains signature
plates for payrolls which total mil-
lions of dollars. The plates are
locked in a safe, and only four Tab
officers ha! authorized access.
From the privacy of their offices
Mr. Kurzenknabe and Mr. Mounce
are able to watch an officer while
the checks are being signed, then
"follow" him back to the vault with
the plates, thanks to the "pan and
zoom" cameras.

Another "plus" of the Panasonic
system, the security officer added, is
the time-lapse videotape. Mr.
Mounce said that tapes are often
kept for a long period of time be-
fore they are used. In the event of
a catastrophe during the waiting
time, documented proof of what
transpired must be obtained. The
time-lapse videotape, which takes
one picture every 40 sec., was Tab's
answer. For instance, Mr. Mounce
was able to prove the exact time an
earthquake hit his building by a pro-
cedure he devised of automatically
filming a clock. Some of the earth-
quake footage was remarkable, he
stated. There were scenes of a brief-
case sitting upright on a desk in the
computer room, shaking but never
falling over; light fixtures falling and
acoustical tiles dropping from the
ceiling. All the while the audio por-
tion of the tape carried the sounds of
a building falling apart.

When asked if his employees
mind being "watched" by a modern-
day Big Brother, Mr. Kurzenknabe
replied negatively. "Our employees
are sophisticated people," he ex-
plained. "They understand the rea-
sons behind the television system
and it doesn't bother them. In fact,

very often they appreciate the close
supervision it affords. Perhaps
there's a girl sitting and hesitating
over a record. I can tell she is hav-
ing a problem. All I have to do is
get on the line to her supervisor and
the problem is quickly resolved."

Client response to the security
measures has also been tremendous,
the president reported. The first
thing the client sees when he enters
the Tab office is three television
monitors. In one monitor is a pic-
ture of the client himself. "Our cus-
tomers are very pleased to know
that Tab goes to this extent to as-
sure the safety of our records," Mr.
Kurzenknabe said.

Mr. Mounce agrees and adds
that the combination of visible cam-
eras and posted warnings has had a
major deterrent effect. Tab has yet
to have anyone try anything danger-
ous.

"The idea is to stop a problem
situation before it starts," Mr.
Mounce concluded; "that's the most
important thing. Secondly, if some-
thing should happen, we can report
it, prove it and nail the guy that did
it. The process should certainly give
second thoughts to anyone contem-
plating an action in the future." 

Tab security officer Mr. C. P. Mounce can sit at his desk and control 16 Panasonic cameras,
three video tape recorders and three sequential switches. He says, "Our customers are very
pleased to know that Tab goes to this extent to assure the safety of ou- records."
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Public Relations
and the Technician by John Rozsa

I doubt if you'll find a public relations director in a

dealer/service organization. The roving ambassador
is the field technician.

 I slowly and observingly drove
my dark -blue station wagon on the
street of a new customer, unaware
of an illness in the family. The day
was sunshine and roses, a late
morning in June, and I was right on
schedule. Promptness and reliability
reward double satisfaction-the
electronic technician and customer. I
spotted the house number and
pulled over to the curb. As I

knocked on the door, I held my cad-
die with tube tester tucked under
the same arm. As the door opened,
a young lady with sandy -brown hair
looked at me and then my gear with
saddened blue eyes. "Oh! Come in
Doctor," she said.

I was momentarily confused, but
not disappointed. Smiling about the
compliment, I replied, "I'm the TV
technician."

"Oh! Well, come in. I forgot that
you were coming, with my son sick
and all."

She led me to the TV set in the
living room and hurriedly made her
way into the bedroom to check on
the sick child. Within a few min-
utes, the doctor arrived and the tense-
ness in the atmosphere seemed to
relax. The illness turned out to be
minor and was quickly taken care
of.

I thought this story would serve
as an excellent example of one
phase of customer relations in the
skilled -labor or technical field of
electronics. You can bet I left this
job whistling a happy tune. I knew
by this incident that I had made a
good first impression with a new
customer. The importance of neat-
ness and cleanliness cannot be over-
stressed in the TV service field.

With cigarette smoking branded
detrimental to our society, the mod-
ern day technician should definitely

refrain from this practice in the
customer's home.

When explaining a problem to a
customer, come down to earth and
use layman's terms. Make it as sim-
ple and short as possible without
going into a lot of technical vocabu-
lary. A good guideline for the type
of language to use is that of the
preacher or radio announcer.

In all fairness to yourself and
your customers, keep abreast with
your studies by reading new books,
trade magazines, and supplementary
material each day. Today's elec-
tronics engineer spends one-third of
his work day studying to keep up
with late developments. It's a fast
moving, dynamic industry; and you
must not let yourself lag behind in
the dust. Well established firms
should periodically get mail invita-
tions to attend color -TV seminars,
which are sponsored by manfactur-
ers of receivers or test instruments.
Take advantage of these classes
which sometimes extend to several
meetings. Highlights are such things
as demonstrating dynamic and static
convergence of color -TV receivers.
Discussions on unusual problems
are always very interesting and in-
formative. Door prizes, sandwiches
and coffee are usually available at
no cost. These manufacturers de-
serve a real pat on the back for pro-
viding such an excellent program.

I doubt if you'll find a public re-
lations director in a dealer/service
organization. The roving ambas-
sador is the field technician. A good
relationship here with the customer
will eventually reflect back to the
management. If a disagreement
does arise with the customer, re-
member the old elementary princi-
ple of salesmanship; the customer
is always right. This does not, how-

ever, mean that you leave him mis-
informed. In explaining, be tactful
and constructive.

One question that will always
confront the electronic technician is,
"Is the set worth repairing or should
I buy a new one?" In this case, al-
ways present both sides. If the TV
set is 10 years old and the picture
tube is out, let the customer know
the cost and risk involved. You can
give him a price for a picture tube
and overhaul, but not a guarantee
on other major breakdowns. Let
him make the decision. You will
make a good impression with the
customer in this manner. Even if
you sincerely believe that a new TV
set is the best move to make, do not
advise him accordingly because he
may think you are trying to make a
sale for the company you work for.

Try to avoid a dull and strictly
business type service call by being
a good listener and talker. Call a
customer by name; pay attention to
children, pets and family hobbies.
Throw a few compliments around
and make your customer feel im-
portant, after all, he is an important
asset, don't lose him.

Always carry a clean drop -cloth
in your caddy, and use it when sol-
dering or laying out tools in the
home. If you don't have a drop -
cloth, a good substitute is an old
newspaper which is easily acquired
from the customer. You will find
that a pleasing attitude and quick
response will be at hand. Carpeting
is an expensive item and should be
given every respect and in turn you
will be respected for it. Keep in
mind that your work is done in the
best room in the house.

Never take old parts such as
tubes, fuses, etc., back to the shop,
unless the customer requests that
you do so. Carrying away old parts
may make the customer suspicious
that they are good and will be re-
sold.

So if you are a one-man opera-
tion or member of an enterprise,
maintain prestige and reputation by
using simple courtesy and your
business will prosper. Toss a hand-
ful of lollypops into the caddy each
morning and pass them out to the
children on your route. Isn't that
just like the doctor? 
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TEST
INSTRUMENT

REPORT

EICO's Model
TR-410 Triggered -

Sweep Scope
by Phillip Dahlen

The New York Mets take on
exciting form

 Although Joe Zauhar
and I are not baseball
fans, we were still quite
excited with the video ob-
served during the October
10th game. For during
that telecast we connected
EICO's new triggered -
sweep scope to a color -
TV set and without mak-
ing a single adjustment
observed a stable TV hor-
izontal -sweep signal upon
turning the scope ON. The
waveform observed is the
one shown in the accom-
panying photo.

Such an incident might
not have proven quite so
exciting to some. How-
ever, the last time we had
used the scope-four days
before-it had been left
running for several hours
while we tried to decide
on an appropriate scope
picture. After having ad-
justed the scope for a
study TV horizontal -
sweep trace and switching
the scope horizontal -sweep
for times -five expansion,

we were all set to take our
photo when we noticed
that it was time to quit for
the day. Thus on October
10th when we again had
time for the project, we
merely reconnected the
probes to where they had
been before in the TV
set, turned oN the power
to the scope, and there
was the waveform-just
as stable as ever. Now
that's stability for you!

The solid-state scope
is said to have a vertical
input impedance of 1M,
35pf; a protected FET in-
put stage, 10MHz band-
width, and variable ver-
tical gain which includes
the following switch selec-
tions: .01, .02, .05, .1, .2,
.5, 1, 2, 5, 10 and 20v/
cm. Front -panel switches
select between ac -coupled
inputs, dc -coupled inputs
and grounded inputs-
one switch controlling the
vertical input and another
the external horizontal in-
put. Three terminals on the

P c."

00111.11111111.

EICO's Model TR-410 Triggered -Sweep Scope. For more details circle
'300 on the Reader Service card.

front panel permit easy
calibration of applied ver-
tical or horizontal input
signals by providing 2v
p -p, 5v p -p and 10v p -p
square -wave signals for
comparison.

In addition to provid-
ing variable horizontal
gain, the scope has switch
selectable sweep rates that
include: EXTERNAL, TV -V,
TV -H, .5µs/cm, 1µS/cm,
2µs/cm, 5µs/cm, lOps/
cm, 20µs/cm, 50µs/cm,
.lms/cm, .2ms/cm, .5ms/
cm, 1ms/cm, 2ms/cm,
5ms/cm, 10ms/cm, 20ms/
cm, 50ms/cm, .1s/cm,
.2s/cm and .5s/cm. A
switch is also provided for
times -one or times -five
sweep expansion. Termi-
nals are provided on the
front panel for applying
horizontal input or exter-
nal sync signals.

Sweep triggering con-
trols include an AUTOMAT-
IC/TRIGGER-LEVEL con-
trol and a STABILITY con-
trol, plus the following

trigger -control switches:
Sync -NORMAL, TV -H, TV -V;

Source-INTERNAL, EX-

TERNAL or LINE; and
Slope-( + ) or ( -).

Other front -panel con-
trols include SCALE ILLU-
MINATION/POWER; INTEN-

SITY; FOCUS; VERTICAL

POSITION; HORIZONTAL

POSITION ; plus VERTICAL
DC BALANCE and HORIZON-

TAL DC BALANCE screw-
driver controls.

The panel at the rear
of the scope includes an
ASTIGMATISM control; a
scope horizontal -trace out-
put -pulse terminal for gat-
ing other instruments; a
beam -intensity modulation
input terminal; a la fuse
holder and a special switch
for operating the scope on
100v, 120v or 230v of
50Hz or 60Hz power.

The scope has a stan-
dard bezel and bushings
for camera mounting and
includes a quickly con-
verted direct to 10:1 low -
capacity probe. 
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1973 ARTICLE INDEX
COLORFAX Monih/ Year/ Page
Admiral

Color -TV Chassis K18-Two-Function Remote
Control 8/73/46

Color -TV K18/K19-Service Hints 3/73/41
Color -TV Chassis K19 Series-Failure of

Horizontal Oscillator Tube, 5JW8 3/73/41
Color -TV Chassis K-19-Failure of Volume

Control 10/73/47
Color -TV Chassis K-19-Defective Volume

Control 12/73/42
Color -TV Chassis K20-Failure of Audio IC _A2/73/42
Color -TV Chassis K20-Service Hint 12/73/42

Emerson
Color -TV Chassis K17/K18 Run 16 and Under

-"Snaking" in the Picture 4/73/48
Color -TV Chassis K17/K18 Run 17 and Higher

-Sound Circuit Modification 6/73/50
Color -TV Chassis K20-Failure of

Sound IC 4/73/48
Color -TV Chassis M20-Sound Okay, No

Picture, Set Smokes 11/73/46
General Electric

Color -TV Chassis Cl/L1 and C2/ L2-Horizontal
Discharge Transistor Q504 Failure 10/73/47

Color -TV Chassis C2/CD,L2/LB-Power-
Supply Diode Failure 8/73/46

Color -TV Chassis JA-Colored Raster with
or without Video and Sound 10/73/47

Color -TV Chassis JA-Repair Information 9/73/48
Color -TV Chassis JA-Video Overload 10/73/48
Color -TV Chassis JA-Herringbone

Interference 12/73/42
Color -TV Chassis MA-Weak or No Color 12/73/43
Color -TV Chassis MA-Advanced One -Touch

Color Systems 1/73/58
Color -TV Chassis MA-Circuit Breaker

Tripping 8/73/48
Color -TV Chassis MA-Dark Horizontal Line

Rolling from Bottom to Top of Screen 4/73/48
Color -TV Chassis MA-MOSFET Failure in

Tuner No. EP86X19 8/73/47
Color -TV Chassis MA-Intermittent Modules 10/73/47
Color -TV Chassis MA-Volume Critical

to Adjust 8/73/47
Magnavox

Color -TV Chassis T936/956/957-Snivets on
UHF Channels 1/73/59

Color -TV Chassis T939-Focus Rectifier
Lead Dress Modification 1/73/58

Color -TV Chassis T952-Elimination of
3.58MHz Beat Pattern 4/73/48

Color -TV Chassis T952-Flyback Removal 6/73/51
Color -TV Chassis T952-Low Brightness

Symptoms 1/73/58
Color -TV Chassis T952-Removal of Capacitor

C220 for Reduction in Heat Dissipation 4/73/48
Color -TV Chassis T952-Service Tips 7/73/46
Color -TV Chassis T958/T962-Failure of

Capacitor C529 1/73/58
Color -TV Chassis T958 and T974-Elimination

of Capacitor in Yoke 3/73/41
Color -TV Chassis T974/T936/T956/T957-

ACC Servicing Tip 6/73/50
Color -TV Chassis T979-Brightness Change 6/73/51
Color -TV Chassis T979-Bright Horizontal

Line Moving Vertically 1/73/58

Color -TV Chassis T979-Failure of C12 on "C"
Panel 6/73/51

Color -TV Chassis T979-Vertical Jitter 6/73/50
Color -TV Chassis T979-White Balance

Adjustment 1/73/58
Color -TV Models IT5052 and IT5054-UHF

Tuner Transistor Failure 1/73/58
Correction for Horizontal Convergence "Blue

Droop" 4/73/48
Test Fixture Yoke Matching Transformer

Kit 171266-1 6/73/51
Motorola

Color -TV Chassis TS -929/931/ 934/938-Insta-
Matic Switch will not Function Properly 9/73/50

Philco-Ford
All Hybrid Color -TV Chassis-Vertical

Rolling 4/73/49
Color -Killer Location and Adjustment 2/73/44
High -Contrast Level with Minimum Contrast -

Control Setting 2/73/44
Low -Level Volume (slide -type control) 2/73/44
Color -TV "A" Line Chassis 23 -in. and Smaller

Screen-Three Vertical Lines in Left Side
of Raster 4/73/49

Color -TV Chassis 3CS90/3CY90-Video
Ringing in Weak Signal Areas 7/73/46

Color -TV Chassis 3CS90/91 and 3CY90/91-
Picture Tube Test Jig Yoke Adapter 4/73/49

Color -TV Chassis 3CS90/3CS91/3CY90/3CY91
-Service Adjustments UHF Tuner 70 Position
(detent) 3/73/41

Color -TV Chassis 3CS90/91,3CY90/91-
Picture-Tube Filament Failure 3/73/41

Color -TV Chassis 3CS90/ 91,3CY90/ 91-Video
Ringing on Right Side of Raster ____________ 3/73/41

RCA Sales Corp.
Picture Tube 21VAKP22 Grounding Clip 6/73/52
UHF Trap 6/73/52
Color -TV Chassis CTC46 Series-Standby

Transformer Replacement 12/73/43
Color -TV Chassis CTC46, 54,59-Zero Color-

Level Control 1/73/59
Color -TV Chassis CTC48-Intermittent Color

as Control Bin is Opened 7/73/46
Color -TV Chassis CTC54 Series-Bench

Servicing Remote/Color Hum Bar 12/73/43
Color -TV Chassis CTC54 Series-ETA Motor

Symptoms/Servicing 12/73/43
Color -TV Chassis XL-100-MAD and MAN

Modules _12/73/43
Sylvania

Color -TV Model CL2498 Entertainment Center
-Wrong Speakers Installed 5/73/42

Color -TV Chassis D14,D15 and D16, Early
Chassis Without Video Buffer Stage -
Intermittent Loss of Horizontal Sync When
Changing Channels _ 1/73/59

Color -TV Chassis E05-1,-2,-Vertical Jitter 5/73/42

TECHNICAL DIGEST
Admiral

Polyester -Film Capacitor Identification 4/73/52
Emerson

Radio Model 31 P86-Excessive Hum
When Operating from AC Power 8/73/49

Radio Model 31P86-Repair of Back Cover
or Battery Lid 10/73/50
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General Electric
TV Chassis SF-Vertical Buzz 8/73/49

Magnavox
Desoldering Aid 8/73/50
Record Changer Model W832-Binding When

Turned On 8/73/50
Speaker System Models 1S8757 through 1S8759

and 158762 through 1S8766-Fusible
Resistors 6/73/48

Stereo Console Four Channel Speakers 2/73/42
Philco-Ford

Portable Phono Models P7 10BU/S1479BU/
P715BE/ S148BE-Broken Hinge Studs 2/73/42

Stereo Component Models M4780BWA/
M5780BWA-Hum Conditions Low Residual
Hum on Minimum Volume-All
Functions 2/73/42

Tape Recorder Model TRC2OBK-Battery-
Cover Replacement 2/73/42

RCA Sales Corp.
Amplifier Models SS4000/VS4000/ VS6025/

VS6060-Audio Output Bias 1/73/57
Cassette Recorder Model YZD572-

Automatic Cassette Eject 5/73/54
Characteristics of Solder 2/73/43
Easy FM Alignment Markers 6/73/48
Kelvin Color Temperature 2/73/43
TV Chassis KCS192-Horizontal Retrace

Blanking and 2nd Video IF Circuits 11/73/49
TV Combination Models Using an RC1238/

RC1239/RC1244 Radio Chassis-Voltage-
Regulator IC 1/73/57

Sylvania
Do It Yourself Sub Tuner Tester 11/73/50
FM Tuner Specification Terms and Their

Meanings 6/73/48
Hi-Fi Terms and Their Meanings 3/73/43
How Accurate Is Your Equipment? 10/73/51
15,700Hz Visual Whistle Detector 7/73/48
TV Chassis B10,-16-Diode SC204

Protection 12/73/44
TV Chassis B10-3,-4 Code 11-Service Hint 12/73/42
TV Chassis B10-3,-4 Code 12-Service Hint 12/73/42

ANTENNA AND ACCESSORIES
Flying Saucers for Better TV Reception 6/73/38
Not -So -Simple MATV Problems with Not -So -

Obvious Solutions 4/73/43
Talking Back To Your TV Set Through the new

Two-way CATV Systems 6/73/31
The Best TV Signal-Compared to What? 3/73/25
Updating One's Home 9/73/35
Zooming In That Station 11/73/40

AUDIO EQUIPMENT
Another Approach to Hi-Fi 10/73/39
One Plus One Equals Four 4/73/39
SSB Marine Radiotelephones 3/73/35

BUSINESS
A Little Psychology Goes a Long Way 10/73/44
Caution Pays Off in Customer Disputes 8/73/26
Customers Expect Good Business Manners 5/73/39
ER Important as PR 5/73/38
How To Convert Lookers Into Buyers 9/73/40
Is Your Wife Well Informed About Your

Business? 6/73/46

Productivity: Foundation for Success 6/73/40
Public Relations and The Technician ____ 12/73/38
Simple Technique Makes Inventory

Forecasting Easier 8/73/42
Taxes and Future Retirement 6/73/45
Your Business Future: To Invest or Not To

Invest 1/73/54

CIRCUIT FUNDAMENTALS
Basic Digital Circuitry Part III 1/73/48
Basic Digital. Circuitry Part IV 2/73/30
Basic Digital Circuitry Part V 5/73/36
Basic Digital Circuitry Part VI 7/73/40
Solid -State Replacement Considerations 4/73/38
Strange Things Are Happening-Inductorless

Tuned IF's and Switches 12/73/29
The CAT Game-Part III 2/73/25
Transistor Biasing, from the Technician's

Point of View 7/73/31
Transistor IF Coupling Circuits 8/73/36

COLOR -TV

Electrohome's Servicease C12 Color -TV
Chassis 2/73/21

Emerson's 30M20 Modular Color -TV
Chassis 1/73/39

GTE Sylvania's Modular E05 Color -TV Chassis
Part I 9/73/31

GTE Sylvania's Modular E05 Color -TV Chassis
Part II 10/73/31

Introducing General Electric's Modular MA
Color -TV Chassis 5/73/25

Introducing Philco-Ford's Solid -State Modular
Chassis

Magnavox's Solid -State Modular Color -TV
Chassis T979

Panasonic's Model CT -701 Modular Color -TV
Set

RCA's Color -TV Chassis CTC62 Employing
the In -Line System

Zenith's Titan 300V Vertical Color -TV
Chassis

4/73/29

6/73/27

7/73/27

12/73/ 25

11/73/25

MISCELLANEOUS
Advanced Education for Electronic

Technicians 4/73/32
A Look at the 1974 TV Sets-Part I 10/73/35
A Look at the 1974 TV Sets-Part II 11/73/29
A Practical Application 1/73/46
A Shop Built for Thieves _ 5/73/30
Data Processor Promotes Security Through

Television 12/73/36
Innocent Service Dealer Arrested 8/73/32
Looking Ahead to 1980 9/73/42
New Color -Picture Tube Replacement

Technique 1/73/43
Our Electronic's Lab 8/73/29
The Picture Tube of the Future 5/73/34
The Yellow Pages-Don't Take It for

Granted 12/73/34
Video -Tape Improves Fire -Fighting

Techniques 2/73/39

TEST INSTRUMENT REPORT

B & K Precision Model 501A Semiconductor
Curve Tracer 4/73/47

continued on page 45
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COLORFAX Color -TV Chassis M20-Service Hint

The material used in this section is selected from
information supplied through the cooperation of the
respective manufacturers or their agencies.

ADMIRAL

Color -TV Chassis K-19-Defective VOLUME Control

Occasional failure of the VOLUME control on the K19
color -TV chassis has been traced to an arc in the 10TIO
audio detector and output tube as a possible cause.

Damage to the control may be eliminated by adding a
100K, 1/2w resistor between pin 8 of the IOTIO tube socket
and the wiper of the control, which connects to pin 13 of
P101.

Plot TERN.
VOLUME

HER
MEI

TERM 13 Ts TERN.

NOY 1201

1 244 C208 Rio
1008 II .01 1203. RED

8

AUDIO OUTPUT

V2008

SPEAKER
AUDIO 3 24

OUTPUT VOICE COIL

1/2 10110
90;

101p
1201 --_-

330
IV

Also when installing this resistor, it must be placed at
the circuit board. Because of the capacity of the audio
cable, if the resistor were installed at the control, it would
level at minimum setting of the VOLUME control. Remove
the foil pattern between pin 8 of the IOTIO tube socket
and K201 on the circuit board. Keep the resistor leads
short and make a good mechanical connection, then solder.
Check the cathode resistor R206 because it may have been
overheated. The 180(1, 1/2w resistor may be replaced with
a 33011, 1 w resistor as used in later production.

Color -TV Chassis K20-Failure of Audio IC

Failure of the audio IC, Part No. 57A29-2, can cause a
condition of "No Audio"-usually reported following a
thunder/lightning storm. This condition can be caused by
an arc from the high -voltage or the picture -tube circuits.

If you encounter a K20 chassis with an IC failure, check
the wiring of capacitor C134 (.022i.d) TONE control ca-
pacitor on the tuner cluster. The ground side of this capac-
itor should be connected to the shield braid at the VOLUME
control and not the tuner cluster bracket. Reconnect if
necessary.

Improved reliability of the IC can be achieved by in-
serting an 8.2K, 1/2 w resistor between pin 7 of the IC and
the junction of capacitors C2I2, C2I3 and resistor R203.

Cut and remove the foil pattern between 7 and the junc-
tion of C2I2, C2I3 and R203. Keep the resistor leads
short and make a good mechanical connection, then solder.

A problem of UHF channels detuning when BRIGHTNESS,
COLOR or CONTRAST control settings are changed-found
only in models with varactor UHF tuners-can probably
be caused by a defective dc regulator diode.

poi PW 160
INA ERRING 101E1110W TER 101110

I 4' 121 TOOT

US

,

3

SSAcno

UNA SELECTOR WARR SE,

113

if
#.44, faqir

AMCiSS
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CI.o3?cn

C REGULATOR
?CACAO Ilk

arRvar-A. .

HAM

$41110

Off I Om WI

I.__ __J 5101 1. - . - - -/ 1101

ON 022 WITCH SOCIET
'MK
I",

PARTIAL SCHEMATIC OF UHF TUNER SHOWING IC100

This diode, IC100, Part No. 56A7-1, regulates the 35v
supplied to the preset UHF tuning controls. If the regulator
is not functioning, a very small change in the B+ supply
voltage will change the tuning of the varactor tuner.

To correct this condition, replace the diode, which is
mounted on a terminal strip on the rear of the UHF tuner.

Color -TV Chassis K20-Service Hint

When a problem of greenflesh tones is found in the color
picture and the TINT control has no effect, a probable cause
is a poor connection at the TINT control leads in the Molex
connector.
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K20 TINT CONTROL CONNECTORS

To correct this condition, locate the leads from the TINT
control at the Molex connector. Remove the pins in both
the chassis plug and the plug on the control cluster. Solder
the crimped connections and reinsert pins, making sure that
they seat firmly.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
Color -TV Chassis JA-Herringbone Interference

This interference is a vertically oriented herringbone pat-
tern which varies in severity with the BRIGHTNESS or CON-
TRAST control settings. It is usually noticed on weak sig-
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nals and in some cases is strong enough to blank out the
video and cause interference in adjacent receivers.

To correct the problem modify the receiver as follows:
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Remove one screw from the power -supply board and tilt it
upward. Add a .01p,f, 50v, disc ceramic capacitor,
ES18X43 or equivalent, to the bottom of the circuit board
as shown in the illustration.

Color -TV Chassis MA-Weak or No Color

If one color is missing, experience shows that in some
cases one of the three picture tube cathode leads that plug
into the RGB module are not fastened securely. Resolder
the male connector since the solder may have broken and
caused an intermittent.

The problem might also be solved by replacing inte-
grated circuit IC602 on the chroma module.

RCA CORP.

Color -TV Chassis CTC4S Series-Standby Transformer Replacement

To insure optimum reliability in those isolated instances
where the Standby Transformer (T104) must be replaced,
make sure the replacement transformer is connected as

200+ 20V RMS

BLM

1s

GRi

13Rn

R R

ORR

RED' 81,1

N,

270 4

Note color code correction

shown in the Basic Service Data and in the partial sche-
matic.

To confirm the connections are correct, check the fol-
lowing voltage: The voltage at J/P I 101-1 (Remote Am-
plifier) must be 200 ±20v rms.

Calor-TY Chassis XL-100-MAD and MAN Modules

In the past all ceramic -substrate modules used in XL -
100 chassis (MAD and MAN modules) have been coated
with a green epoxy coating. RCA engineering has de-
termined that the epoxy coating is unnecessary. Hence,
late -production of "R" line (1973 model year) XL -100
chassis will utilize uncoated ceramic -substrate MAD and
MAN modules. These modules are blue rather than green
due to the color of the protective paint used to cover the
printed circuitry. These uncoated modules are just as re-
liable as the coated type and are directly interchangeable.

Color -TV Chassis CTC54 Series-Bench Servicing Remote/Color Hum Bar

When bench servicing the remote amplifier circuitry,
precautions should be made to protect the memory modules
(CRM's) in the remote amplifier from possible damage due
to transients. The remote amplifier chassis frame must
be grounded to the main chassis when bench servicing.
When the remote and main chassis are installed in the in-
strument, this common ground is made through a foil strap
in the cabinet.

A high resistance connection at either end of the foil
can result in the symptom of a color bar moving vertically
through the picture. Symptom analysis can be misleading
since the bar may not be evident when the degaussing coil
is unplugged.

Color -TV Chassis CTC54 Series-ETA Motu Symptoms/Servicing

Various symptoms-such as "Motor runs continuously"
or "motor does not run," relating to the motor (B4601) as-
sociated with the Electronic Tuning Assembly (ETA
423B)-which are not resolved by the replacement of the

12

UT

6V
6617

7 R618

R610

R606 181

AJ

AB

R0

81.0

C610

wwww1.1. -sat WarENNIIWIlmr ml

Bur: rti

PW .600
MAT module may be the result of loss of the 6v dc input
to the MAP module circuitry. This power supply is located
on the PW600 board and consists of diode CR601, elec-
trolytic capacitor C610, and two 1511, 2w resistors-R617
and R618.

MOVING?
Be sure to let us kncw your new address.
Please enclose a complete address label
from one of your recent issues.
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TECHNICAL DIGEST

The material used in this section is selected from
information supplied through the cooperation of the
respective manufacturers or their agencies.

SYLVAN IA

TV Chassis B10 -16 --Diode SC204 Protection

To protect diode SC204 when picture tube arc occurs,
the following change was made: A resistor R265 (4.7K.

CODE 01 W/RED STRIPE
(-16 CH.)

YE

R265
4.7 K
20%

GRN
C252
.047

P--0
. R254

VII
PICTURE TUBE

19VCMP4(-14,-17-18 CH)
2 2VASP4(-I6CH.)

,'Il

20% 1/2w) was added in series with the green lead of the
picture tube near the socket.

0, I

0 0
IL  J

NMJ. Man

IC, Icilth*";P,I. C. S..

II II II II II I
i117 I I.1151,.. Mr.:

I I I I 11

et Think of it as the best tester*ea
in your bag. Only $299

Now you can get a high performance Model 8000A Digital
V.O.M. from Fluke. America's foremost maker of quality digital
nutimeters, especially designed for TV, radio, stereo and audio
service. No other digital V.O.M. gives you the resistance range
to check breakers and switches, the high resolution voltage to
look at emitter base and other transistor voltages, excellent ac
accuracy and full accuracy with a 30 second warm-up.

Measures in 26 ranges 100 I.LV to 1200 V, 0.1 µA to 2A, and 100
milliff to 20 mega with a basic dc accuracy of 0.1%. Full year
guarantee. Low cost options include rechargeable battery pack,
printer output, deluxe test leads, HV, RF & 600 -amp ac current
probes, carrying ca^e, and rack mount. Unique self zero elimi-
nates offset uncertainty. Electronics securely mounted in high-
impact case. Service centers throughout U.S., Canada, Europe
and Far East for 48 -hour turnaround repair.

P.O. Box 7428,
Seattle, Washington 98133.FLUKE

Get all the details from your nearest Fluke sales office. Dial
toll -free 800-426-0361 for address of office nearest you.

... for more details circle 110 on Reader Service Card
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TV Chassis B10-3,-4 Code 11-Service Hint

o adjust for some 4EH7 first video IF amplifier tubes
with high cut-off characteristic, the following change was

V3
4EH7

1ST VIDEO
IF AMP

L2U2
TILT ADJ 2

C204 _L
.0022

R204 t R210
47K 22f1

C206 20%
22PF

4-160V
(t/30V)

7

L2u4
47.25
MHz
TRAP

)1

R212 I
330K

C220
-/-//0V .0022
(490 V)

)1
+7V
0/4V)

C2,8
0012

CO 2

MEG
IEWG/RED STRIPE

I-3

C208
.15

C)I IF
AGC

R2I6
10K

1:24

made: A I M, 1/2w resistor was added across resistor R2 12,
as shown in simplified schematic.

TV Chassis B10-3,-4 Code 12-Service Hint

A factory production change was made, using the new
4EH7 tubes with lower cut-off characteristics.

The 1M resistor was removed across resistor R212 as
shown in the illustration.

"At least our jobs are permanent. Through good time and bad, depres-
sions and recessions, the TV's must keep playing."



YELLOW PAGES . .

late or have special hours
on weekends, mention it
in your ad. Give specific
hours.

Tell Them You're Re-
liable. Obviously, if pros-
pects have never heard of
you and don't know your
location they won't know
of your carefully built rep-
utation. Assure them of
your reliability by using a
phrase such as "serving
(your city or area) since
1947."

If you're professionally
qualified, or belong to a
well-known professional
association, mention that,
too. But be sure your
claims are valid.

Promote Brand Names.
Some people equate reli-
ability with well known
brand names. Other just
don't like to take
on an item made by a les-
ser -known manufacturer,
no matter how good its
quality may be. So it
could pay you to make a
special effort to reach pros-
pects who are pre -sold on
brand merchandise. This
can be done by mention-
ing brand names or by
running manufacturers'
trade marks in your ads.

It can also be done by
tying in with manufactur-
ers' Trade Mark headings.
These are 1- or 2 -in.
spaces, bought by national
manufacturers, that show
the brand or company
name and Trade Mark
emblem. Authorized local
dealers may buy listings
under them. Check with
firms whose products you
sell to see if they offer
such a program.

Consider Neighboring
Directories. Also, consider
widening your trading
area. People in outlying
suburbs and adjacent
towns may be covered by

continued from page 35

telephone directories other
than your local one. They
may not have local elec-
tronic service dealers in
their communities that
can meet all their needs.
If this is the case, it could
pay you handsomely to
advertise in those neigh-
boring directories. You
can check this out with
your local telephone com-
pany and have them or-
der such ads or listings
for you.

Be Neat, Be Different.
Whatever representation
you decide upon, keep
sight of the fact that you're
selling your professional-
ism, as well as products
and services. Don't expect
to attract prospects with
ads that don't appear well
organized. They should be
neat, clean and attractive,
and should convey a
friendly but efficient busi-
ness image.

Keep your layout sim-
ple. Construct an orderly
progression from atten-
tion -getting headline
through body copy and
signature. Illustrations im-
ply the quality of your
operation, so choose them
with care.

One final tip. Check the
appropriate headings in
your local Yellow Pages
and examine the ads ap-
pearing there. Most of
them are probably very
like one another. Since
one of your main purpos-
es is to show prospects
how and why you're dif-
ferent from all the rest,
make your ad convey this
difference in its appear-
ance and, if possible, its
approach.

In short, give your en-
tire Yellow Pages effort a
fresh look. It could very
well help to freshen up
your business. 

1973 ARTICLE INDEX . . .
continued from page 41

Conway's Model 639 Multitestset 8/73/44
Dynascan's Model 1403 Scope 9/73/44
Eico's Solid -State Scope, Model TR-410 12/73/39
hm electronics' Model HM -310

VOM/Transistor Tester 6/73/47
Keithley's Model 167 Digital Multimeter 2/73/41
Leader's Model LDM-850 Digital

Multimeter 1/73/56
Leader's Model LDM-815 Dip Meter 7/73/45
McAdam's Model 2000 Digital Audio

Analyzer System 3/73/38
Philip's Model PM3232 Scope ______ 5/73/40
RCA's Model WT -524A Transistor/ FET

Tester 10/73/46
Triplett's Model 8035 DVOM 11/73/44

TV -RADIO SERVICING

How To Troubleshoot Intermittents 8/73/40
RINGING ... A Versatile Tool for the

Technician 3/73/28
Troubleshooting Intermittent Circuitry: A

Logical Approach 3/73/32
Troubleshooting When There's No Voltage

Test Data! 6/73/43
Tuner Cover Booby Traps 5/73/33
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The President's Committee on Employment of the Handicapped

Washington, D.C. 20210
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NEW PRODUCTS

For additional information on products
described in this section, circle the
numbers on Reader Service Card.
Requests will be handled promptly.

MATV REMOTE PLUG 703

Easily snapped into
new ULTRA -TAP outlets

A remote plug is being offered for
MATV tapoffs. Called Model UTS-R,
each new saddle and 6 -pin jack is
shipped complete with a 6 -pin mating

plug. This arrangement is said to be
especially convenient for hospital sys-
tems where remote TV receiver con-
trol is required; educational TV sys-
tems which include audio; and any
sophisticated MATV system where ex-
tra functions are desired in MATV
outlets. Jerrold.

TELESCOPING ANTENNAS 704

Designed as exact replacements
for many name -brand portables

A line of telescoping antenna rods
has been designed to replace such an-
tennas - normally
found at the rear
of domestic and
imported portable
TV sets - should
they become bro-
ken. They are said
to fit exactly and
come complete with
necessary brackets
and swivel joints for simple installa-
tion. RMS Electronics.

SECURITY CONSOLE 705

Maintains visual contact
with up to seven CCTV cameras

The SCC 10 Security Video Con-
sole Monitor is designed to permit an
operator to maintain visual contact
with as many as seven CCTV camera

and audio two-way communications
with up to five speaker locations. The
operator may monitor two camera
positions continually, using a five -posi-
tion selector to determine what camera
is used with the third monitor. The

audio portion of the console contains
an intercom which allows the operator
to speak or listen to each of the five
audio locations independently, or with
the "all call" feature, all stations si-
multaneously. Background music may
also be provided. Concord Communi-
cations Systems.

MULTIPLE -BIT SCREWDRIVER

Needed blades selected by 706
slide buttons on handle

Four hardened -steel jeweler's screw-
driver bits are said to be instantly

ready for use with
the Pick -N -Drive,
a tool in which
blades are advanced
and retracted
by slide but-
tons at the sides of
the driver handle
and secured by a
locking ring, which
also serves as a
pocket clip. Blade

diameters are reportedly 0.086, 0.781,
0.055 and 0.069 in. James Electronic
Tool Co.

TAPE DEMAGNETIZER 707

Measures and eliminates magnetism
in tape recorder components

The Audiophile Hand -D -Kit, Model
20/ B5, reportedly provides everything
needed to measure and eliminate dam-
aging magnetism-a clip -on extension
probe to reach recessed components,
dual-purpose demagnetizer, experi-
mental test strips and complete in-
structions. The demagnetizer has a de-
magnetizing field strength of over 350
oersteds at 1/4 -in. distance from end of
probe. The complete measurement and
demagnetizing of an average recorder
reportedly takes only a few minutes.

In operation, the demagnetizer plugs
into any 115v ac circuit. Its plastic
jacketed probe is shaped to demagne-
tize hard -to -reach components. The

opposite, flush -pole end measures
over 800 oersteds and can be used for
limited bulk demagnetizing of tapes of
up to W4 -in. wide if a regular bulk tape
eraser is not available. R. B. Annis Co.

IC EXTRACTOR TOOLS 708

Used together to remove
easily damaged IC's

Although it is not customary for
us to include two new products in a
single listing, these two tools perform

such an interrelat-
ed function that an
exception seemed
appropriate.
No. 6982 Dual In -
Line Extractor is
said to have a
unique spring -load-
ed action that au-
tomatically lifts
dual in -line IC's
(up to 16 pins)
from the circuit
board the precise
moment of solder
melt-thus holding
to a minimum the
amount of time

that the IC is exposed to heat. Its
companion, the No. 6948 Slotted Bar,
is designed to be used in conjunction
with a number of the manufacturer's
low -wattage soldering irons to melt
solder on up to 16 -pins simultaneously
on any dual in -line IC. Ungar.

AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE DIALER
Programs up to 709
38 telephone numbers

An inexpensive automatic telephone
dialer called "Name Caller" brings
dialing convenience to the multi -line
business telephone. The unit reported-
ly places telephone calls at the push of
a button and programs as many as 38
telephone numbers, including area
codes for direct long distance dialing.
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Simply slide the pointer to the name,
press the button and the call is made.
The unit eliminates the necessity to
look up or to dial numbers. It can be

reportedly used with any multi -line
business telephone, both rotary dial
and touch tone and comes complete
with battery eliminator and power-
pak. Video Systems, Inc.

HI -PASS FILTER 710

Eliminates low frequencies
from microphone lines

The 513A Hi -Pass Filter is said to
have a sharp cut-off at frequencies be-

low 100Hz without changing any pro-
gram material above 200Hz. This at-

tenuation of low frequencies in micro-
phone outputs is said to be very help-
ful whenever a microphone pickup is
plagued by excessive low -frequency
room reverberation, ambient noise, the
mechanical noise of air conditioners,
60Hz hum or wind noise. Electro-
Voice.

TEST CLIP 711

Suitable for
compact PC boards

The original No. A23-2024 Test
Clip has been redesigned to make it
more suitable for use on closely
packed PC boards. The suffix "M" has
been added to the part number to in-

dicate the modification and the origi-
nal design has been withdrawn. In
operation, the clip is simply slipped
onto the IC being tested and the quick
release band slid
down the clip,
causing the con-
tacts to be firmly
engaged with the
IC leads. It can al-
so be used as a re-
moval tool. The
contacts are said
to be plated to
give low contact TITyyri
resistance and the
contact extensions at the top of the
clip are suitable for clip -on test probes
or soldering flying leads. Jermyn.

LOGIC PROBE 712

No controls or switches
on this test instrument

The Model HS 50A Logic Probe is
designed to indicate Logic "1" or Log-
ic "0," show symmetry or non sym-
metry of pulse patterns, indicate the

continued on page 48

RCA's drift -free Master
VoltOhmyst only $135*

It's the RCA WV -510A Master VoltOhmyst®, a
solid-state VOM with all of these features:
 Excellent stability - drift -free operation
 Battery or AC operation
 Measures from 0.01 ma to 1.5 A in 8 ranges ... 0.2

ohms to 1000 megohms in 7 ranges ... 0.01 volt
to 1500 volts DC in 8 ranges ... 0.2 to 1500 rms
AC volts in 7 -anges

 Measures peak -to -peak voltages of complex wave-
forms from 0.25 to 4200 volts in 7 ranges

 21-megohm input resistance on all DC ranges
 Mirror scale meter -movement electrically protected

against burnout
To buy: order from any one of the more than

1,000 Authorized RCA Distributors worldwide, or
through RCA Electronic Instruments Headquarters,
Harrison, N.J. 07029. (RCA will forward your order
to the distributor of your choice.) Also ask for your
copy of the new full -line Electronic Instruments
101218F catalog.

Rell Electronic
Instruments

*Optional Price including probe and current leads.

... for more details circle 122 on Reader Service Card
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NEW PRODUCTS...
continued from page 47

presence of pulse trains to 25MHz,
detect and identify
the polarity of
pulses to lOns, and
thus serve as a
valuable tool in

.m1 servicing some of
.41 Aos the new digital cir-

cuitry now enter-
ing the consumer

electronic market. It is said to derive
5v, 75ma operating power from the
unit under test via flexible, clip ter-
minated power leads. Digi-Tronix.

ANTENNA ROTOR 713

Solid-state design
and silent operation

A new solid-state antenna rotor,
Model AR -40, reportedly features
completely silent operation, a decora-
tor design that fits into any room de-
cor, high stall torque, plus an ON/OFF
light that indicates when the system
is operating. The roof -top portion of
the system is housed in a heavy duty

"bell housing." The system can report-
edly be rotated a full 360° and has an
excellent repeatability with an accu-

racy of 1%. Installation is extremely
simple because the unit can be com-
pletely assembled on the ground first.
The mast -clamp type mounting is said
to fit all color antennas and provides
distribution of antenna weight. Cornell
Dubilier Electric.

SWEEP FUNCTION GENERATOR

Upper sweep -frequency limit can 714
be set to 2% of full scale

A 2MHz Sweep Function Genera-
tor, Model 411, is designed to enable
the operator to set the upper sweep fre-
quency limit to 2% of full scale. The
lower limit is controlled by a sweep

RENEW YOUR SUBSCRIPTION NOW!
GET THE NEW

1974
TV TECH AID

711 T:Cil AID

oft

COLOR and B & W
 12 monthly issues, chock full of very helpful hints on circuit

changes, trouble spots, "dogs" and modifications.
 Helps you find the symptoms and causes of recurring troubles

in all types of situations.
 Saves you time and money.
 Back issues .. . Special reduced rates! (see below)

RENEW NOW RENEW NOW RENEW NOW RENEW NOW

PLEASE SEND:

MAIL CHECK OR

MONEY ORDER TO

TV TECH AID
P. 0. Box 603

Kings Park, N.Y. 11754

ETD 12

II 1969
12 issues $3.95

1970
Book Form $3.95

1971
B & W Book $3.95

Name

Address

City

State

I

n

1971
12 issues $4.95

1972
12 issues $6.95

1973
12 issues $7.95

ri 1974 All New 12 issues $7.95

Zip

width adjustment. The frequency is
reportedly specified in six decade
ranges from 0.02Hz to 2MHz and the
dial accuracy is rated at ± 2% of full
scale and may be frequency modulated
over a 1000 -to -1 ratio, either internally
or externally up to a rate of 10kHz.
Waveform outputs are sine, square,
triangle, ramp and a T2L compatible

11111,

sync pulse square wave. Amplitude of
the main output is 20v p -p open cir-
cuit and 10v into either a 50 or 600n
load. In addition, the amplitude is re-
portedly variable over a 40dB range
with sine distortion of less than 1%
to 200kHz. There are reportedly no
harmonics greater than -30dB to
2MHz. The unit measures 8% in. W
by 31/2 in. H by 125/a in. D. Systron-
Donner Corp.

BONDING LIQUID 715

Sets in less
than a minute

An alpha cyanoaclate system has
been developed to form a strong bond
almost instantly. Called Zipbond, this

one -system bond-
ing liquid reported-
ly joins most man-
made materials to
themselves and to
each other in just
60 sec. Because no
heat or pressure
treatment is need-
ed, the bonding liq-
uid is ideally suited
for jobs requiring a
fast curing time
with a tensile shear
strength of report-
edly up to 2770
psi. All types of

materials can be bonded in seconds,
including rubber, metal, plastic, porce-
lain, wood, and glass. Tescom Corp.

For more information
on these

NEW PRODUCTS
See pages 53 and 54
READERS SERVICE

. . for more details circle 126 on Reader Service Card
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TECHNICAL
LITERATURE

Alarm Equipment
An 80 -page catalog, designated the

M-73, lists over 400 intrusion and
fire alarm products. Also included are
eight pages of application notes for
alarm equipment. A general alarm
system discussion is followed by notes
on how to apply the many detector
options. Some basic installation pro-
cedures are also presented. Mountain
West Alarm Supply Co., 4215 North
16th St., Phoenix, Ariz. 85016.

Semiconductors
A 144 -page semiconductor replace-

ment guide and catalog, ECG212E,
is said to cross-reference more than
75,000 foreign and domestic solid-
state components with those supplied
by the manufacturer. GTE Sylvania
Electronic Components Group, 100
First Avenue, Waltham, Mass. 02154.

Selecting Retail Site
A tree 12 -page bulletin prepared

for the federal government and en-
titled, "Using a Traffic Study to Select
A Retail Site," No. 152, offers many
helpful hints on how to locate your
business where you can best reach
your customers for greatest revenue.
U.S. Small Business Administration,
Washington, D.C. 20416.

Three -Way Connectors

A four -page bulletin describes a line
of connectors designed to make elec-
trical tap connection with the simple
squeeze of a pair of pliers. Various
audio and power applications are il-
lustrated. VACO Products Co., 510
North Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill.
60610.

Test Jig Adaptor Chart
A reference chart has been published

that cross-references all brands of TV
sets by chassis and numbers to the
manufacturer's test jig adaptor models.
Telematic, 2245 Pitkin Ave. Brooklyn,
N.Y. 11207.

Hard -to -Find Tools

A new 68 -page 1974 catalog is said
to feature 116 new hard -to -find prod-
ucts, including unusual hand tools

and small power tools. Brookstone
Co., 4434R Brookstone Building, Pe-
terborough, N.H. 03458.

Drive Belts
A new cross-referenced catalog

lists over 1800 belts available from
stock for tape recorders, projectors,
record players, dictating machines and
video recorders. The cross-reference
system is combined with a special belt
sizer to simplify ordering and reduce
inventory. Projector Recorder Belt
Corp., P.O. Box 176, Whitewater,
Wisc. 53190.

Choosing a Vocational School
The Federal Trade Commission

urges that everyone interested in en-
rolling in a vocational school first in-
vestigate the school, its program and
the market for the skills you want.
In this free pocket guide, the FTC
outlines questions to ask prospective
employers, labor and trade groups,
guidance counselors, and present and
former students of the school you're
interested in attending. Write Consum-
er Information, Pueblo, Colo. 81009.

Test Equipment
A 40 -page catalog, No. 4200, de-

scribes a manufacturer's complete line
of test and measurement devices. It
lists over 1500 types, styles, sizes and
ranges of panel meters, more than 100
meter relays, and a wide variety of
general and special-purpose test equip-
ment. Simpson Electric Co., 853 Dun-
dee Ave., Elgin, Ill. 60120.

Coil Replacement Guide
A comprehensive 100 -page radio

and TV coil replacement guide, No.
174, is available with a cross-reference
directory. Some 30,000 replacement
coils for 375 manufacturers' names
are listed. Most of these coils are
available nationwide from local dis-
tributors. J. W. Miller Div., Bell In-
dustries, P.O. Box 5825, Compton,
Calif. 90224.

Portable Scopes
A four -page bulletin describes a

line of "mini portable" scopes for field
use, providing many photos and speci-
fications. Vu -data Corp., 7170 Con-
voy Court, San Diego, Calif. 92111.

THINK OF IT
AS A CHEMICAL
ULTRASONIC BATH

The moment you do. you'll improve the
way you service tuners and other greasy
chassis troublespots. You'll save t me. as a
concentrated power spray dissolves and
washes away dirt and gunk. You'll save money
-less spray is needed because there's a higher
percentage of active ingredients And you'll do a
more thorough job -thanks to a premium formula
that's more efficient and won't damage ccm-
ponents.

Next time you service, service chemically will the
world's best-selling degreaser -TJN-O-WASH a2400.
One of the fine chemical tools from

CHEMTRONICS INC.
1260 RALPH AVENUE
BROOKLYN, N Y.11236

CHEMTRONIC

Our business Is Improving yours.

. . for more deta Is circle 105 on Reader Service Card
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DEALER SHOWCASE

For additional information on products
described in this section, circle the
numbers on Reader Service Card.
Requests will be handled promptly.

CB WALKIE TALKIE 716

2w Three -channel
professional type unit

A SBE Citizens -Band walkie-talkie is
designed to be known as the Cascade
III. The 2w, three -channel, rugged,
professional - type
unit is reportedly
designed to take the
usual tough pun-
ishment demanded
of this type of
equipment. Its all -
metal case, while
light in weight, is
reportedly extreme-
ly sturdy. The unit
operates on I2v dc
and can be used
with either dry
cells or recharge-
able ni-cad batter-
ies. Included with
the transceiver are
a leather carrying
case, earphones
and instruction manual. Linear Sys-
tems, Inc.

PREAMP/EQUALIZER 717

features visual monitoring of
input -to -output balance

The Model PE2217 Preamp-Equal-
izer is designed with a total of 39 sep-
arate front -panel control functions,
enabling maximum convenience and
versatility in hookup and usage. The

4:Ft+.1.t.ti44 1 tt4,1111.1.+T  
unit features discrete 10 -octave equal-
izers for each channel and pushbutton -

patching for control flexibility with
safety -interlocked pushbuttons to pre-
vent inadvertent program destruction.
The manufacturer's specifications indi-
cate an extremely low signal-to-noise
ratio of -90dB, frequency response
of 10 ± 100kHz -0.25dB, THD and
1M of less than 0.02%. Other features
include the full use of all other sys-
tem -functions during tape -dubbing,
test-lites optionally ON or OFF, full -
spectrum gain controls for each chan-
nel, automatic equalizer -defeat when

line or tape equalization is not in use,
and two front -panel stereo headphone
jacks. Soundcraftsmen.

MARINE RADIOTELEPHONE 718

Provides added bonus
of weather information

The Bimini 12+2 marine radio-
telephone is said to have 12 transmit/
receive channels plus two receive -only

channels for use on the Weather fre-
quencies. The transmitter is rated at
25w and the solid-state receiver has a
rated sensitivity of 0.5µv or better at
I2dB SINAD. Gladding Corp.

FM TWO-WAY RADIO 719

High power 45w output
for a longer range

A compact size Fleetcom 528, VHF
high -band, FM two-way radio is de-
signed for many medium to large-
scale two-way radio systems. The ra-

dio features compact all solid-state
construction and is reportedly one of
the most sensitive receivers available.
It is said to have an exceptional trans-
mitter and receiver sound and an ex-
cellent price and performance ratio.
The radio features a built-in control
head for installation convenience.
E. F. Johnson Co.

CAR STEREO 720

Permits quick installation
under dash of any vehicle

The Model C905 eight -track car
stereo player is said to offer manual
and automatic track switching, slide
VOLUME, BALANCE and TONE controls,
and projected channel indicator lights.

The manufacturer indicates that one
of its outstanding features is its com-
pact size-only 4% in. wide by 21/4

in. high by 61/2 in. deep-which per-
mits installation in minutes under the
dash of any car, truck or other vehi-
cle. Audiovox.

SPEAKERS 721

Only 3 -in. deep
for wall mounting

A remote speaker system has been
developed that is reportedly only 3 -in.
deep. Called the Thinline Remote

Speaker System, it
is functional as
well as decorative
and may be wall
mounted. The units
can be used with
stereo consoles as
remote units or
used with a tuner/
amplifier and rec-

ord changer to complete a stereo sys-
tem. Two tweeters of the system are
angled out the front to give greater
dispersion of high frequencies and
one tweeter faces out the back for bi-
directional sound. A three -position
LEVEL control enables the listener to
adjust for proper listening balance
when the speakers are used with other
speaker systems. Each speaker mea-
sures 251/2 in. by 18 in. by 3 in. Mag-
navox.

TELEPHONE NOISE -
CANCELLING ELEMENT 722

Improves clarity and
reduces background noise

The Model 645TR is a noise -can-
celling element for standard tele-
phones. This element is reportedly

suitable for the re-
placement of the
popular T -I car-
bon microphones
used in Western
Electric telephones.
Simply unscrew the

receiver mouthpiece cap and exchange
transducers. Voice quality is reported-
ly immediately improved; background
noise is blocked out; telephone pri-
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vacy is promoted since other conver-
sations and sounds in the vicinity of
the phone are attenuated. The unit
is reportedly unaffected by polarity
changes (a common problem on many
phone lines) or large voltage drops
(down to 2v) that may be encoun-
tered where several telephones have
been wired in parallel or on long rural
lines. Electro-Voice, Inc.

CASSETTE REMOTE 723

Improves sound from most
portable cassette players

A transmitter, Model CR-FM, has
been developed for transmitting
audio played through a portable

cassette into any
FM radio without
a connection to the
radio. It reportedly
uses one 9v bat-
tery and is tune-
able from 88MHz
to 108MHz. The
manufacturer indi-
cates that the use

of this transmitter typically improves
the quality of the sound heard. Mona-
co Enterprises, Inc.

STEREO SYSTEM 724

Built-in eight -track cartridge
player and recorder

Introduced is the Model 6681, a
complete home music system with a
built-in eight -track stereo cartridge
player and recorder, full size record
changer and AM/FM stereo receiver.

The solid-state unit features tour -di-
mensional sound, using a derived au-
dio matrix system which reportedly
delivers four different sounds from
four separate speakers. It can report-
edly record eight -track tape off the
air, directly from stereo records or
live. The stereo system reportedly has
100w IPP, 20w stereo music power
and 5w rms per channel; right and left
channel illuminated recording meters;

slide controls for VOLUME, PLAY, BAL-
ANCE, TREBLE, BASS and both record-
ing levels. It has pushbutton controls
for AUTO, REPEAT, PAUSE, RESTART,
FAST FORWARD and ALC. The changer
is a three -speed Garrard with full-size
metal turntable, viscous cueing and
pause plus an adjustable anti -skate
mechanism. Channel Master.

POCKET PAGING SYSTEM

Capable of paging up
to four miles

725

An in -plant (VIP) radio pocket
paging system is designed for two -level
paging; tone only receivers or voice
and tone receivers may be integrated
into a single system. Easy to install
and operate, the system consists of a
table -top selector console and micro-
phone, 5w transmitter on 27.255.
31.04 or 35.08MHz frequencies, plus
either voice and tone or tone only re-
ceivers. This system is reportedly ca-
pable of paging up to four miles be-
cause of the sensitivity of the super
heterodyne voice and tone receiver
units. Greater distances may be ac-

complished using a linear amplifier.
Each receiver is housed in a high im-
pact plastic case and powered by ei-

ther mercury or rechargeable nickels
cadmium batteries. The tone receivers,
Model PGIOIA, weigh only 2 oz and
measure 13/4 in. W by 3/4 in. D by 31/4
in. H. Console Model VEN-20 has a
capacity of up to 20 receivers and
Model VEN-I10 may be expanded to
110 stations. Console units may be
combined for even greater capacity.
Fanon/Courier Corp.

MICROPHONE 726

Designed with ball -head filtering
to minimize "pop" effects

A moderately priced microphone
Model 857L is designed for use in
applications where good response and
unidirectional characteristics are re-
quired-such as rock groups, pub-
lic address, paging,
hotels, recording,
etc. The nickel fin-
ish microphone
features slim line
design with ball -
head filtering to
minimize wind
and close talk-
ing "pop" effects. The cable connector
is a professional, three -pin type. Over-
all dimensions of the basic microphone
are 2 1/16 in. diameter (ball), 61/2
in. length and the weight is 8 oz, less
cable. Asiatic Corp.

Love is
skin- deep.
Give Blood.

the
good.mr neighbor.

(CORNELLJ ELECTRONICS COMPANY
THE ORIGINAL

HOME OF

TURa

100 TURK OR MORI
33c ria TUBS

11

4213N. UNIVERSITY AVE. SAN DIEGO CALIF. 92105
Same Low Price * Bargain Tools

East or West Coast!
* Transistor Tester
* Technician's Library

ONE YEAR
GUARANTEE

INDIVIDUALLY
BOXED

5 DAY MONEY
BACK OFFER

LAB TESTED USED

SEND FOR FREE
NEW 48 PAGE

COLOR CATALOG
* Dumont Picture -robes
* Diodes-Transistors-Kits
* Tube Cartons

SPECIAL
OFFER

ON ALL ORDERS
OVER $10.00

25c
PER TUBE

FROM THIS LIST

6AG5 6CB6
6AU6 616
6AX4 6Sd7

Your Order FREE if Not Shipped in 24 Hours
. for more details circle 106 on Reader I ervice Card
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A
UTTLE
SQUIRT
stops
all the
noise.
A squirt of Quietrole
from the handy Spray Pack
silences any moving T.V.
part. Cleans as it
lubricates, too. Guarantees
quiet, trouble -free
operation. Absolutely safe
for any black and white or
color set. Try it and see
why it's preferred by top
servicemen everywhere.

Also available in bottles,
and the new silicone-
"Silitron."

LtIBRI-CLEANER
Ca,trOtt. ilev,

S
nqi lanai oche r rno.^9

lopel b, 1,,

sumo
comP

s...umb.,. So

Product of

QUIETROLE
COMPANY

Spartanburg, South Carolina

... for more details circle 120 on Reader Service Card

REBUILD
YOUR OWN

PICTURE TUBES?

With the Lakeside Industries, Inc. picture
tube rebuilding unit, you can rebuild any pic-
ture tube, be it black and white or color or
20mm or etc. We offer you the most revolution-
ized equipment of our modern times. This
unit is easy to operate and requires only
4 x 8 ft. of space. You can rebuild the finest
tube available. The picture will be clear and
sharp. Your cost to rebuild a color tube is
approx. $6.60. Your cost to rebuild a black and
white tube is approx. $1.85.

Profit? Imagine building four color tubes per
day and if you sold these tubes for $60.00
each. Total income $240.00. Total cost $26.40.
Net profit $213.60. Multiply this figure by five
days per week. Your profit $1,068.00 per week.
Cut this figure in half! Build and sell only two
color tubes per day. Your profit $534.00 per
week. Facts are facts, figures do not lie.
For further information, please send your name
and address to Lakeside Industries, Inc., 3520
West Fullerton, Chicago, III. 60647. Phone:
(312) 342-3399.

P.S. No salesman will call.

READERS

SERVICE

INDEX

ADVERTISER'S INDEX

102 B & K Dynascan . 3

103 Book Club-Tab Books 18-21

105 Chemtronics 49

106 Cornell Electronics 51

107 Delta Products, Inc. ..10
108 Eico Instruments 14, 15

109 Finney Co. Cover 3

110 Fluke Manufacturing 44

111 Fordham 52

112 General Electric TV 6

GTE Sylvania Cover 2, 17

113 International Rectifier 9

114 Jensen Tools and Alloys 52

115 Lakeside Industries 52

116 Leader Instruments 13

117 Mountain West Alarm 52

118 Perma Power 12

119 Precision Tuner Service 5

120 Quietrole Company 52

121 Raytheon Company 22

122 RCA Electronic Instruments 47

123 Sprague Products 11

124 Telematic 23

125 Triplett Co. Cover 4
126 TV Tech Aid 48

127 Universal Tuner Tabs 16

NEW PRODUCTS

700 Color Generator 24

701 Voltage Calibrator 24

702 Power Amplifier 24

703 MAW Remote Plug 46

704 Telescoping Antennas 46

705 Security Console 46

706 Multiple Bit Screwdriver 46

707 Tape Demagnetizer 46

708 IC Extractor Tools 46

709 Automatic Telephone Dialer 46

710 Hi -Pass Filter 47

711 Test Clip 47

712 Logic Probe 47

713 Antenna Rotor 48

714 Sweep Function Generator 48

715 Bonding Liquid 48

716 CB Walkie Talkie 50

717 Preamp Equalizer 50

718 Marine Radio Telephone . 50

719 FM Two Way Radio 50

720 Car Stereo 50
721 Speakers 50

722 Telephone Noise Cancelling Element .50
723 Cassette Remote 51

724 Stereo System 51

725 Pocket Paging System 51

726 Microphone ...51

TEST INSTRUMENT

901 Eico's Model TR-410 Triggered
Sweep Scope 39

DISCOUNT
TEST

EQUIPMENT
SPECIALISTS

Ars
rJ CD 1=1 E

EICO 13)

COMPLETE LINE OF ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES

ICC/Mullard & Raytheon Tubes
Telematic Test Rigs

FREE CATALOG

FORDHAM
Radio Supply Co., Inc.

558 Morris Ave., Bronx, N.Y. 10451
Tel: (212) 585-0330

. for more details circle 111 on Reader Service Card

FREE ALARM CATA
Full line of professional burglar
and fire alarm systems and sup- a
plies. 80 pages, 400 items. Off -
the shelf delivery, quantity
prices. ,. A -

mountain west alarm ,..! so

4215 n. 16th st., phoenix, az. 851 6

... for more details circle 117 on Reader Service Card

FREE CATALOG
HARD -TO -FIND PRECISION TOOLS

Lists more than 1700 items-pliers,
tweezers, wire strippers, vacuum systems,
relay tools, optical equipment, tool kits
and cases. Also includes four pages of
useful "Tool Tips" to aid in tool selection.

,7ENSEN TOOLS
4117 N. 441h Street, Phoe.... An..85018

TOOLS

... for more details circle 114 on Reader Service Card

1_,LJ

1REPA

Cl

it

"Of course I don't mind trying it your way
first-after all, you're paying the $7.50
an hour."

... for more details circle 115 on Reader Service Card
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1503
SYMBOL DESCRIPTION ZENITH PART NO.

ZENITH
TV Chassis
22DB36

DECEMBER  1973

l
47521!

0

'1

MEDIeres-fli

C7

T""

C4

ELECTRONIC 77-"W=Efii4 3fic

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 4 NEW SETS

RI

I5K

C2
11PS

'2FF

C3 711
01 17154111

V3
6BZ6

1ST I.F.

23k 5

/7

18(1 )1

=5975

270V 4,---4r

A G C 

TO 50PF OM SOUND
TAKE -OFF COIL T5

r --1E

2.2 EGE

1511,

R2

527K

6 434v

C9

66, 2 X 001

01*-;

V4
68Z6

2ND I.F.

VS
68Z6
3RD I.F.

C17A-4 p1 elect cap. 350.
C1713-100 of elect cap. 3509 22-7138
C17C -10 of elect cap. 400v
C35A-200 of elect cap. 259 22-7137
C358-150 of elect cap, 3509
R8 -250K bright control 63-5380
R9 -15K contrast control 63-6491
R12 -750K buzz control 63-8719

VIDEO AMP. 4B 8.1.160PF

u2V66AJT8

PF

C

I"
GRID

© BLU A - -
C18
47PF

8.2

268
.e

s

Cl?
110PF

C23 17:R=
sogTE7

TPOIN502111:10LIMITER SP5I

5% 2, Pi
R9 C2

R16 -volt dependent resistor 635058
R19 -7M vert size control 63-6433
R20 -75K vert hold control 63-7186
R23 -600K, vert lin control 63-8720
F129 -1M volume control 63-9179

202002
L10 -quad coil winding assembly S-75409
L4 -detector series peaking coil

47K

C20
n22

iCD41 ENMOuNTED /820K
V68

M :TIa
V7A V78 ..._

DEPENDS UPON1/2 6JT8 sun cowno 1/2 6Z10 1/2 6Z10
=

SOUND LIM. st r rmis
_________SOUND DISCR. SOUND OUTPUT

C2e C36

I --''''w ,e5v Mr of i

TO HEATERS
ON TUNER

814

V3

.11/\3..

114

V5

C3i

V6 1.001

C79
1

1 1z

V8

VIO

ei-1/\!-1-

813

40-2/\241

VII

3 LU

C29
220 I
PF , C30

.001

1..00

I 3./a
I

tell ST
750 2

C

0 001

euzz --]. 1-- cia
Ws7-- 1..10%

25

28

270V

.A.0

91

21
Nes

2 1KV

RED

2708

NOTE ON MODELS USING T-10
POWER TRANSFORMER CHECK
CIRCUIT CHANGES AT V'13

NOTES.

ALL WAVEFORMS TAKEN ON AIR SIGNAL DEVELOPING 3.6
VOLTS PEAK-T0-2ERO AT TEST POINT 'CY. AND ALL
CONTROLS SET FOR NORMAL VIEWING.

ALL VOLTAGES .MEASURED FROM CHASSIS TO POINTS INDICATED.

ALL VOLTAGES ARE O.C. UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED.

ALL D.C. VOLTAGES TO BE MEASURED WITH A VACUUM TUNE
VOLTMETER HAYING II KROHN INPUT RESISTANCE.

ALL VOLTAGE MEASUREMENTS TO NE MADE WITH NO SIGNAL
PRESENT. NORMAL SETTING OF CONTROLS AND CHANNEL SELEC-
TOR SET TO CHANNEL 2 UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED.

FOR CAPACITOR CAPACITY TOLERANCES SEE LEGEND.

C56
2051
Pi

VIOA
1/2 6GH8A
HORIZ. CONTROL

rOV
V108

000m 1/2 6GH8A
HORIZ. OSC.
DISCM.

8

C63
C60. 2 00

4701
Pi

Pi

HI C62
C59
.047 PF1..00T

C571 s2.
121'7

T '21

C64 lOOK

470

C65

470P
L12

*LK DOT

//OW 140R11
HOLD

/104

3111

igMEG

Tc"

ALL RESISTORS ARE HOS TOLERANCE, CARBON, 1/2 WATT
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED.

RESISTANCE MEASUREMENTS SHOWN 111711 COIL DISCONNECTED
FROM CIRCUIT.

COIL RESISTANCES NOT GIVEN ARE UNDER ONE 011M.

CATHODE RAY TUBE 2ND ANODE VOLTAGE TO BE MEASURED
WITH ELECTROSTATIC OR 20K MIN. ARM PER VOLT NIGH
VOLTAGE NETER.

ARROWS ON POTENTIOMETERS INDICATE CLOCKWISE ROTATION.

INDICATES INDICATES INDICATES
CHASSIS VOLTAGE

(SEE WAVEFORM

PICTURE TUBE END ANODE VOLTAGE TO BE MEASURED WITH
CHART)

JOY

821 R
4 'CONTRAST

681
10%

I OKI
,00

C24

7w 11

7 T75Pi BRIGHTNESS

2.2 yC39
MEG .022

CM
.04

RIR

690

C70

1 01

2201

2708

-451,

OY

RIO
1MEG

AGC

V8A
1/2 68AII c 441

Aro,.
SYNC. CLIP

3

PFA.G.C.0033

270'1.21

4

001T

82K

roONP V88
1/2 613All

VERT. OSC.

1+-
01 c62

.001;1

826

*H 10
068

221

R21
470K

1117

220 C47

C45 82K

7

0.2 MEG

1;CCVYC42

36

:21
270V

100K

C46

6.14%, C72
NUM 110Pt
NOT 408

12-41

ELECTROSTATIC KILOVOLTMETER WITH BRIGHTNESS AND
CONTRAST CONTROLS FULL COUNTER -CLOCKWISE.

CA.CAPACITOR VALUE SELECTED FOR MINIMUM YOKE RINGING.
VARIES WITH A RANGE OF 47 PF TO 72 PF (3 K.V., HOS).
410* NECESSARY, REPLACE VITA EXACT VALUE FOUND IN
VDEE.

10

MEGM

it

C46
A

C76 68K

O

P

"R12-5 1,11
esnoir,vcss SET rVIC

0-700V

4501/

PLI

15K

L11 -filter choke 95-3081
T5 -sound take -off coil 586248
T7 -audio output trans 95-2893
T8-vert output trans 95-2333
T9 -yoke 95-2874
T10 -power trans 95-3033
T11-horiz sweep trans S-93755

RS
50K

L14

1.3300

150K--
-.270V

TO H9.19.05/

SPGZ !PART OF CAT

V9
6GK6

VERT. OUTPUT

1-C*68
82K

- C49
OIS

C 75y CRI 1C78
0015T T.001 T.001

330K I

R20
7501

Ri9

t*:-1-1EGVERTSIZE

ON YODELS WING 119
PIMA TRANSFORMER
L-13 COIL IS
AND RFS.310R /.35

2-I 10 le iS USED

0_,... CIRCLED LETTERS INDICATE ALIGNMENT
AND TEST POINTS WHERE APILICASLE.

C - DETECTOR OUTPUT
0 - VIDEO OUTPUT
E - I.F. AGC
I - GROUNDED FON I.F. ALIGNMENT !

r INDICATES 1205 TOLERANCE MA' UE USED.

--- !!!:LD'IDI:ICTI:LATE
J - SOUND OUTPUT

INDICATES INSULATED BRACKET . GROUND PLANE
(FOR MONOPOLE ANTENNA)

VERT.
HOLD.

 270V
22 MEGA

0.2K 78

COIL BASING FOR
4TH I.F

2 \ 1

I I

I I

5

6

MARKER
CODE

62
KP

680K

Il

R35
3301

C27 IN

C53A
200
259

TO

C26

PED

\ /

 700V

15Kwv

123- 4434 K

 27011

023
600 1r CONNECTION BROKEN TO ADO

VERT. L IN. VC NETWORK TO DECOUPLE
VERTICAL OUTPUT STAOr

22.
-4

APITTIrA

UHF
LA SOP

RR

*12

0 3.0V60 Hz
P -ZERO 0 7131/ P -P

60 Hz

Oeov P -P
\t/ 15 75 KHz

31 T 0 V P

60 Hr

300V P P
IS 75 OH,

111161111111
5

14V P -P
60 Hz

:6` 60V PP
15 75 KHz

8 6700VH,P P

()13011
P

MIXER

MISER

WM ANT. LK A ,nr""119=:.INPUT aoo ovum INPUT
-19 net Assose"..

431.'"
I., I=1 1 EMU.%

. MS MIMI.= I 1 13 .1 MN .....

1,

F.

(FT\ 1150V P -P
II 60 Hz

12 1625111:

P P

13
1BV PP
5 75 KHz

14) T7 5PP101,

rAl
16

150VP P
T5 75 KHz

,(11\ 200V P -P
\.Li,/ 15.7 5 KHz

OSCLLATOO

icL'NCYL7ssc.

Is:
:4.

LiNVE, MAN rjytx
IT.. *ea 0111(.1111 NO . Amp ma -I

e_isore
imamsnifnaw so TM .4:0,..0.1

, :Me"

P 5Si

d'
AN? 11.54/ITCH

...ft. MINKIIIIIN 00.4.10

86 TE-WIPgh

UHF 6.249  h.: 113'4433 AI=
NOUS

1   11111t 114 MC.  10111.

' =51 . .
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1502
CHANNEL
MASTER

Color -TV Chassis
T5002

DECEMBER  1973

ELECTRONIC 7 rirw=i7
COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 4 NEW SETS

III FP 111110/11111111
triPvill

T
11111111111111111111

1. Vert. Rote 2.2V P -P

immuniiimmsmoninium

NousiMEN111
3. Vert. Rote 2.0V P -P

11111.1..111.11111
111111MMIIIINNEN----'
11111111.1111111

5. Horiz. Rote 11.5V P -P

1111111.11111.01111

11111111,61111/AINS
r11illIkEr111111

11%.11YAIWI
111111111.11111111

7. Horiz. Rate 180V P -P

MINIENEIMMIN
1111111111.1"11111
IIIPMAIRMOIPM
11.0111.1111111111111
IIIONE1111111111

10. Vert. Rate 150V P -P

1111111.E11111111
11111111111111M1111
NpRigiumi!alimum

11111111011MEM MEMO

13. Vert. Rate 120V P -P

IIIMENE111111.
11111.1.11.111
.1.1.1.91111.11111

Ilwfvqr '"M MI

111.11111.11111ME
2. Horiz. Rate 14.8V P -P

IBINEMENNO
rii.1111.11.1
NENNENNINII
mmilINIEN.
1111.11EMMIN

4. Horiz. Rote 34V P -P

mama"...
111:51111MilMrit
114111.11/4111.1111111
111.11111.111111111.11
'.11101.111.111

6. Horiz. Rate 20V P -P

1111.1.10.1111.
IEMINEBEE.11
1111e2OPOMAJW.74
1111111.1111111.11111
111111"...111111

8. Vert. Rate 150V P -P

1111WANIIVAIE
1.11111,41111111011/41.1111

1111PAIEWANE
11211Plif.2111PR!IMEMIEMBE

11. Vert. Rate 20V P -P

BIENEMEN111
.1111111111.1111M
1111,10.111111111111
11111110=1=1011
1.111111.11111111111

14. Horiz. Rate 300V P -P

FF, ,
--- 4

" - 54,1
5.-

1111111.111/11.1.111
.1111111.1.E.M.U--'.-'
1.1111.1.11.1111

9. Vert. Rate 80V P -P

NENNEENNiii
111111111.111111111.111
111111.1111111.111111
IP111111.11M!!
MINEENIIMI

12. Horiz. Rate 205V P -P

111.1.11.1114111MPI
11F111111 111111'., 1P P1 ill

avcat 1111 Ill iil
1111111111111

15. Hartz, Rate 2.4V P -P

110,
,SE: : 1C:(6.5

..C6. 19E -5E
rE --RE

;210

1201!

VHF 11,7

3,;21711909401- C.C5F5

- *1 4

Lel

4 4

4A.

252

l: rr4

col

r
Gt

,I0

LI

10 0 4,!, EL

.66/1

52 1 011-011 511410II

NIT 0141 :0.'42x
CO 50.1( .00 5

R. 202

.4

01.41

4 - A 4 4 II

1
- 1 S-ROPIC

4 - 1 BAP GEN

g

.1-
-141, ;0JC-

*IN ,..e1539 OHMS
g," 9.155 OTHER-

*

1

1 .11 ,1 -:ES LESS, A;QYE I INK
--111 f NOTED

5, re

ong
200,1

10).
.9. 221

1

10,f0
3505

;1041 al

2 Tv

111.

64041

50

1155

12

213
71

20.
MIE

4103

1110i2

1001

RTIO?

101

m

LP W116 0

1101

14.1150 IL1/
01 112

41241,04. 11

NA

INN -
V

-0.711

11(

NC.

;not
AC 141116061

..1104

304 AC
4011e

AuTONATic 111* TUNING (SOME 5.0010.33

74400 0,4,a "1401
;016

1143' 01

.701

T T

si

imi$ tv.0 115 TIN11-
54N. IMNTIKATem
4493ED ON CU

4. 1ERN11E 114.14515I0N CONS7RuC1I01.5

24.5i- 1101 14,91,1

1203
IN

.1;6305 i0'1% 
'"

r
:140AWN 16'9

'DO .3,
10 lull CCE

-

SIC'

4105

6124
1303

.104.
.101

12117

1503 1301 ri1.- 31:1
-

.01

I
1

231,
1G5 1354 1-0.

4%;511141

;319

it
1

0,44

1-11 4

4( '5
6K6
5105

07V
1.1111

0

5151 11.11 5

I.307

M
6,1,!aVA".

,O,N901 .01

,
.10

1355

30

C 4 I

TOI 414 1314 y

COT3321 =11;

1342
.11, 
A5I 1340

sl 0501
41 ICC 111

130214'

4330
134

232

1,

'1302
F

c_hp r4g,
:,110.115

'01' 1305

/ V304 1111
V304'

11116 _230. Ir

351111 I 1

317-n..4.5"'

310311s

ISE

FUNS

01303 cm

B,'1-100
21.1

III 11

1304
2 .1411

11415

V306
'IC'

war
#91' 101

5311 ;33

150

MS.
/3170'

01,(01

, 4701

C12.41301 -

CNA
01 a0

43V - -

(2 SSW C 10 i

I101

4.5904 r' 1!05
1110

03
100 4116

321 1101

10-011011 meloi

1 25
13' "4"

4.1 si LA. -6 11J
1 0 ,

9523 ,..
V/FIOU vatAZIO

WM:
i 314

I 1,54
.9 6

95401

of s?'
51

NOON

SUN

2315

-243502201

/,119-4.4)1011/ K101 541
:J5011 33051_'41

211 1E0

1.230 P"ST0'093 NOV .1

21032m

5,)

2433,

4011

1111111155 14116(

1324

500.

1313

01

V302
514' MI

)11

100Y
IMO

V303
43,4

5001011

1341
61

PW300
5112011

P300I11010

F

M

.0111,1144. WINS
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N

0

P.

0

e 5 V p -p (Horiz.) 4B 11.5 V p -p (Horiz.) 61 10 V p -p (Horiz.) (0 400 V p -p (Horiz.) 0400 V p -p (Horiz.)e 50 V p -p (Horiz.) le 2.5 V p -p (Horiz.) 4 15 V p -p (Vert.) m 14 V p -p (Horiz.)

13

5 >
-( 4

18V4-

0351 1740
BIAS

141 R365 22 4
V R

o
6,..i.9101

336

0358

-Ida-

t.,,,plIE

aZgl
v4352
1011-8

e iv iIliv C354
IIB
013354

*.514111C

op%,0,

,33-V

33:21

153T
05Cv

5 112I
53..

33,4 ,47t,2v...
.1.<

,T43;724
244

RIM 4 4425
is> 04901

50k
,..

......21

.

_ Ck±72_y___3,332t g
t'2

*4359'2 2---e

:3264

436,

.....1

VAt

121E1

4

426

35i, tir
R352 560 0351 35

0_318

ISA

0 0- 4\ 0--__
13O

)4454 4 4B6 I;
4353

iI201
' '2k 3.

,P--.
C453 tiek 17

. C351

, .K5044038isC451
=0.0471 ,4F1 La

ki.

10 0 457
-,*;

VR902 C31,,, 'Ill
--K4-5T-

41_1V_ ___ .)" ,.__621, 251-8 .--

0
1

25v I 43542212k

R424

IALIT 0 AFT]

10403 2S4677
CURRENT DE

4413

680
33k

t, tR4,3
C410 kw

6

10/259

409 4442
471* 36
16V

Nv

GJ

12

X121

CR

CHROmA

DEmOD

cdocx-ios
DEM

L307 L304 :IV
27 9 4714

01

94302
2.2k-4

Pete

473t

(12

17

14. 0

>- --( 14 )

IO

<13
<II

!PICTURE]
6

10 >

IS )
3)

(15
(14

i76
19 4189

(I7)

44260403 44,

A -17.13v

0404
7.1v

101

"t2M677

V AMP

2.1V.

2
310

39

32 0334 -
31 ..C.31: 3347

G414
22

0402 96-01-02
516 ER

4418 33k D402

5417 C4II
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COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 4 NEW SETS
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SYMBOL DESCRIPTION PHILCO-FORD PART NO.

C24A 30000/25v/15000
B, C 20v, 350p1/10, power supply 30,2585,33
F 100- 1.5a, fast blow, 8* 45-2656.72
F102 .6a
L4 sound takeoff cod 32-4901-1
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L13-41.25 MHz trap coil 32-4652.80
L17 horiz osc coil 32.4938-2
L102 horiz output 'dormer 32-10202.1
9100 -on -off, ac 42-2186.7
7100 -power ',former 32.10159-2
VR3 500n 13. adjust 3356506
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VR101 250K, brightness control 33.5658-1
VR 102 30n height control 33-5620-9
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SCHEMATIC NO. SCHEMATIC NO. SCHEMATIC NO. SCHEMATIC NO. SCHEMATIC NO. SCHEMATIC NO. SCHEMATIC NO. SCHEMATIC NO

120843 1033 M502S8N, EB, VY, 3X8N EB, VY 772 T969 Series 1467 PENNY J. C. RP -215-C1 Record Player 848 7128 1026 007.1..2 1115 V-2475.1,-4 887
120846
120837
120848
120852. 853, 855

1033
1033
1033
1172

9P70A Radio
9SF
100A
12SE/15SE/S3

809
1464
1491
1473

T974
T979
T979 (Late prod.)
T981, 1182, T987

1445
1448
1176
1198

Model:
1315
1316A-89

1320
1286

Chassis.
CTC16, X
CTC17X
CTC19

885
952
984

7131
7151
7152
7154

1026
1098
1098
1098

1308.2
D09-1, .2, 4
D11.1,-2
012-20, -21

1154
1150
1190
1343

V-2476.1,-4
V-2478-1, .2
V.2483-1
V.2495-11

900
907

1053
961

120883. 884, 890. 896 1153 RP2060A Stereo Phone 725 T989 1492
PERMA POWER

CTC20 1032 7155 1098 D13-2 1243 V.2486 Series 996
120894 1212 25MB 1497 CTC22 Series 1109 7156 1098 D14.3.4 1301 V-2487 Series 1002

Model:120895 1212 T.3000A, B Stereo Receiver 836 MATSUSHITA CTC25 1040 7157 1098 015.1, -2 1333 V.2490 Series 1014
120904, 911 1239 W360A Radio Intercom 796 Model: 0230. I. 1 Remote Control Receiver 806 CTC27X Series 1261 7158 1098 1315.3.5 1382 V.2496 Series 1023
120914A, B 1221 MF800 Motional Feedback Amp 810 0340. 50 Transmitter 806 CTC28 Series 1136 81401, 411, 421 1167 016-2 1338 V.2498 Series 1029
120921 923 1290 GENERAL ELECTRIC (CANADA) 0-500 & RC -200 Remote Control 797 CTC31 Series 1144 Chassis: 017.1-2 1413 V.2515-6 AM/FM Tuner 771
120962, 964
120969. 970
1209748
120976, 977, 980, 981,

1303
1288
1352

982 983, 984 1313

Chassis:
C12
M618
M638

1456
1030
1171

MONTGOMERY WARD

768

PHI LCO-FORD

761

CTC35 Series
CTC38 Series
CTC39XAA
CTC40

1132
1237
1319
1219

456.61580
456.61581
456.70120
456.70121

955
955
967
967

018.1. -2, -3
019.1. -2, .3
E01.1. -2, -11, -12
E02-1, -2

1423
1388
1322
1453

V.2528.3 Radio
V.2652-2
V.2655-2-3.4.7-8.13
V.2656-1-2

846
1092
1058
1121

Model:
WG-399A FM Multiplex Model:

L-1532 Stereo Phono
Model:
9P50 1005

M649
M685

1101
1123

MOTOROLA L1650 Stereo
M-1618 Stereo Phono

764
822

CTC41
CTC43

1314
1308

528.61580
528.61581

955
955

E05
406.3 Stereo

1484
859

V.2659 Series
V.2660

1143
1162

Chassis:11P50/12P50 1375 M687 1112 M-1660 Stereo Phono 822 CTC44 Series 1368 528.70120 967 562, a. 4 757 V.2664 Series 1157
12HP02 1390 N.1 1307 TS

-454s458

931 NT -600 Radio 867 C1C46 Series 1373 528.70121 967 577, -1. -2 851 V-8001 1213
12P50 975 T 1107 01054 1113 CTC47 Series 1278 528.70270,71 1133 584.1 thru 7 . . 933
12P60/12P61/W 1280 HEATH TS.460 Series 1089 T.9139 Trans Radio 824 CTC48 Series 1444 528.71120 1120 585.1..2 -4, .5 922
29P10
35P01/35P02
P.1913 Stereo/Radio
T2L2.1A
T2R2.1A

1248
1177

790
1451
1374

829
773
839

TS -461
TS -465
TS -467
TS.578
TS.584.05, .H

1047
1258
1424
763
913

Chassis:
N1052
N1200
N1204
14020

935
932
932
855

CTC49
CTC50 Series
CTC51, 52
CTC53 Series
CTC54

1342
1381
1436
1487
1440

528.71150
528.72280
528.72281
528.72282
528.72500

1138
1114
1114
1114
1160

TELECTRO

807
801

ZENITH

857
781
811

Model:
AA -21 Stereo Amp
GR-22
GR-53

Model:
215 Tape Recorder/Radio
MM -214 Tap Recorder

Model:
40 Radio
Royal 50L Trans Radio
Royal 490 Trans Radio

T8K3-18
T10K10.10, C

1442
1336 HOFFMAN

TS -586
TS -587

904
919

I4N30
14N50

871
862

CTC55 Series
CTC59 Series

1378
1408

528.72940
529.61580

1249
955 TRAVELER Chassis:

1Y21855 1139
Chassis. Model:T25H4.1A 1446 TS -588 964 15020 905 CTC60 Series 1466 529.61581 955 6KT4021 Trans Radio 781
913-000366,386 1166 TS -589 899 15325 1007 CTC62 1483 529.70120 987 GTC-3014A, B 821 6KT50Z8 Radio 857

FIRESTONE
KORTING

76592
TS594

1149
1031

15327
15M91

004
898

KCS136M
KCS136ML Series

1008
1161

529.70121
562.10096

967
972

GTC 3114A
GTC-4014A

821
821

7KT4521 Trans Radio
9V4836

811
1145

Chassis:
12-129-94U

GENERAL ELECTRIC

918

889

865

853

TS -596
TS -597
TS -599
TS611
TS.612A
TS:613
TS.908C-02 to 13-02

957
1021
1298
1196
1203
1232
924

15N30
15N50
16327
163726, A
16N35
16NT82
160785

914
921
980
965
971

1017
1017

KCS136X
KCS142
KCS142XA
KCS143F
KCS144E
KCS147A, B
KCS148

879
834
982
906
998
786
927

564.10000
564.10003
564 10000
564.10001
564 10002
564.10003
564.10004

972
972
988
988
988
988
988

GTC-4044A
GTC-4054A
GTC-4114A
G1 C-4144
GTC.4154A

TRUETONE

821
821
821
821
821

12A8C14
12A16, M, S, Z, MZ, SZ
12A10C15
121314050
128015, 1289016
12C1312X
1M30T20

1302
1360
1272
1441
1437
1414

977

Model:
MT2233, 2243 Tape Recorder
MT3643/3633 Stereo Tap

Recorder Constellation

MAGNAVOX
Chassis:
AA
AB 963 Model: TS -912A 819 17C21, A, V, AV 1099 KCSI49AA AB, AD 942 564.10005 988

Model: I3Al2 1325
AC 1164 7701 AM/FM Tuner 794 TS -914A.00 to A.07 951 17J25 1084

KCS151A 917
20C13009 767 13M1 5 923

AD 1148 Chassis: TS -921 Series 1142 17327,27A 1063 KCS152A 915 SONAR 2DC1300C 780 I3X15 1034
AY
Al
A-2

832
1191
13/0

36.08, 09 Series
40 Series
43 Series

762
849
935

TS -9248,C
TS -929
TS -930 Series

1225
1363
1200

17328
17KT50
I7N35

1096
1017
1049

KCS153
KCS154A.
KCS155

959
948
966

Model:
"G" CB Transceiver 770

2DCI300C
2DC1301C
20C1302B

767
7130
767

13X18
13Y12
13Y16, Z

1086
1176
1246

BA 1447 44 Series 812 TS.934 1296 17NT45 1078 KCS156 1019
SONORA 20C1302C 780 13212.132125 1228

C-1
C -2/L-2
CB
DA
DS
DC
DD
01

1353
1376
953
861
930
990

1075
1214

45 Series
47 Series
48 Series
49 Series
1907 Series
1908 Series
1910 Series
1911 Series

882
1082
912
901
981
993
985

1088

TS.934 (Late prod.)
TS -938
TS -938 (Additional Information)
TTS.587
VTS.587

MUNTZ

1366
1395
1419

919
919

18CT24
18J32
18L33
186743
18N145
180T85/18MT70
19F T6013
19HT15

1305
1151
1130
1137
1125
1118
1277
1250

KCS157 Series
KCS158 Series
KCS161
KCS162
KCS163 Series
KCS164
KCS165 Series
KCS168 Series

1116
1119
1022
1028
1065
1050
1104
1175

852
852
989

1060

869

20C1303B
20C1303C
2DC1501A, B
21301605
2DC1605
2DC1803
2D025bh
2DC3651

767
780
894
983

1079
1110
10/9
949

13Z13
14A9C29
14A9C50
14A10C29
14836
148382, 392
10CC142
14DC15, 16

1187
1309
1324
1309
1334
1355
1418
1449

Model
563P197
S63P197
S64K236M
S65P198
Chassis
1194.194

Chassis:
D2
ETV

1345
1046

1914 Series
T915 Series

954
1181

T68A14
768A15

940
940

19KT408
19KT50/50B

1242
1207

KCS169 Series
KCS169X Series

1192
1306 SONY 2DC3712

20C3741
1073
1041

14L20
14L25

842
838

Model.ETV lA 1265 T818 Series 1140 T68H28 947 19L21 1233
KCS171 Series 1198 2004315 1166 141920 893

FY 866 T917 Series 1186 19P22 1226 KCSI 72 Series 1385 KV-1722 1501 20C3818 1127 14M21 1054
G-1
H.1

1156
1173

T919 Series
1920 Series

1012
1103

OLYMPIC 190T85R
19S32

1197
1235

KCSI 73 Series
KCS174 Series

1180
1182 SPARTON

2DC3819
20C3916

1168
1222

14M23
14M27

878
916

H4
H.3
H-4
HB

1236
1318
1406
1011

T921 Series
1922 Series
1923 Series
T924 Series

1059
1079
1076
1135

Model:
3P70
6P28, 6P29, 6P30
9P44

1430
992

1275

20HT70
20HT71
20L23
20P22

1332
1332
1264
1299

KCS175 Series
KCS176 Series
KCS177 Series
KCSI78 Series

1204
1269
1251
1270

Chassis:
19LI 765

213C3918, 19
2DC3920
20C4815
3912

1210
1193
1178
1227

14M32
14N22
14N26
14N27

934
1001

958
1080

HD/H4 1470 T925 Series 1111 9P45 1275 20P24 1267
KCS179 Series 1340 SYLVANIA Chassis: I4N28 1010

JA 1432 1927 Series 1158 9P46 1275 200T74 1358 KCSI83 1331 Model: 1096-243 788 14N29 969
KC 1037 T928 Series 1311 9P54 1275 200775 1372 KCS184A 1315

21TC1-C2 851 14N292 1067
KO
KE
KE-II/EB
L.T2
MA
MXT
N.1
N.2

1141
1184
1474
1417
1469

785
1412
1357

T932 Series
1933 Series
1934 Series
T935 Series
T936 Series
1937 Series
1938
1939

1200
1224
1283
1285
1341
1215
1206
1271

9P94 Series
CT.910
9P56, 57, 58
9P59,60
9P901/9P91
Chassis:
CTC-19/21 Series
CTC 31

1379
1064
1095
1090
1245

1077
1231

20R27
20ST30AV
20532/A
20733
20V35
21HT15
21KT41
21L23A

1276
1422
6293
1287
1253
1434
1367
1439

KCS185
KCS186
KCSI 87
KCS188
KCS191
RC -1214A Radio
RC 1216 Radio
RS.206-A Record Changer

1339
1404
1482
1410
1472
792
863
868

21LC3
21LC12.1
21LC14.1
23E01 .

45P36 Stereo
Chassis:
A02-1..2
A04-1. -2

851
851
851
757
859

999
1051

UNITED SCIENTIFIC LABS

986

805

14N3I
14X21
149212
14Y33
14221, 142212
14237

14Z38,15m2 14Z43

986
1039
1169
1163
1252
1216
1240
908

Model:
Contact 23 CB Tianscewer

UTICA

Model:
T&C11 CB Transceiver

P-1

OX
1195

772
1940
1941

1254
1344

CTC1940
CTC 400

1218
1255

21ST31V
2IST90, 91

1438
1347

SETCHELL-CARLSON A04.3
A06. A07

1234
1035 VOICE OF MUSIC

15Y6C15
16N24

1174
1106

Chassis:
401 725 Tape RecorderGY

R.1

828
1485

1942
T944

1349
1259

NB
NBU

820
820

22LT45/R
220779

1401
1396 1066

908.1,-2
A09-1

1085
1369

850 1628019
17EC45/19EC45

1284
1496

R-2 1435 1944 (Late prod.) 1364 NOP 1013 3CR40/41 1475 U809/U810 1201 9161 1409 WESTERN AUTO 190836 1405
SA 911 T945 1266 NEC 1365 3CY80 1480

SILVERTONE
A16-1 1490 19CC19 1397

Model:SB 939 T946 1359 3CY91 1463 804.1, -2 968 19DC11 1488
Model:SC 1018 1946 (Late prod.) 1384 PACKARD-BELL 48117/48118 1500 805-1, -2, .3 973 DC3438 Trans Radio

Tape Recorder
776
840

19DC20 1428
S-2 1155 T947 1458 Model:

6122 1009 1306-1, -2, -3 960 4DC7260A 19DC21 1471

S3 1393 1948 1297 MSJ-202 1134 RAYTHEON CO 6150 995 B06.1. -2..3, 4, .5 1108 4DC7465 Tape Recorder 803 201'337 1126
TA
TB
TC

881
1004
1048

T949
7950
T951

1310
1328
1323

MS3204
Chassis:
8816

1134

877

Model.
Raytheon Two Way Encoder/Decoder 895

6151
6152
6154

995
995
995

809.1,-2
810.1. -2
810-7, .12

1122
1209
1450

WESTINGHOUSE
220836
23DCI4
23XC36

1503
1457
1027Model:

1.5 1257 T952 1433 88.18C 941 RCA SALES CORP..
155 995 1310.11/17 1486 H.883N29 Radio 846 24NC31 994

U.1 1398 T956 1377 8& 19 970 6156 995 812-1, -I 1247 Chassis: 25CC55 1383
Model:U1/UA 1459 1957 Series 1407 98C15 1083 6157 995 813-1 1350 V2407.4 Radio 789 25DC56 1493

VB 979 1958 1392 98017 1131 4VC6 Record Player 798 6164 1000 814.1 1321 V.2436 758 25DC57 1462
V-2 1263 1959 1420 4VC8 Record Player 798 7110 1026 1315-1-2 1455 V.2444.1, -2, -3, -5, .6. -9,-10 795 25MC30 886
W.1 1478 1960 1425 4VF606 Stereo H: Fi 827 7111 1026 DOH, .2 925 V.2444.1, -2, .3, .9, -10 837 25MC36 926
TU 220 AM/FM Tuner 759 T961 Series 1394 PANASONIC 4VF705 Stereo Hi Fi. 827 7114 1026 1301.1, -2, -8 1043 V-2446-1, .2 -3, 4 825 26K L20, 200S 779

Model:Model: T962 Series 1387 KR105/112. KRK112 with 96209 856 7120 1038 1303, .3 987 V.2451.2CB Transceiver 774 40BC50 1348
940A, B Radio 858 T966 Series 1443 CT -771 1402 KRK105/KRK66 Series 856 7121 1038 005 1024 V.2451.2C8 Transceiver 817 S-54344 Hand Control 799
11P31,-33. 7225A, -35A, -36A Radio. 845 1968 Series 1468 ETA -1 1481 RFG35 Radio 863 7122 1026 D06.1, .2 1091 V-2474.1, -2.3, .6, .7 875 S.60804, 44. 1013 Remote Control .. . 799
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TECHNICIAN/DEALER

71:77=
COMPLETE MANUFACTURER S' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 4 NEW SETS

SCHEMATIC NO. SCHEMATIC NO.

CHANNEL MASTER 1502 SONY 1501
Color TV Chassis T5002 Color -TV Model KV-1722

PHILCO-FORD 1500 ZENITH 1503
TV Chassis 22DB36TV Chassis 48117/48118

COMPLETE MODEL CHASSIS INDEX
FOR ALL CIRCUIT DIGESTS AND TEKFAX FROM

JANUARY 1963 THROUGH DECEMBER 1973

Month In Which Schematic Appears

756-761 Jan. 1963 1029-1035 Sept. 1966 1294-1299 May 1970
762-766 Feb. 1963 1036-1041 Oct. 1966 1300-1305 June 1970
767-772 March 1963 10421047 Nov. 1966 1306-1310 July 1970
773-779 April. 1963 1048-1054 Dec. 1966 1311-1315 Aug. 1970
780-784 May 1963 1055-1060 Jan. 1967 1316-1320 Sept. 1970
785-790 June 1963 1061-1067 Feb. 1967 1321-1325 Oct. 1970
791797 July 1963 1068-1073 March 1967 1326-1330 Nov. 1970
798-805 Aug. 1963 1074-1080 April 1967 1331-1334 Dec. 1970
806-811 Sept. 1963 1081-1086 May 1967 1335-1339 Jan. 1971
812-817 Oct. 1963 1087-1092 June 1967 1340-1344 Feb 1971
818-822 Nov. 1963 1093-1098 July 1967 1345-1349 March 1971
823-828 Dec. 1963 1099-1104 Aug. 1967 1350.1354 April 1971
829-833 Jan. 1964 1105-1110 Sept. 1967 1355-1359 May 1971
834-838 Feb. 1964 1111-1116 Oct. 1967 1360-1364 June 1971
839-843 March 1964 1117-1122 Nov. 1967 1365-1369 July 1971
844-850 April 1964 1123-1127 Dec. 1967 1370-1374 Aug. 1971
851-853 May 1964 1128-1133 Jan. 1968 1375-1379 Sept. 1971
854-858 June 1964 1134-1139 Feb. 1968 1380-1384 Oct. 1971
859-863 July 1964 1140-1145 March 1968 1385-1389 Nov. 1971
864-870 Aug. 1964 1146-1151 April 1968 1390-1393 Dec. 1971
871-875 Sept. 1964 1152.1157 May 1968 1394-1398 Jan. 1972
876-881 Oct. 1964 1158-1163 June 1968 1399-1404 Feb. 1972
882-887 Nov. 1964 1164-1169 July 1968 1405-1409 March 1972
888-893 Dec. 1964 1170-1175 Aug. 1968 1410-1414 April 1972
894-900 . . I . . Jan. 1965 1176-1181 Sept. 1968 1415-1419 May 1972
901-908 Feb. 1965 1182-1187 Oct. 1968 1420-1424 June 1972
909.916 March 1965 1188-1193 Nov. 1968 1425-1429 July 1972
917-923 -

i April 1965 1194-1198 Dec. 1968 1430-1434 Aug. 1972
924-926 May 1965 1199-1204 Jan. 1969 1435-1438 Sept. 1972
927-934 June 1965 1205-1210 Feb. 1969 1439-1442 Oct. 1972
935-942 July 1965 1211-1216 March 1969 1443-1446 Nov. 1972
943-950 Aug. 1965 1217-1222 April 1969 1447.1450 Dec. 1972
951-953 Sept. 1965 1223-1228 May 1969 1451.1454 Jan. 1973
954-961

Oct,1965 1229-1234 June 1969 1455-1459 Feb. 1973
962-969 Nov. 1965 1235-1240 July 1969 1460-1463 March 1973
970-975 Dec. 1965 1241-1246 Aug. 1969 1464-1467 April 1973
976-982 Jan..1966 1247-1252 Sept. 1969 1468-1472 May 1973
983-988 Feb. 1966 1253-1258 Oct. 1969 1473-1477 June 1973
989-995 March 1966 1259-1264 Nov. 1969 1478-1481 July 1973996-1001 April 1966 1265-1269 Dec. 1969 1482-1485 Aug. 1973
1002-1009 May 1966 1270-1275 Jan. 1970 1486-1489 Sept. 1973
1010-1015 June 1966 1276-1281 Feb. 1970 1490-1494 Oct. 1973
1016-1022 July 1966 1282-1287 March 1970 1495-1499 Nov 1973
1023-1028 Aug. 1966 1288-1293 April 1970 1500-1503 Dec. 1973

SCHEMATIC NO. SCHEMATIC NO.

ADMIRAL 70413.1 873
804 883
8K418-1 883
804 994
80423.1 944
81(18 1479
930 Series 1386
90410-1 883
90412 1 883
9G4 944
904101 944
90413-1 944
90416.1 944
16A4D, C 823
16B4C 823
16UA40, C 823
16U84C 823
19H10 1317
19K3U 816
19M3U 816
19R3U 816
19T3U 816
24A2 808
2482 808
24C2 808
2402 908
24UA2 808
24082 808
24UC? 808
24002 808
24UE2 808

Chassis:
C211312-1, lAG. IAS, IHR,

IN, IR, IC 910
C211313-1 910
C211315.1, 1AG, lAS 910
C21C12.1AG, lAS, 1C 910
C21C1151, lAG.1AS 910
04 883
DI 1 890
042-1 883
D44-1,2 4 883
D61-1, .2, 4 844
D412.1 883
0414.1, 2,4 883
D4I5-1 883
D416-1, 2, 4 883
O 610-1, -2, 4 844
O 761.1 928
O 1160-2, 4 890
O 1161.2, 4 890
04117.1 883
G2 991
G3 956
GO 944
G5, 2G5, 305, 765, 9G5 1074
G6 936
G7 Series 976
G11 920
G13 Serial 997
G61.2 936
0310-1, 4 956
G336-1 956
0416-1, -5 944
G417.1 944
G422-1 944
G610.2, -3 936
0612.1 936
G613-1 936
G617-2 936
G618-4 936
0620.1, 2, -3, 4, -6 936
G1161-2.-3 918
Ht -1A, HZIA 1016
HI -1A, 1H1.1A, 1AH1, H2 -1A ... 1300
H3 -1A, H4.1A, 1H4 -2A 1093
HI0 1069
H12, 1H12 1044
KIO 1346
K15 1147
K19 1461
K20 1351
M20 1465
NA1.1A 1273
NA10-1A 1429
122H4-1AX 1328
T3K3-1A, T3K3-18 1294
T3K4-1A, T3K4-18 1205
T7H2.1A, 19141.1A 1281
TG2.I 1170

AIRLINE
Chassis:
1018233, 3, 243, 10780233, 243 766
10-116-2540 847
1174-184, 117U-184,1188.184

5420.1.3%11p -2A

1452199c9i81

12-124-240, 12-124-34U

GAI-11.13083A

GAI-11253A/8
GAI-1-13003A

11448797

GA1.13133C, D 1494
GAI.11204A, 8
GAI.11234A,
GCI.11102A, 1028, 132A, 1328

13 1499
9914403

GCI-12102A
114151GCI-12420A, 8 29

GCI-12460A 1337
GC1.1366813 1282
GCI.14821A, 41A, 51A 38
GCI-17821A, 4IA, 51A 1371
GEN-12440C 113192

GEN-13460A 1304
GEN-173A Radio 787
GEN-I266A 945
GEN-1866A 1003
GEN-1867A 1036

TG2-2 1291
GEN-1967A
GEN-2485A

1081

T9K3-1A, 18

TH3-1A, TH4-IA, T2H4-1A, T3H4-1A,
18H4 -1A 1199 GEN-11160A

GEN-11269A 1992210067842

GEN-8077A, GEN-8447A

TIOHI.1AX
1495

GEN-11460A

TKZIA

1217

GEN-11469A

TI1K10-1A GEN-11461A, GEN-11481A
1256

TL2
TR2

1431

GEN-117696
GEN-11960A 1292

GEN-11760A
1112232027092

TR3 11113L4001861

104 883 GEN-11961

11831354

1011 890 GEN-12069A 1183
1013-2 883 GEN-12078A 1165
1042-2
1061-1

883 GEN-12349A
1426

88310412-2
903

GGEENN:1122448A2A 1165
10811-1, -2, -3, 4 903 GEN-13160A
1D760-1

1:716160.5

101161-5
890992289 GEN-13768B

1238116511126

890 GEN-17148A
445

1165

1146
1 1.1

GEN-13168A
GEN-13469A

1G310-1 956 GEN-17158A
G 956 GHJ-1466A

YIG3311211 956 GHJ-1566A
978
978

G6 936 GHJ-1786A
11G11115115-1 918 GHJ-4516A

978
978

11(18 -1A, -2A 1391 GHJ-4546A 978
204 883 GHJ-4556A 978

2214:11132111114:,15.211:3:31.

4 883 GHJ-8257A
883 GHJ-14098A
883 GHJ-14148A
890 GHJ-14158A 1128

890 GHJ-3067A
883 GHJ-3367A

1111194°4197822

883 GHJ-8247A

1128

204
204211

944 GHJ-1459A 1223
944 GHJ-14829A, GHJ-14849B,

21(16 1361 GHJ-148598 .. ...... .. 1229

SCHEMATIC NO. SCHEMATIC NO.

GHJ-17949A, 59A

11111110990096023i055521

GMW 1447A
GMW 1457A

1087110818 111222r0:877A88

E

GMW 14447A

1068 120810
1068 120827 A

GMW 14457A

1327

GTC-1884A 831 120856A.8
GTC-1694A
GTC 2684A

831

GTC-3914A
831 112209082657:42,8

847 120926, 928, 957, 958
GTC-3944A 847
GTC-3954A 847
GTC-4015A 909
GTC-4415A 909
GTC-4445A 909
GTC-4455A 909
GTC-4914A 847
GTC-4944A 847
GTC-4954A 847
GTM-1583A 784
GTM-1827A Clock Radio 814
GTM-2583A 784
GVC 9019A Reverb 800
WG 2313A AM/FM Console 778
WG-2343A 778
WG-2343B 778
WG-2373A, B 778
WG-23736 778
WG-2785A 888

ANDREA

Chassis
VTT323 5 818

CHANNEL MASTER

Chassis.
T5001 Series
T5002

CORONADO

Chassis:
1197-153 860
Model:
TV2-7110A 1124
TV2-7112A 1129
TV2.7310A 1117
TV2.9368A 1015
TV2-9398A 943
TV2-9442A 783
TV2. 9453A 1105
TV2-9454A 1070
TV2-9552A 1061
TV2-9553A 1061
TV17-9386A 860
TV21.9367A 1102
TV21-9643A 1094

CURTIS MATHES

Chauis:
TV -17, 17.1 1057
TV -19-1 937

DELCO

Model:
7284742 Reveib Unit 804
7284893 Reverb Unit 804
7286315 Cadillac Auto Radio 815
980464 Radio 777
980655 Auto Radio 826
980886 Auto Radio 864
9821137 Radio 793
985431 Radio 769
985694 Auto Radio 833
R59 and T -59-12V Garage Door

Opener 724

DUMONT

Chassis:
120622A 802
1206238 802
120633 Series 900 756
120644A 802
120677A 813
1206788 813
120679A 813
120884A 813
120688A 802
120689A 813
120699 891
120708 876
120712 876
120722 891
120725 876
120780 962
120783 962
120804A,8 1071
120805.4.13 1071
1208068 1071

1416

ELECTROHOME (CANADA)

Chassis:
C6 1268
C8 1289
C12 1456
M4 1185
M6 1188
M10 1262
Model:
204244 944
20832-1, -2 936
2G1158-1 918
2G1157.1 918
2145 1152
2145, 3145, 4145, M2H5, M4H5 1211
3011 890
301180-1, -3, 4 890
301171.1, -3, 4 890
301182-3 890
303 Series 1055
30611-1 936
3011554, -3 918
3H5 1152
31410, 41410, 51410 Series 1082
408 903
4011 890

1502 4D44-3 883
401160-7 890
401161-7 890
404115-3 883
40640-1 936
40641-1 936
40645-1 936
4H5 1152
7043-1 873
Beaucourt 841
Chancellor 841
Orlando, U, CU 874
Safari, U 854
Vermount 841

EMERSON

Chassis:
51(1675.2-3 1427
11H5 1460
301(17 1400
30M20 1454
321(1673-32, 1888-4, 1687-2 1421
920 1362
12064242 Chrome Board 870
120655 Trans Radio 775
120664 Radio 775
120664L Radio 775
120671 872
120673 872
120692A 791
120697 872
120698 872
120702 872
120708 830
120712 830
120725 830
120732 AM/FM Tuner 880
120740 872
120743 872
120744 872
120753 872
120758 929
120759 929
120760 929
120771 938
120779 946
120780 946
120781 946
120782 946
120783 946
120784 946
120785 946
120804 1045
120805 1045
120806 1045
120807 1045
120823 1045
120837 1033
120839 1033
120840 1033
120841 1033
120842 1033

COPYRIGHT 1979 BY ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER  1 EAST FIRST STREET, DULUTH, MINNESOTA 55802



Capture the TRUE COLOR...

 MODEL F -87-C
Designed for: Weak VHF signal areas.

Very weak UHF signal areas.

33 Elements VHF -UHF -FM List Price: $59.95
MODEL CX-F-87-C (75 OHM) List Price: $66.20

All VHF -UHF -FM models complete with behind -the -set Signal Splitter.

 MODEL F -89-C
FOR: Extremely weak VHF signal areas.

Extremely weak UHF signal areas.
54 Elements VHF -UHF -FM

List Price: $102.95
CX-F-89-C )75 OHM) List Price: $109.20

 MODEL F -88-C
FOR: Very weak VHF signal areas.

Extremely weak UHF signal areas.
47 Elements VHF -UHF -FM

List Price: $79.95

CX-F-88-C (75 OHM) List Price: $86.20

 MODEL F -86-C
FOR: Moderate VHF signal areas.

Weak UHF signal areas.
27 Elements VHF -UHF -FM

List Price: $46.95
CX-F-86-C (75 OHM) List Price: $53.20

 MODEL F -85-C
FOR: Moderate VHF signal areas.

Moderate UHF signal areas.
21 Elements VHF -UHF -FM

List Price: $39.95
CX-F-85-C (75 OHM) List Price: $46.20

with a new FINCO'80 Series
COLOR SPECTRUM TV ANTENNA

NHF-F/1/1

 MODEL F -82-V
Designed for: Weak signal areas

20 Elements VHF -FM List Price: $49.95
MODEL CX-F-82-V (75 OHM) List Price: $58.30

 MODEL F -84-V
FOR: Extremely weak signal areas.

34 Elements VHF -FM
List Price: $89.95

CX-F-84-V (75 OHM) List Price: $98.30

FOR: Very weak signal areas.
28 Elements VHF -FM

List Price: $72.95
CX-F-83-V (75 OHM) List Price: $81.30

 MODEL F -81-V
FOR: Moderate signal areas.

14 Elements VHF -FM
List Price: $35.95

CX-F-81-V (75 OHM) List Price: $44.30

Write for Catalog No. 20-658 Dept. No. ETD 12-73

THE FINNEY COMPANY 34 WEST INTERSTATE STREET,
BEDFORD, OHIO 44146 / (216) 232-6161

... for more details circle 109 on Reader Service Card



If you need
a high quality 31/2 -digit

V -O -M at your price . . .

buy Triplett's new 8035

Model

8035

+1
I. I 1_1 1

1

M TRIPLE TT OIOITAL
V-0-11/1

OHMS
[ 1K 10K 100Kr----1m

100 I I / /-10m
r moo - -1000
100- -100M
10--- -10 A

1 -./// 1

100 ETI V 100 A

ON COM 411 ill INPUT r

1. EASY OPERATION - Single polarized plug for test leads eliminates switching
leads when changing functions.

2. LOW POWER CONSUMPTION - Less internal heating for greater stability and reliability.

3. LOW CIRCUIT LOADING - Greater measurement accuracy with 10 megohm input
resistance for all AC and DC voltage ranges.

Designed for R&D, production,
quality control, maintenance
and classroom use, Triplett's
new Model 8035 Digital V -O -M
features an automatic polarity
display, 100% overrange capa-
bility, out -of -range display
blanking and high input resis-
tance to make it nearly fool-
proof.

With 26 ranges, the Model 8035
boasts accuracies from -1.- 0.1 %

to 4-- 0.7% of reading 1 digit
... ranking it among the best on
the market. Its green, polarized
window and its single -plane,
seven -bar, fluorescent display
combine to insure bright,
reflection -free readability from
virtually any viewing angle.

- $385

Hardware for rack mounting is
available.
See the Model 8035, priced at
$385, at your local distributor.
For more information, or for a
free demonstration of the conve-
nience and accuracy of the 8035,
call him or your Triplett repre-
sentative. Triplett Corporation,
Bluffton, Ohio 45817.

1111.TRIPLETT
The World's most complete line of V -0 -M's
choose the one that's just right for you

For full details
Representative.

Dial Toll -Free 800-645-9200 for nearest Triplett
New York State Call Collect 516-294-0990

... for more details circle 125 on Reader Service Card


